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mentioned for the position of state auditor, which it is proposed to
establish, Capt. S. W. Lane of Augusta and
State Treasurer F. M. Simpson.
Mr. Hill of Belfast has presented the petition of George W Burkett and 28 others of
Belfast in favor of a law prohibiting the use
of trading stamps and similar devices.
Mr. Hill of Belfast has presented the petition of A. I. Brown ami 50 others of Belfast,
for a law prohibiting the use of any purse
net or seine m the waters, bays or tributaries
of Penobscot bay.
An act has been introduced in the House
creating a lose time ou deer on the island
f Isle au Haul for six years. Also an act increasing the salary of the Sheriff of Waldo
county to four hundred dollars.
Hill of Belfast has presented an act
providing that cities may by ordinance reabutters
on sidewalks to keep such
quire
sidewalks clear of snow, and on refusal to
do so the, expense of clearing shall be added
to the persons' tax.
Mr.

A canvass of the Legislature by one interested shows the presence of 89 members of
the Masonic order among the 150 members
<>f the House.
Six of the House officials are
also Masons.
In the Senate almost all the
members belong to the order.
Mr. Spratt of Palermo has presented the
petition of E. T. Spear and 27 others of
Montville in favor of repeal of chapter 329,
Public Laws of 1897, relating to road com-

missioner. Also petition of F. M. Adams
others of Morrill, for same.

Mr. Nickerson of Swanville has [(resented
the petition of A. S. Nickerson and 27 others
of Swanville m favor of repeal of
Chapter
329, Public Laws of 1897, relatiug to road
commissioner.
Also petition of S. B. Littlehold and 31 others of Stockton Springs for
game.

Correspondence..Ship

■pislature an act to inuill A Bucksport Kail-

past he had been lame and unable to
move about except by the aid of
crutches,
he looked carefully after all the details of
his business, aud hail his life been
spared
would doubtless, although four score years
of age, have superintended the
building of
another large vessel the coming summer.
years

Mr. Dawson of Monroe has presented the
of John H Hobbs and 19 others of
the town of Winterport for the repeal of the
road commissioner law. Also the petition
of N. L. Woodman and 40 others of Monroe,
for same.
Also the petition of E. C. West
and 70 others, for same.

petition

Among the demands for a renewal of charter rights is that in behalf of the Cantina
Railroad and Navigation Company.
The
corporation desires to build a line connecting with new Washington county road, it
asks to have its charter extended two years
be given permission to
and to
bridge the
Union river.

He

good

was a

citizen in every
highest esteem

respect and
was held in tile
by all. The
funeral was held at his late residence at 2
o’clock Monday afternoon, Rev. A. A. Smith

officiating.
Mrs. Vesta Monroe, widow of the late
Calvin Monroe, senior, died January 26th,
aged 84 years and 8 months. She was born
in East Whateley, Mass., in which town and
State she lived until about forty-six years

Mr. Hill of Belfast, has presented the petition of Joseph Williamson and nine other
members of the Waldo county bar in favor
of an act to amend the powers and jurisdiction of the police court of the city of Belfast.
Also hill an act. to amend chapter 180 of the
Private and Special Laws of the year 1870,
establishing the police court, of the city <>f
Belfast, as amended by chapter 428 of the
Private and Special Laws of 1885.

ago, when she came to Waldo, Maine, where
she resided several years, after which the
family moved to Belfast, where she had
since remained.
She was a quiet, unassum-

A temperance, bill came into the House
ing lady, gentle in her hearing towards all.
last week. L provides that. \vl enever nquor
seized the claimant shall prov-- that said I She had strong religious convictions ami was
liquors were to be used “illy 1 »r ni--d;cinal an ardent believer in the Adventist faith.
or mechanical purposes.
It makes imprisonShe looked forward with joyful anticipation
Uieni for offenses against the prohibitory law
mandatory. Every person found guilty shall I to the second coming of Christ and died
be lined not less than >100 and imprisoned
triumphant in the faith. One son, Calvin H.
not less than three, months.
County AtturMonroe, of North Belfast, and two daughneys arc prohibited from settling cases nut ;
of court.
ters. Mrs. J. W. Ferguson of Cliftondale,
is
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Friday morning’s

session

of

the

Maine i

legislature closed the work of the fourth
week.
Among the new measures were l.‘*8
petitions, with 2 000 signers, lor the better

)

observance of Meinor. il day, accompanied
by a bill providing for fine and imprisonment for anybody taking part in games or
sports on that day. State Treasurer Simpson sent in a statement shewing taxes
paid
by the electric railways Sd 811 in 1805, §4,100
in 1800, >4 800 in
§0,011 in isos.

Keene of Ventura,
The funeral was
held at her late residence last Sunday afternoon, Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast officiating. The interment was in the family lot at
Mass., and Mrs.

California,

L

E

survive her.

City point.
The death in Washington, D.C., Jan. 18th,
Mrs. Lucy P. Millikeu was announced in
The Journal of the week following.
Mr.
of

1807,’and

The Maine legislature had another 8 o’clock
N. B. Millikeu, at whose home she died,
m. session Jan 20th, and at its close a large
writes to the Camden Herald as follows:
p trty of members wo ut to Orono To inspect,
the University of Maine.
There was not a
Mother was the last to survive of a longattendance
at
the.
large
session, and it. was j lived
family of seven, live brothers and two
brief and without features.
new
Among
sisters.
Her brother George, died in his
measures introduced were a bill to incorpornineteenth year and three others of the
ate the Bluehill and Bneksport electrh- railthe age of seventy-five.
family
She
passed
way; a bill giving the Kennebec, superior
lost her parents while yet a
girl and
judge authority to sit-in murder trials ; and was adopted by all uncle who youi
wapioneer
a bill
incorporating the Kennebec water dis- ! in the woods of Maine, so that s
had hut
triet, including Waterville and Fairfield.
six weeks actual schooling; yet sh
was the
The committee on financial affairs had dictionary of the family. When we were
three, hearings Thursday afternoon.
boys in our teens and against the greatest of
Mrs.
Burrington of Belfast, president of the Chil- obstacles she contended perseveringly till
saw us all well educated, and from her
she
dren’s Aid Society of that city, appeared in
favor of the resolve of §1,000 annually for literary tastes and encouragement, brother
Seth derived the incentive and ambition
the society.
Senator Pierce <-f Waldo and
Representative Hill of Belfast also spoke in which laid the foundation of his attainments
and subsequent distinction in public life.
favor of the resolve. There w as a large delegation of Portland and Leering ladies pres- We all got good and effectual moral training
from father and mother.
ent in the interests of the resolve, of §2,500
annually for the Leering Temporary Home
for Women and Children.
Ex Governor
Miss Grace E. Ames, daughter of BenjaCleaves was in charge of this hearing, and
min Ames, passed away at her home, !)8
those who spoke were Mrs. Philip H. Brown,
Ocean street. Saturday, after a lingering ill
Mrs. Seth L. Larrabee and Mrs. Carter. The
ness
from consumption. For nearly two
resolve of §1,000 annually for the Leering
She was
years she had been in poor health.
Home for Friendless Boys was also given a
horn in North Haven, Me., in 1875, hut
hearing. Representative Chase, Mrs, Mc- moved to
where she resided
Rockland,
Me.,
who
is at the head of the home, and
Gregor,
until the last four years, which she has
Lyman C Cousins spoke in favor of the rein Ipswich and two in this city.She
solve, ami a statement of facts from Col. F. spent,two
joined the Baptist church at the age of 15,
E. Boothhy was read.
The committee will
and was an earnest, active Christian, belongreport favorably on each resolve.
ing to the Y. 1*. S. C E. and Sunday school,
where she taught. She was a bright, promison the 1 reaty.
Senator
ing young lady and had a wide circle of
friends, by whom she was loved ami respectWashington, Jan. L'7. The Senate contin- ed. She leaves three brothers and one
sister, besides her mother. The funeral
ued the consideration of the peace treaty in
over the remains took place from the Essex
execut ive session today, the doors being
street Baptist church.
There were floral
closed for almost th ree li ours. Senator Frye, offerings from the Y. P. S. C E., Sunday
school, friends and family. The interment
a member of the Pans Peace Commission,
was
in Pme Grove cemetery.
(Evening
held the attention of the Senate during the
A
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greater part of the time. He read from the
report of the Commission, and explained the
quotations, and devoted much of his speech
to an explanation
why the Philippines
Archipelago was included in the cession to
tin- United States.
lie was asked why those islands were not
placed in the same class as Cuba, the sovereignty over this island being merely relin-

quished,

while in the case of the Philippines
it has been made over to the United States,
and replied that the difference *vas made because in the ease of Cuba the Commission
was acting under instructions
from Congress.
He was reminded that the Filipinos professed to l),* fighting for freedom, just as the
Cubans were, ami that they were stall contending for their own independence.
One Senator reminded him of the representation of Aguiualdo’s American agent,
AgomTllo, and asked if he meant to force the
Filipino people to actual hostilities, to which
Mr. Frye retorted that it was the opposition
which was forcing a continuance of the state
of war, ami which would be renponsible for
hostilities if they should occur. As for himself, however, lie did not know the Filipinos in the transaction. The treaty he
said should have been ratified ten days ago,
and, if it had been, all danger of war with
the people of the Philippines would have

been averted.
Senator Mason asked whether the Commission did not know when they made the
treaty, and whether he did not know now,
that the natives of those islands were then,
as now, demanding their independence.
In
response, Mr. Frye repeated that the commission had dealt with Spain regarding the
Filipinos as subjects of that country. Spain
had lost in the conflict of war and hence the
United States had a perfect right, according
to the law of nations, to acquire any part of
her possessions or people in adjusting the
balances after the War was over.

Miss Mary B. Sargent of Medford, Mass.,
a guest last week of Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Sargent.
was

ot

Waldo

County Orange.

Waldo County Pomona Grange met January 24th with South Branch Grange, Prospect, The Worthy Master being absent the
Overseer called the meeting to order and
invited Past Master A. A. Ginn to take the
Master’s chair. The other pro tem officers
were: A. Boyd, Steward; Mrs. Shepherd
Blanchard, Lecturer; Geo. C. Ward, Secretary; Charles Gray, Gate Keeper; Ella Gray,
Ceres. A class ot 16 was instructed in the
fifth degree. The address of welcome was
given by W. H. Ginn, and the response by

Searsport. As a boy he worked on the farm
with his father, hut on becoming of
age he
learned the ship joiner’s trade. The first
vessel built by him was the ship
Spitfire, in
Winterport in 1851. He was master builder A.
Stinson.' The following Granges rein the Treat shipyard in
Winterport several sponded t.o the roll-call; Northern Light
years and afterwards built several vessels
by Master; Morning Light, Sister Durham;
on his own account in Stockton.
In 1878, he
Star of Progress, T. J. Dill; Comet, Bro.
came to Belfast and bought a small farm
on
Nickerson ; Dirigo, Frank Clements; Georges
Waldo avenue, where he engaged in fruit
River, Bro. Hurd; South Branch, F. A.
In
1S82
the firm of McDonald &
raising.
Lane; Granite, F. Truudy ; Sunrise, Master;
Brown was formed, which has since built
Stockton, S. Klauobard; Sunlight, W. S.
eleven vessels, as follows: barkentine
Doris, Dollcff. The afternoon session was made
sch. Helen G. Moseley, sch.
Herald, two public. First after calling to order was
harkentines named Josephine, sch. Mary A.
music by the choir, and next the question,
Hall, sch. Nimbus, sch. Puritan, sch. Young
Resolved, That there is no such thing as
sell.
Stella M. lvenyon, sch.Daniel luck.
Brothers,
It was discussed by A. A. Gmu,
B.
Fearing. He made tile molds atld Daniel Dyer, T. Durham, A. btinsou, N. L.
draughts for the Spitlire without previous Littlefield, Edgar Thayer, T. J. Dill, W. H,
instruction, and has superintended the Ginn. Sisters Blanchard, Ginn and Durham.
building of more than 40 vessels. He was The
question was followed by an essay by
very accurate in liis estimates as to cost and
A. Stinson; reading, Flora Haley; recitathe amount of material required, and hut
tion, Jennie Dockham; music, Katie Lane
little waste lumber was left in the
yard and L. Colson; music, B. M. and Francis
when his vessels were finished.
In 1848, he
Eauies, and a recitation by Katie Lotve
married Mary Field of Frankfort,
daughter Littlefield. A vote of thanks were given
of Daniel and Abigail
(True) Field. She South Branch Grange for courtesies. Resurvives him, with two
daughters, Mrs. marks were made
by Deputy Thompson.
Martha Johnson and Miss Davinia
Brown,
The next meeting will be with Tranquillity
both of Belfast and one
grand-daughGrange, Liucolnville, February 21st, with
ter, Miss Ella May Johnson. Their daughthe following program; 1st, opeuiug exerter Daisy C. McDonald died in 18112
Mr.
fifth degree; 3d, address
Brown was a thorough mechanic, a careful cises; 2d, conferring
of welcome, Austin Marriner; 4th, response,
and progressive business man, and was conW. H. Moody; 5th, report of Granges; 6th,
sidered one of the most
competent, shipof committees; 7th,noon recess ;
appointment
builders in Maine.
Although for several
we do with

are

8.
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Two candidates

and 52

Marriages.. Deaths.

j

S20.

News of the Week,

ii.cy

He was born in Carrolton, Md., a son of Gabriel and Elizabeth Brown, both of whom
were born in England.
When William was
an infant the family moved to
Prospect, now

A petition has been presented in the House
askiug that Waldo trial justices be given
jurisdiciiou with Belfast municipal court in
under

Meeting

William H. Brown, the veteran
shipbuilder, died at his home on the corner of
Court and Elm streets Friday
afternoon,
Jan. 27th, at the age of nearly eighty years.

Senator Grindle has presented a bill authorizing the Castine Water Company to
carry on the business of electric lighting.

cases

City

tion In

OBITUARY.

Mr. Griudle of Islesboro has introduced a
bill an act to regulate the taking of lobsters
on the coast of Maine.

MAINE. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1899.

Item, Lynn, Mass.

Capt. L. Woodbury Saunders died at his
home in North Bucksport of pneumonia,
Jan. 25, aged 61 years.
He leaves a wife,
Mrs. Sylvia Collins, two sons, Frank and
Enoch,

and three

daughters, Abide,

Stella

Eva. Capt. Saunders was a well known
coasting skipper and his last command was
the
schooner
Charleston, of this port,
and

f Bucksport

Herald.

Jeremiah Frohock died Jan. 25th at his
home in
months
A

family

Lincolnville, aged
His death

was

78

years and 8

caused by

a cancer.

survive him.

Transfers

in Real

Secret

Estate.

following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 1. 1899: Sarah E.
Doe, by guardian, Burnham, to H. L. McAlister, do; land in Burnham. R. A. Gurney,
Belfast, to Cora ;V1. Webber, Waldo; land in
Waldo.
Georgianna A. Hook, Belfast, to
Annie S. Hart, do; land buildings in Belfast. Geo. W. Fish, Palermo, to W. D.
Jones, do; land and buildings in Palermo.
Salome W. Harding, Unity, to Clara A.

Carney,do; land in Unity. Edgar R Erskine,
Waldo, to Geo. H. Erskiue, do; laud in
Hollis M. Drink water, Liucolnville, to Wm. D. Lewis, Boston; land in
Lincolnville. Sarah A. Z Cook, Melrose,
to John Sanborn, Belfast; land and
Mass
buildings in Belfast. Sarah McCarty, Bellast; to Ira Pitman, do; land and buildings
iu Belfast. Ohas. A. Lara, Plymouth, Mass.,
to Edwin P Frost, Belfast, laud and buildings in Northport. Mary H Rhoades, Rockland, to Sarah A. McCarty, Belfast; land in
Northport. Susie N. Nash, Belfast, to Sarah
A. McCarty; land aud buildings in Belfast
Arvesta J. Feruald, Troy, to Henry N.
Fernald, do; land in Troy.

societies.

The officers of King Solomon Council, R. &
S. M., will be installed next Tuesday evening, Feb. 7th.
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this,
Thursday, evening.

The officers of Penobscot Encampment, I.
will probably be installed Tuesday
Feb. 7th and of Aurora Rebekah Lodge the
14th.

O. O. F

Odd Fellows from Penobdelegation
scot Encampment went to Searsport last
Thursday evening to attend the installation
of C. A. March Encampment.
I. T. Clough,
I). 1). G. P., installed the officers, assisted by
the following acting Grand officers:
D. F.
A

of

Stephenson,

March, J. S. W ;
E. E. Wescort, G. H. P.; C. M. Perkins, G.
Tr.; W L. Hanson, G. S.

G. J. W ; M. C.

The officers of Corinthian Royal Arch
Chapter were installed Monday evening by
Past High Priest F R. Woodcock, assisted
Hall acting Graud
by Past High Priest C.
Captain of the Host.. The officers [installed
are as follows:
High Priest, Win. 0. Libby;
King, Martin G. Black; Captain of’the Host,
Upham A. Hoyt; Principal Sojourner,
Henry J. Chaples; Secretary, Geo. I. Keating; Chaplain, Oscar Hills; Royal Arch
Captain, Dexter T. Guptill; Master of theJd

Veil, Everett S Carter; Master of the 2d
Veil, Hiram L. Partridge; Master of the 1st
Veil, Elijah Phillips; Sentinel, Henry Marn tier.

A. O. U.

W. Memorial.

A. O.

U. \V., held

Lodge

the 18th

Enterpise Lodge,

memorial service in connection wit h the regular meeting last Thursday evening. By a vote of the Supreme
a

day

of

January, the

anniver-

sary of the death of John Jordan Upchurch,
the founder of the order, is to be observed
as memorial day.
Lodges generally hold the services on the Sunday or at the
regular meeting nearest to that date. The
memorial services consisted of an address
by Mason I. Stevens, and a biography and
tributes to the deceased members bv John
S. Feruald. The list of honored dead is as

annually

follows:

John Jordan Upchurch, St. Louis,
Mo..Founder of the order: George F. Higgins,
Providence, R. I., Past Grand Master Workman.
Charles W. Haney, Quincy F. Bean,
Fred A. Carle, James Leman, George I.
Mudgett, George L Moore, James S Dodge,
Elisha L. Bean.
Messrs. Higgins and Dodge
died during the past year; Elisha L. Bean
was a member of Searsmont Lodge and died
before that lodge was consolidated
with
Enterprise lodge.

Grange conferred the first and
degrees on eleven candidates Satur-

Seaside
second

day evening.

Monday evening, Jan. 23d, Comet Grange,
Swanville, installed the following officers
for the ensuing year: M., Albert T. NickerAlvin H. Ellis; L., Louise Cunningson; O
ham; Chap., Mrs. Joshua Littlefield; Sec’y,
Celia Nickerson; S., Herman Baclielder; A.
S. Clarence Waiker; L. A. S Alice Damm ;
T, Fred Curtis; G. Iv., Albert S. Nickerson; C., Mrs Mary F Nickerson; P., Mrs.
diaries Marden; F., Mrs. Fred Curtis. The
officers were installed by P. M.
Hosea
White, assisted by Mrs. White aud Charles
Curtis. Several visiting members from Granite Grange, North Searsport, and Mr. aud
Mrs. Hurd of Georges River Grange, Libpresent. By request Past Masrecited his poem, “The Night
after Election.”
There were remarks from
several of the visiti ng members and a bountiful supper.
erty,

were

White

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
adopted the following resolutions on the
death of a member:
has

Whereas,

death has

again

visited

Union

Harvest Grange aud removed from our band
brother, Edward L. Rowell, therefore,
be it
Resol wed, That by his death we have lost
a sincere friend and respected brother, who
has always demanded our warmest friendship ami highest esteem.
Resolved, That we will cherish his meipory, remembering his excellence of character
during his life, his habits of industry, sobriety, and all those virt les which ever
shone forth in his life, rendering our brother
one wrho was
truly an honor to the community in which he moved.
Resolved, That we hereby extend to his
bereaved family an expression of our sympathy in this their hour of affliction.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning, that these resolutions be placed
upon our records, a copy be sent to the family of tne deceased and to the local papers
our

for

publication

Mark L. Howard,
) Committee
eldon \ Poland, >
on
Sadie E. Poland,
J Resolutions.
M

Legislative Jottings.

Gen.

or

Lellau

than sixteen feet

wide,

with

an es-

the cost. This must be approved
by municipal officers and county commissioners.
At this stage of the game the tdate
Engineer will advertise for bids for building
the road. If no one will bid an amount
not in

excess

will

of

the

then

estimate,

commence

the

all

enover

again, make a new estimate, and he is
careful to get it large enough next time.
Fifty per cent, of the cost of building is to
be paid by the State, thirty per cent, by the
county and twenty per cent, by the town or
The amounts from counties and towns
be paid by the treasurers on the requisition of the State engineer, and the highways
when completed must be
accepted by
towns on notice from him.
If counties
have not the cash on hand, the commissioners must “create a loan” when the State engineer says so. Some one says this would
be a good thing, as it would make so much
work that it would keep the boys at home.
A man by the name of Pharaoh made a lot

city.
to

work once by running a brick yard down
Egypt and undoubtedly kept the boys

home until he got

of

in a

Henry Staples

and

was

in

in

Pittsfield

Bangor last Friday

business.

on

J. Starrett went to Portland Monbusiness.

Frank

day
in

on

James Sails of Bucksport visited friends
Belfast last week.

R. F Dunton, Esq.,
business last Friday.

few

laughter,

on

was

in

Waterville

F. Devereaux and wife of Castine
Belfast last Thursday.

were

on

in

W. A. Hill of Rockland was in Belfast on
business last Thursday.
Waldo Chapin returned home Monday
from a visit in Boston.

the

Mrs. Chas. H. Field went to Boston Mon
a visit, of a week.

day for

Mrs. Joel P, Wood went to
the humor, the sentiment, the deep-rooted
Hampden yes
patriotism, illustrated and emphasized by terday to visit her parents.
General Gordon himself and by his wonderW. W. Miller of Foxcroft was in Belfast
ful powers as an orator.
Those who heard last Thursday on business.
the lecture got a better idea of the war of I
Miss Kate P. Welch left, on Monday mornthe rebellion than could he obtained from
ing’s train for Malden, Mass.
u
hundred
He
volumes.
reading
spoke from
Mrs. Walter Cooper has been visiting Mrs
full experience, and his descriptions of army
A. F. Drummond in Waterville
life were living pictures. His characterizaRoland Carter arrived borne Saturday
tions of the leaders in the Union aud Confederate armies were just, and his tributes from Boston for a few days’ visit
to Grant and to Lee alike drew applause.
Chas. F. Ginn and daughters ami Wilson
The incidents he told of the exchange of Ellis spent Wednesday in Augusta.
courtesies aud of social visits between the
Charles Girdler of Mercer spent Sunday
opposing armies on the Kapidan, of the with his brother in-law, (J. A. Hoyt.
Union woman at whose table he sat when in
William Gilbertson of this city has gone
Pennsylvania, of his attentions to Gen. Bar- to North
Jay to work in a granite shed.
low on the field of Gettysburg, and of the
Sumner Bridges was called to Penobscot
shown
courtesy
by some unknown Union ofMonday by the sudden death of his rnothex.
certo Mrs.Gordon and her child in Virginia,
Ralph H. Wight arrived Monday from
could be many times duplicated. His tribGreen Bay, Wis., for a visit of a few weeks
utes to American valor aud chivalry, based
Mrs. Joseph Osgood of South Boston left
upon bis personal experience on many a
bloody battlefield; his recognition of the Saturday for borne after a short visit in Belpart borne in the war by American women fast.
on both sides; his words of counsel to the
W. C. Thompson of New York arrived
rising generation; his declaration of the un- laot Week for
short visit u«; his father, J.
swerving loyalty of the Southern people to 0. Thompson.
the fiag of our forefathers; and, in closiug,
Mrs. Fred Avery of Exeter arrived last
the story of an eye-witness and participant of
to visit her pareuts, Mr. and Mrs
Friday
the last scene of all, the surrender at AppoGeo. D. McCrillis.
An
mattox, will not soon be forgotten.
Arville Redman is at home for a short
exchange well says:
Gen. Gordon's lecture, or oration it may vacation from the Institute of Technology
he better termed, is a matchles sermon from of Massachusetts.
the gospel of peace by a matchless tighter in
Mr. J. K Carr of Smuggler, Colo., left for
the days of war. He had the courage of his
n.

in
at

order to “Let my people go.” No small town could ever avail
themselves of the provisions of this law, as
the cost of a macadamized road averages
about $12,(XX) per mile and the towns twen-

U. G. Hussey visited friends
Tuesday.

We shall make no attempt to report the
lecture—no printed report could do it justice. It needs the man behind it, the pathos,

town

timate of

gineer

introduced the lecturer

alternating with ripples
two nearly continuous.

macadamized road not less than twelve

nor more

\

Boston Monday

to

business.

well
chosen words, speaking of him as a man who
had won distinction in war and in peace, and
then for two hours Gen. Gordon held the
close attention of bis audience, applause

may petition for the improvment of any
highway. The County Commissioners are
then to investigate ami report their opinion
as to whether the petition should or should
not be granted. If the State Engineer approves he will make a survey and plans for
a

PERSONAL.
Howes went

A. A.

Camp, Sons of Veterans. As Gen. Gordon
stepped upon the stage the veteraus and sons
rose and saluted, the General
returning the
salute very impressively.
Hon. W. H. Mc-

charts, publications, lectures or otherwise to
dissiminate knowledge concerning highways
bridges, sidewalks,etc, throughout the State
and is to hold at least one meeting per year
each county.
The municipal officers of any city

in Belfast.

tending across the stage, while in front of
them sat a delegation from A. E. Clark

and duties. He is to have an office at the
State capitol and is to compile statistics relating to the public ways in the cities and
towns of the State and investigate ways to
secure better roads, and by means of
maps,

in

John B. Gordon

Gen. John B. Gordon of Georgia lectured
on The Last Days of the Confede
acy in the
Belfast Opera House last Tuesday evening,
before a large and appreciative audience.
The rear of the stage was draped with the
Stars and Stripes, and members of T. H.
Marshall Post, G. A. It., occupied seats ex-

Augusta, Jan. 31,1899. Road matters are
now
claiming a good deal of attention.
One bill introduced provides that all highways shall be cleared to the width of forty
feet of all rocks, bushes, standing trees, etc.
under severe penalties. This act, if passed,
would bankrupt some towns.
Another bill of huge proportions, in one act
and seventeen scenes, provides for the appointment of a State Engineer to improve
the public roads, and to define his powers

an

|

they
battle, nis home Monday after a visit to friends in
and he utters them as bravely today iu cemty per cent, alone would be prohibitive. I eutiug the ties of soldierly admiration for Sears port a ml vicinity.
Cities could and would get their suburban tlu* men who fought, and patrotie love for
Rev. J. \) Coombs of North Haven has
the great republic wliich survives the constreets built under this act, and the small
been visiting his niece, Mrs. George Mixer,
Without a taint of dis.ovalty
flict.
towns would have to pay in State and counto the cherished traditions of the South, in Camden ami relatives :n It fast
without a word of offense to the champions :
ty taxes their proportional part of eighty
Rev. Geo. E Tufts and Rev. It T. Oapen
Such a scheme for fat of Northern opinion, he kindles anew tne
per cent, of the cost.
love of every follower of Lee: he deepens attended a meeting of tin: Central Maine
jobs and for enriching the large towns and the admiration of every Federal survivor
Theological Circle in Waterville Tuesday.
cities at the expense of the small ones was
of the military genius and manly magnanimR. I*. Hazel tine, Jr., is spending his mio
ity of Grant ; and he awakens in both a
Let as
never before devised in this State.
loftier patriotism and more consecrated d*-Winter V;i, Ht.h u of one week at home f;■rrt,
devoutly hope that any such legislation will votion to “this nation,” which, m the lm- 1
the Massachusetts institute of Teohrn logy
never be placed on the statute books.
mortal words of Abraham Lincoln, “under
| God, shall have a new birth of freedom and
Mrs. I ran, Hadley and Mrs. Amy <dlneh
that government of the people, which shall ;
arrived from Medford Hillside, Mass
The committee on financial affairs have re- |
Iasi
not perish from the earth.”
Thursday. They will make their i ,»u.
ported “Ought to pass” on the resolve in faOne of our Grand Army men remarked
Belfast.
vor of the Girl’s Home, Belfast.
the other day that some of the hoys had met
Mr. and .Mrs. VVm. B. Swan were ,» Angus
Gen. Gordon during the war and he had
j
I he Churches.
ta-last Thursday to attend a hearing before
given them a warm reception, and they
proposed to reciprocate when he came to a Legislative Con o tter in rela ce to the
At the First Parish Church, Unitarian,
Belfast. This took the form of a supper and Giris' Home.
next, Sunday, the pastor, Rev. James M.
Charles E. Paul arrived imim Tuesday
at Memorial Hat! after the lecture,
reception
Leighton, will preach at 1U.45 a m.; Sunday and no
ol
pains were spared to make the occas- evening from the Muss acini-mUs 1
school at 12 m.
sion a thoroughly enj >yable one.
The hall
;o
u
Technology. for the midwinter
The music at the Universalist church last was
tastefully decorated with flags, ever- He will return uext Mon.duv.
Sunday included a baritone solo, File Holy green and hunting, and tables were arranged
Mr. and Mrs. Chas if F
d \\
;»r:> ad a
City,” by Mr. Clarence C. Brooks. Mr. in a hollow
square around the sides of the dinner, Saturday, at the Algomnon Club, n
Brooks has a remarkably clear and wellroom, with a table in the centre for the guest
Boston, given by Field oi: C ,wies.
;gei>
trained voice, and his solo was highly apof the evening.
A bountiful supper was of the Royal Insurance
he -1*.*. ia‘
preciated by the large congregation present. provided for all, the tables were tastefully
agents of that company m New England.
Following are the Baptist notices: Thurs- laid, and members of the Post, Relief Corps,
Mr. B. A. Roundv, v\ 1
went to
day at 7.30 p. in., the monthly church cove- and Sons of Veterans were untiring in their ! Brockton, Mass., from Po ift>t,
meeting
nant meeting.
III 11 f H
Friday at 7 .50 p. in. teachers’ efforts to provide for their guests. Tie- Bel- j witdl good success Beside-, f e
of which In* is director 1
I
two
meeting. Saturday at 2 30 p. in., Junior En- fast Band, stationed iu the anteroom, dis- hand,
one
of 17 pie ,s
orchestras,
;llal,ovvel!
deavor.
Sunday morning worship at 10.45; coursed patriotic airs during tin* supp.-i. Register.
Sunday school at noon; evening worship at There Were no formalities, no specch-makMrs. Joseph \Y:! liamson.,
fr
ami
her
7 15.
The Y. P. S. C. E. will meet with the ing, and after some time spent in so a! in- I
young son, Edwin, left Augusta Jan. 27th
Congregational Y. P. S. C. E. to recognize tercourse Gen. Gordon took his leave and for
Washington, where she cxpecis to reChristian Endeavor Day.
the company dispersed.
main for a few weeks with b
f,»rhc: ami
in
all
Gen.
Gordon
has
leetm.-d
Next Sunday at the Universalist Church
;
Although
mother, Congressman and Mrs. K. C BurRev. Ashley A. Smith, Pastor, will preach the other New England States, this was .bis
leigh
at 10:45. Subject: “The Success of Failure
first visit to Maine.
When asked if he did !
Elias ll. Thompson is ;.o move from the ll
Sunday School at 12 o’clock. Young Peo- not find our winter climate rather try ng lie W. Marriner
house to the James
Potth
ples’ Meeting at 0:15; at 7:30, lecture by the said, no, that the ozone iu the atmosphere
convictions when

led him to the.

j

1

■

1

pastor, Subject, “John Greenleaf Whittier,
The Quaker Poet.” A cordial invitation is
extended to all to attend any or all of these
services.

elsewdiere

having no church
urgently invited.

Those
are

home

The services

at M. E. church Sunday, Feb.
follows: Sermon by Rev. G.
G. Winslow at 10.45 a. in.; Sunday school at
12 in ; meeting of Junior League at 3 30

5th,

News of the Oranges.

ter

The

Waldo.

8th, music, 9th, topic, Whatshall
our surplus hay? to be opened by Joseph
Ellis; 10th, remainder of the program to be
furnished hv Tranquillity Grange.

NUMBER 5.

will be

as

a.m.; meeting of Epworth League at 6.15;
leader, Mrs. F. P. Blodgett; topic, “Idle in
the Market Place,” Mat. 20:1-16; praise and
gospel service at 7.15. Prayer meeting Tiles,
day evening at 7.15. Class meeting ThursA cordial greeting for
day evening at 7 15
the stranger, a hearty welcome for the chiland
a
kind
welcome
for all.
dren,
There will be the usual mid-week prayer
meeting at the North church this, Thursday,
evening at 7.15. Topic, “If there had been
no Saviour.”
The services Sunday will be
The pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills,
as follows:
will preach at 10 45 a. in.; Sunday school at
12 m. The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Baptist
church will unite with that of the North
church in a special union meeting in the
North church vestry at 6 15 p. m. in observance of
Christian Endeavor Day. Please
bring copies of C E edition of Gospel
Hymns, No. 6 There will be a lecture by
the pastor in the vestry at 7. 15 p. m.
The

President

Augusta, Jan. 25

Invited.

The mails

carried two

interesting documents to Washington today. One was the official copy of the resolution passed last week sustaining the administration of President McKinley in its
foreign policy and asking him to visit Maine.
The other w as the following letter, accompanying the resolutions:
To the President:
Complying with a
resolve of the legislature of Maine, a copy
of which

we

herewith transmit to you and

also voicing the very unanimous sentiment
and wish of all the citizens of Maine, we
mos
urgently request you to honor our
State by visiting the Capital City of Augusas
the guest of the State duriDg the presta,
ent session of the legislature, at a date to be
uamed by yourself.

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servants,
Llewellyn Powers,
Governor of Maine.
Oliver B. Clason, President of the Senate;
Isaiah K. Stetson, Speaker of the House.
Augusta, Maine, January 24,1899.
The governor has received a letter from
President McKinley, stating that owing to
the pressure of business be will be unable
to accept the kind invitation extended to
him to visit the Legislature of Maine, which
has given his Administration and policy
such a hearty endorsement.

and the warm welcome, received everywhere house, after living in the former li years
from his comrades of the Grand Army were Tie makes the
change on account of Jainc
doing him good. A few years ago lie was
ness, which makes it ditti-mlt for iiim r.o g«
an
but
now
he
was
in
invalid,
quite
gaining
health and strength. Twenty odd years have up ami down stairs.
elapsed since the writer knew Gen. Gordon ! Messrs. 1. H. T.u As -u anl 3. f; Norton
in Washington as a Senator from Georgia, i
sid• *rah! v
and save that his beard is silvered and his wlio have been quite sick, arc
locks thin, he dues not appear a day older better at, this writing.
Mr N >rton expects
now than then.
Gen. Gordon was a, guest :
to he down t iivii again the first warm, pleasat the Revere House while here, and left on i
morning train yesterday morning for Ban- ant day. Others who are sick in ade, V
W. Rich, E. H. Haney, Wi.i J. Gordon.
gor, where lie was lecture last evening.

Concerning

Local

In

Industries.

a

Hurricane Mr. Peter F
credit by res.oung a far

recent lire at

Welch

won

much

Hutchins Bros, arc having a steady run orite cat from a burning building at. no lit
Mr. Welch wu< f«o
work at their granite works on Front tie risk to himself.
Ih-lent membei
street. They lately set a sarcophagus of
many years an active and
pink Westerly granite for Win. L. Littlefield of the Belfast Fire Department and was
of Belfast; a sarcophagus for Maj. Ebeu ever prompt and fearless.
Whitcomb of Searsport; ami have on hand a !
Tlie Legislative party which visited U
double tablet for Joel H. Paul and wife of ! Reform School last, week ii eluded Senate;
Belfast; a monument for ('apt. Jere. Grant Albert Peiree of Frankfort, Representatives
of Prospect : a large monumem with draped A. E Nickerson of Swair i.'le and M
urn and concave die for Geo. W. Cottrell of
Hill of Belfast, Howard O.ven of Augusta
Belfast; a sarcophagus for Wellington and trustees L.t\ Morse of Liberty, and Dei
Sliorey of Waldo; and numerous smaller Fred Atwood of Wint-erport.
of

jobs.

Among the

industries of Newport, worthy
of special mention is that of Cooper Brother*,
1 lie mill is lo
manufactures of veneering.
cated at the north side of the village and is
run summers only.
Last season the firm did
not manufacture a very large quantity because quite a large stock was left, over from
the previous year, but the coming summer a
larger business than ever before will be
done; in fact three times as much as in 'f)8,
and more than double the amount ever attempted before. The firm has closed a contract recently to furnish $12,000 worth to one
firm, and this is far from being one-half the
amount that will he manufactured.
A large
quantity of logs will be needed and the firm
is now placing contracts for basswood.
It
is expected that a force of 25 men, if not
more, wi’l he employed at the mill for at
least six months, beginning in the early

spring.

j

gentleman

we

received

in N«

w

postal trd freer;
ciiy asking for He-

a

York

address of John F. Gmild. li- s.n'i in* had
the letters from Mr. Gould in The
.Journal, that lit* was a -a sin of Mr. Gmild s
and wanted to sec him.
We sent him the address, which is 41 Water st met.

seen

!

Hon. I. (5. Libby, wh is eonfine-l to the
house by illness, says if his old friends in
the Maine Legislature would put a telephone

in Representatives’ hall and one in the
Senate chamber, lie could sit in Ins home in
i Waterville and listen to the bursts of oratory
of our Maine, statesmen, which might prove
better than
not

[The Industrial Journal.

Prospect Ferry. Capt. W. H. Harriman
and wife arrived home from Boston last
Friday. Capt. H. will spend a few days
with his family-Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Harriman have gone to house keeping in part of
Mr. Eugene Barnes house_Miss Alma
Partridge of Stockton visited Miss Faustina
Hording last Saturday and Sunday.
George Ginn of Stockton visited his cousin,
Otis Ginn, last Sunday_Mrs. George Wescott entertained the Ladies’ Circle last Friday evening. Twenty-five were present and
all enjoyed a very pleasant evening. Specialjraention should be made of Mrs. Luke’s
reading. No one expects to keep a sober
lace when she reads, but last Friday night
took the cake.

cast week
a

he

“oratory

medicine.

intended
of

our

as

a

Maine

This

may,

compliment
Statesmen.”

or

may

the
“Better
to

than medicine?”
Mr. Clarence C. Brooks,formerly baritone
soloist with the Apollo Club of Boston, sang

acceptably at the Unitarian church last
Sunday morning. He has a voice of much
beauty and power, and his solo, “The HeaI venly Song,” by Hamilton Gray, was listened to with much appreciation by all. In the
duet, “Hark! Hark! my Soul; Angelic
! Songs are Swelling,” by Neviu, between Mr
i

very

j

:

Brooks and Miss B. L. Sullivan, there was
much to praise. It is to be hoped that
we shall hear this talented singer again.

also

COUNTY

[

CORRESPONDENCE.

Brooks. The unusual amount of sickness
still continues aud only the most
dangerous cases can be noted. From Dow’s
Corner to the Quaker meeting house, less
than a quartan of mile, Ml people are confined to the house by sickness. The severity
of the disease is, however, abating. Michael
Chase has been very sick, hut it is now
thought that he will recover. John M.

[ FEEL IT MY DUTY TO TELL.

in town

[Deferred

from

last week!

Halldale Rev. T.R. Pentecost preached
it. the church Imre Jan. 221 and will preach
here, again Feb. 5th...Mrs. Betsey Cunningham is boarding with Way land Hall_
Grant Rogers, Esq., of Richmond delivered a
temperance lecture in the church here

Thursday evening, Jan
m ho lias been st
piping

Dow

Sawyer,
few days,

2»*th.... Asa
at home

a

Prospect Fekry. Miss Clara Griffin of
Stockton is visiting Miss Emily Ginn
Mrs.
W. H. Harriman went to Boston last week

spend

to

a

days

few

with

home from Boston
week to spend a week with his family.
Mrs Fannie Batclielder and Mrs Anna
G. Harriman visited Mrs. George Brown in
Frankfort recently.... Miss Jennie Avery
of Lewiston spent last Saturday and Sunday with Miss Faustina Harding.
Lester Harriman arrived

Springs.

Pownal

The

officers

of

Lodge
publicly
week by E. J Wentworth of Searsport. A
large company were present. Recitations by
Mrs. Manou Dickey, Miss E iith Griffin,
Miss Edith Fletcher, Miss Addie Crockett,
Miss Alida Shute and Miss Grace Merriman.
Music by the ch >ir. Supper served as usual.
Mr and Mrs. Isaac Griffin celebrated the
sixty-second anniversary of their marriage
Tin rsday, January lPth... E F. Staples

installed last

were

j

i Mi-s Ah-
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e

Crocker

married

were
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to
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was

Goodwin Went to
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Cooper lias gone i.i New
f .r:m-r resilience, to look after
a:i-' a i.:.ouano \ isir friends..
:. are gaining ami '.hen- are no new
Mr-
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Jers,
•

1

v

hi'

a
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logs
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to
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by

the
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IT

Dawson is not afraid to
Augusta, and for the town's in-

i.arge quantities of ice have been
ft ui the Monroe stream.... Mr.
B. V. Twomiily is doing well with liis
The drama entitled “Joe
:eg
iggb-s, or tin Girl Miner," was given at
lie Town Hail last Thursday evening, fol'wed by asocial dance.... Rev. John Blair
h now aide to attend the evening services.
They have Bilile studies every Thursday
erest

•<

-■mug and

they

are

very

interesting.

Lincvolnmlle. Leland Sherman
A- is at home from Mass, for a few days last
v-:-k
.The Liin olnville Diamatie Company
ire- making preparations for a drama, which
wtli he presented in the near future_The
Mi’ert ainmtiil given at the Tow n Hull Frij tv ••veiling was well attended. Clam stew,
v
ream
and
cake were served. The
entre

evening were over S20.
..A very pleasant evening was spent at
The home oi ,T. S. Mullin, Wednesday when
!m
pupils of the Centre school under the
»■ -'f
not Mr. MuUiu, anti those of the
en.gr..wn school under the instruction of
Miss
L.m.a Lamb, met.
About To were
c
: 1
tk pup.;is atul parents. Singu‘.
d11• ns, declamations and
ug
playing
gan < -i
ndulged in hy hath young and
■••ipts for the

••

■■■

do.

Mixed

amiies, pop-corn, peanuts and
served.
Mr.
Mullin read a
to. io
we'!, ome to the scholars, which was
happily responded to, also in rythmical
hy Master Arnie Knight. The

»pp!es

were

went

well

evening

pleased with the
entertainment, returning many

'•.hanks to

their kind teachers.

uapily

away

her

a:

j

ab!i

:.j

st

good. S'.
Liniefb-ltl

attend

t.

b-.'S fori

-•

mi.’.; ’•

old home.

She

was

•Tea; sport
Saturday evening, Jan. 2d, by
special invitation. The evening being fine,
:,hv. sleighing good, there was a large attending,-.
The Grange was called to order and
the officers duly installed by Bro. Durh im
At recess an excellent supper was
served and the youug folks played the
■go*Mt old fashioned games. The Grange was
again called to order, and the following
program was finely rendered.
the choir

Address of

welcome,

Mamie Webber
A. Stinson

Response by

Janet. Fairbanks
Recitation,
Nellie Ryder
Song uml encore,
Recitation.
Myrtie Peavey
Chrissie Clements
Song,
•Jialogue, Before ami Behind the Scenes
Mrs. Brier
Song.
I)i ria matioii.
Clifton Moore
Annie York
Song,
Walter Fairbanks
Song,
Tee Burglar Alarm,
Dialog
Lizzie Webber
Song,
Si
cihTon Moore favored us with an
»rli•*! d*‘« lumation hy special request. Bro
oidy of Granite Grange also favored us
•vith a song and encore.
The labors of the
l-i\ Meing
omplete the grange was closed
ami all
Mu

m

Sa

wont

to he

home,

feeling

*‘it-

was

good

for

there.”
been requested to
given is a recent issue of
in regard to the building of
Guiding S’ar by Mr. II. M.

nov]■« unt.

•orre-u

I have

statement

The Journal
the schooner
Beau of Camden.

The schooner

was

built

Sandvpoint by Capt. B. F. Rice, with Mr.
J. E. Partridge as master-builder, and was
named for the Guiding Star Lodge of Good
Templars of Sandypoint. ..Mr. A. B. French
was lately in New York, Boston and Portat

land
w

ou

business.

Mrs.

French has been
weeks-Mr.

ith friends in Boston for two

Samuel French was called to Frankfort last
week by the sickness and death of bis two
aunts, Mrs. Sarah Rowe and Miss Margaret
Odom-Mrs. Bradford Blanchard, who
came home from New' York two weeks ago,
has since been ill with the grip-Silas
Wardwell is here for a visit from Penobscot.
Mrs, Herbert Morin and James Richards were called home last week by the severe lb ness of their father, and arrived several
days before bis death....Mr. Fred
Grant has been cutting ice for the duckery
....

Wellington 11 ynes, Elizabethtown,
I teel it my duty to tell
Y., says:
Dr. Greene's Nervura
now much good

She
.irate

md

night,

Pittsfikld. Miss Eva Tucker, who is
teaching school in South Pitt-fieo!, sj»«-tp.
Sunday at home a week ago.. .1. L 1\ u.-ll
of Bates college, a foimer student at the M.
C. 1. visited friends in town recently....
William Robinson, a former clerk »t Libb\ ’m

active

an

very thought*
than herself, and

was

eontent-ii when doing the most
leaves
sisters, Mrs. Aimer
••{' Waterv>lie and Miss Mary
1

pharmacy,

made Ins many friends in town

a

Game Warden Walter
St* \ <•!;
a this pi
••-, and two bn -t hers. Wi 1I. Neal spent Sunday at bis home in this
nam Stev-ns, who ;s in tin- \Y st,and Frank,
place. He :s at present mail carrier of the
w h o 114
at the oi ‘1 Inane* \. -ail. Miss Stevens
House in Augusta.... Ernest Gould has a
was c i: * r and unassuming. but will be
great- position as clerk in Warner’s Raizar_E
ly missed by a large. circle of friends. The V.
Weymouth and wife visited Mrs. Weyflag over the old school house where she at- mouth’s
brother, Wesley Harvey, in Castle
teiided s• :i*• > 1 in her girlhood, hung at half
Harmony, last week_(.'apt. Sheldon S.
from
mast
the morning of her death and on
Davis of the Moosehead Lake steamer
the afternoon of the funeral there was no
Rebecca, was in town recently, the guest of
school. The services were conducted at the W. dter
Bray at the Lancey House... .Miss
la me Friday afternoon by Key. H. W. NorAda Collin and her sister, Mrs. Jennie
ton of Searsport.
Porter, have both been sick at home
with their mother on Hartland avenue.
Appleton.
Dr. L. W. Hadley returned
are
Tuesday from his wedding trip, accompa- Their shop is closed until they
nied by bis bride, who was formerly Miss sufficiently recovered to resume work....
Helen Tyler of Bradley. Dr. Hadley is hav- News has been received here of the death
au extensive
and is well of Eben Richardson of Worcester, Mass.,
ing
short call

4

recently

■

quite

practice

formerly of this town. His wife died two
weeks previous, and was a sister of Mrs. P.
W. Thompson-Rev. C. A. Southard of
Livermore Falls, Department Commander
of the G. A. R. of Maine, was in town recently on his way home from St. Albans,
where he performed the wedding ceremony

liked as a physician and citizen. The doctor
and his wife have begun housekeeping in a
H. Page’s house.Mr.
and Mrs. G. II. Page returned Tuesday from
a four weeks’ visit among friends in Bath.
Mr. O. W Currier is visiting relatives aud
friends in Madison, Garland, Fairfield and
tenement

in

G.

..

“Happy Jack’s”

Died in Lewiston, Jan 2, at the house of
her nephew,
Benjamin Chandler, Mrs. Mary
Chase Stevens, aged 84 years and 4 months.
Few in our
city knew her. Fewer
still understood the signi fiance of a life
singularly consecrated through its entire
course to
wise, self-denying and practical
helpfulness,—-i ftfe that tried by tbe test apiu
the Kingdom of Heaven, a glad
plied

Albamy special of Jan. 17tb, to the
New York World Las the
following in regard to Charles E. Hodgdon, better known
as
“Happy Jack,” who visited relatives

’busy

here

lierself

permit

to

think

will do

department.

primary

Mr.

Algier

Hall of Elliugwood’s Corner, teacher of the
Grammar school, closed a term of the same

length Friday. Friday evening au enterby pupils of both schools was given
iu Riverside ball.
Dialogues, recitations,

vocal and instrumental music were on the
program, which concluded with a dance.
This was Mr. Hall’s first term of school
here, and all unite in giving him credit for
one of the best and most profitable terms of
school we have had for a long time.
Miss
Gushee has taught many terms in this aud
other districts in town aud always gives satisfaction.
Troy.

The grip has had the right of way
in Troy for three or four weeks.
While
many who have had it are now convalescent

yet quite sick. Dr. Dodge
has been on the go early ami late, and his
skillful treatment of the disease has been
such that no cases have been fatal.... Mrs.
many

are

Stevens,

aged lady, died in Unity
brought here for interment in Fairview cemetery last week_
Mrs. B. F. Harding has so far recovered
from her late illness as to be able to attend
to lier duties in the post office again... .The
people at the Centre have sent iu a petition
for a post office at that place. There are
only four post offices in this rural town now.
If they could have one at the Centre, and
one in the south part, of the town, all citizens would be more or less accommodated.
Asa

an

ami her remains

were

seems to me that one office in town, with
free delivery of the mail each day, would
be more economical than so many small offices. Would it nut?-Mr. Beniah Harding has returned home after spending
several months iu New Hampshire.... Mr.
and Mrs. Timothy Hawes were in Plymouth
last Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hopkins-Sam. Mitchell lias gone to
Boston, having secured employment with
Mr. Loud to care for his horses-Mrs. S. A.
Norton has closed her residence at the Corner and is spending a few weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Frank L. Call_A clam
supper was given under the auspices of the

It

a

Order of the Golden Rule at Mr. and Mrs.
Rodney Whitaker’s last Friday eveniug, the
proceeds going to the local clergyman. Parties from Jackson and Dixmont

were

iu at-

good
reportedKnowles, who lias been confined
to the bouse for a few days, is able to be out
and Hersey Retreat and is now putting it up
again. Dr. Clair Whitney of Unity was his
for local use... .Several from here attended
the Masonic installation at the village last physician-The sleighing is fine now, and
week-Mrs. Waldo S. Richaads and fam- farmers are
busy drawing lumber, filling
ily wish their thanks extended to all who so
kindly assisted them in their late bereave- their ice-houses and getting their year’s supment.
ply of wood at their doors.
tendance and
Mr. I. M.

a

time

was

many persons and incidents of
the times when those names were in vogue.
Some singular co-incidences were brought to

light.

The

name

Crazy

Stephenson

was

borne by two boys, one a High school boy
about 18ti0, and the other nearly ten years
later. Why either should be given the name
nobody now remembers. Buckeye Bailey
was a sou of Rev. Giles Bailey, pastor of
the Universalist church in 18G7, and no relation to “Bucky” Bailey of the present day.
Ned O’Connell, whose
real name was
Michael, was also known as Steamer, because in reply to a question by the teacher
as to who was the greatest statesman he auswered, “Steamer Daniel Webster.” Horace
Thurlow had a name which he and a few
others could pronounce all right, but which
would puzzle a Russian to spell.
He got it ;
by trying to pronounce his name before he
could talk plainly. Other names suggested
by the boys, which did not appear in the list

near

fi°iSsr ^

the Colonel.”

Does the better half of cleaning; dothan any other way known; does it ( •
and cheaply. Largest package—great
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is building
si.top bo it for Fr.oik Vines, to
her husband, and there
be used in tli iobster fishery.
a s ', su 1 ‘St ijo• ntly. she watched o\er several
For five
wasters during their last- illness.
Capt F. P VVf.-d of 1> '!•!• le, i, IS her!* ill.
I
years she has been in the home of her
strueted to pick up a crew of Id Olivers and
of
this
Chandler
city, j
rn-phew, Mr. Benjamin
and has received lrom him and his wife a ! men for the new up defembw.
It had
love and care not less than filial.
Last to lay up ..f tile lot* ti li
t was tin
been their hope personally to minister to
sloop .Volt; us. <L‘,i. 0. 1! it, !i, -a low. 8he
their deal aunt in those last hours which
crave the presence of the nearest and dearhas been hauled out. at Lin I- R.ver.
est.
But tin- same illness that after a duraGriffin Vs!; Davidson of South Portland
tion of a little more than a week proved
She have just ti lished a I irk" ! roil! The Rudder
fatal to her, rendered this impossible.
unhands
skillful
from
and
reieivetl
gentle
design and will begin work on two more
stinted and thougl tful attention, and retained till a few .hours before her death the soon. Five or six others are talked of beconsciousness that she was loved and sides those already ordered.
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has been sa- -essfiti i.r
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Boats
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Finding myself »\t*i.-t«,
winter footwear, 1 shall t o

FLY'S FRFAAT BAT. AT Is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quicklv absorbed. >t)
cents at T>ru-joists or by mail : samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BKoTIIKUS. 5<> Wart. u St.. New York L'ity.

full

Yachts and

COMPAQ.

Boston.
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husband for herself till she had
proof of her sisterly affection.
She was nearing fifty years of age when she
married her kinsman, Samuel (1. Stevens,
and removing to Glenburu, Me., became**^ n
warmth of affection and fidelity of care more
than a mother to his motherless children.
No one ever shared in her wise and tender
When
ministrations without loving her.
the home was left, through the marriage
a’ul removal of the children, to Mrs. Stevens
and her husband, they returned to Unity to
make a new home for their declining years
There Mrs. St-evei.s, after years of wifely

York.

New

..Bargains.,

called me a pugilist, a lire eater,
and so forth.
Now I am none of these.
1
did go up San Juan Hid w.t.h uiv regiment,
but didn't try to lick lO.hO;) Sp iniards singlehanded. 1 don’t look like a lira
do I ?
“1 am simply a plain every-day
i./..*n,
who fought for his count ry, and n
’hit the
war is over I want the
nowMoapers to give
me a chance to earn a iju :e? ii v. i imod f uniy
family. Gov. Rooseveii lias secur' d me a
position with the N u York Centre Railroad and these tire-eating stories I' uie me
with my ernph vers."

,'ii.

v.

■,

,t-I

IIVhlhMC

Si

W. M. Pa

;

SKAKS

—

cherished.
Mrs. Stevens was the last of a family of
six children.
She was a sister "f the father
Mr.
Chandler and
of
President Chase.
President Chase were the only near relatives
services
Funeral
that she had in Lewiston.
last at the
on Thursday
were conducted
house of Mr. Chandler by Dean Howe of
Cobb Divinity school. The remains were
takeu to Unity on Wednesday for interment
under the direction of Mr. Hezekiah Chandler, to whom, as wyll as to his brothers in
Lewiston, the aunt had been from early
childhood as devoted as a mother.
Mrs. Stevens was a living Christian, and
her
unswerving faith in her Heavenly
Father had become so essentially characteristic as to seem almost an endowment of
nature.
[Lewiston Journal.
Sliding Up Hill

The

boys

jt’tiJ.

X

lie i-
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tiler/.* v. 'vk to bo
vim .‘■■"iiil I -Mr. X.
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and is
is,
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neighbor!

F
P. Weed received a telegram
from Mr. Islin, manager of the up
defendin' syndicate, to send one of the
quartermasters of tin- yacht Defender to
Bristol, R. I., immediately. Mr. Roscoe
Fitield, oeing the lucky man, was at Isle au
Haut.
Capt. Weed chartered steamer Stella
Piekert to go there after him, and he left
Tuesday morning for Bristol.

■

relial.i

Tin: pro:.: reliability,
n si'ek
y< ti grasp the first
ne.v
floating straw in view, and

Wh-

the reli.ibil.ity of
Atwood
Hitters.

forget
l"

L. 1’.

The January number of the Maine Cenmagazine has been published. This
issue of the magazinetakes.it back its original si/.-*, after having been printed for more,
than
year in. the regular magazine form.
The January number is devoted to a writeup of St. Johnsbury, Vt., which is embeiishwith many beautiful half-tone engravings. The February number will be devoted
to .the White Mountains, ami tlie March

i
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| the ghastly

Jonreau, the most famous and ac- if
complished fashion writer oil the daily press
of t ie country, is a regular contributor to
the Boston Sunday Globe. The Sunday
Marie

Globe for years

fashion features,

ing

been unrivalled in its

con-

as

it is in matters

p-rtain-

thousands of refined

to women, and in

England homes it is the final arbiter
In its
on every question relating t> dr-'ss.
columns women may find not. merely Boston ideas of style hut from time to time the
New

latest ami most authentic reports from
the world’s great centers of fashion.
very

Templars.

The Lodge in Waldo is gaining in
bership, and the members are. greatly

stares

|
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lects
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annual
will

cold,

by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache

►

Drops

h j:(

same

Ex-President Cleveland

time.

himself in

public

estimation

has

by

not raised
his ill-advis-

It
stops coughs of all kinds.
does so because it is a soothof
and
healing remedy great
ing
power. This makes it the great-

i

preventive to consumption.

of

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
Plasters over your lungs

For four cents in stamps to pay postwe will semi you sixteen medical

age,

books.

Medical Advice Free.
the exclusive services of
some of the most eminent physicians
in the United States. Unusual oppor- I
Utilities and long experience emigiving you medical
nently fit them for
advice. Write fvee'v all the partic- J
You will reeeive a
ulars in vour case
M
without cost.
nroinnt
1 veplv,
P
Dll. J. O. AYER.
1

We have

“It is a surprising fact,” says Prof. H«ci
ton, “that in my trayels iti all parts of tin*
world, for the last, ten years, 1 have, m -t
more people having used Green's August
Flower .than any other reu e Iv. for dysp
sia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
I find for tourists and salesconsipation
men or for persons tilling ollice positions,
where headaches and general had feelings
from irregular habits exist, that Green’s
August Flower is a grand remedy. It does
not injure the system by frequent use, and
is excellent for sour stomach and indigestion.”
Sample bottle free at Poor &
Son’s, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom.
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.

f

Lowell, Mass.

I

New

York.

CASTORIA.
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SKIN ERUPTIONS tike Pimple*. Itiark
Ileudif, Hough Skin. Sunburn and Tun.
per box In- mail or from OI K AUKM
WHliiimtt Mi'c. Co.. tVop*., Cleveland, O.

and all
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Who Have Use

i as the
1>BS, KllVfi’S
Star Crown Brand

We give no rewards, an offer of this
kind is the meanest of deceptions. Our plan
is give every one a chance to try the merit
of Ely’s Cream Balm—the original Balm for
the cure of Catarrh, Hay Fever and Cold in
the Head, by mailing for 10 eents a trial
We mail
size to test its curative powers.
the 50 cent size also ami the druggist keeps
it. Test it and you are sure to continue the
treatment. Relief is immediate and a cure
follows.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren street.

A whole Medical
Library Free•

S

Office flours, i {

w
A SURE RELIEF TO WOMAN for
all troubles peculiar to her sex. f^f“Send
by
mail or from our Agent.
$1.00 per box.

H LOW MR.

■■

AdSreis,

i--

v i

WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Props., CLEVELAND. OHIO.

ed attempt to satirize the policy adopted by
President McKinley. His labored elephantine wit is scarcely fuuny enough to counteract, the decided had laste which he shows
in trying to ridicule such ;i serious measure
of State policy.
A mail who could make a
jest of the destruction “of a few thousand or
a few hundred thousand’’ fellow creatures,
might, he expected to crack chestnuts on Ins
grandmother's tombstone.
fBar Harbor
Record.

Rat
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im

Operating

session

Slopped Over.

that I remember in my boyhood days,
foliowS\ Dough Pan Reeves, Gush L>ay,
Grizzly Whitcomb, Gander Collins, Genl.

r

E.L. STEVEN

mem-

he

Lodge committee at the

as

B

Belfast Office, Jo-

and

It’s so simp'c to get 1 i.: of .1 rough «<r
throat troubie by H.tlt-’s 1 !<>n< v of H(m c
bound and Tar." \ ’.
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inter-

of Waldo District
held in Belfast, Saturday,
Lodge
Feb. 25th. There will he a meeting of the
District Council, in Brooks, Feb. 4th 2.JO p.
m., and a meeting of the special District
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supposed

*mvT*»irmT

terror

haHiJlELu Recommen

Many of our citizens were surprised last
week by failing to find the full text of the
Magna Charta. A gentleman wished to
settle a knotty point regarding that histori-

«

tyaj a;>»

l

t

Journal I found a list of a number of the
old-timers who had nicknames. I think the
list would not he complete without a few

Mr. Wheeler’s list includes the names of
many'* who in his school-boy days were
loug past the middle age.

plete.
Physicians

[sumption !«ML£o

has

guarantee

e

Liate.

l oi

edition to the spring fishing.

The interest in Good Templary in Waldo
county is increasing.

you do not.
But it comes
to many thousands every year.
Itcomes to those who have had
coughs and colds until the
throat is raw, and the lining
membranes of the lungs are
inflamed.
Stop your cough
when it first appears, and you
remove the great danger of
future trouble.

one

\»

in every case we aee.
no
money is re-] ii

battle.

ed

Good

We are sure

Put

detention from d.d!
duties.

35c.
Avoid Imitations.
a

Women

no

as

tral

Nobody wants it.

est

the
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pnsumpiion?

Cuuningham, Dowdy Smith,
Austin,
Red Eye Winslow, Brick Top Wakefield,
Texas
Colburn, Clareuce Oswatermee
Oregon Poor, Patsey Wood, Jack Knife
Libby, Shears Lane, Bub Hersey, Fatty
Stephenson, Sissy Johnson, Fuddles Field,
Illy Quarn Quimby, Bunyan Bean, Deacon
Smith, Dod Swift, Strap Oil Dodge, Left
Handed Dod Blaster Lane, Bub Colburn,
Whegs Wheeler, Prailey Avery, Compound
Howes, Huddy Sides, Pussy Harriman.”

Of Men,

children, cured by tie
Fidelity Method.
No cutting oper;i'.

I' ipl -V> ].» *di
ii!
-still constructed
tlnv w.-p* ftutv v.-ar> ego, and the
T.. 1cures moi
a-of in ! ig _-i iu:>.
and con-tin /i. ii ti.
c\ r.

Papers and Periodicals.
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Capt.
Monday

Tweed

document and looked for it where he
it could be found, but failed to
discover it. He appealed to his friends, all
of whom said they could find it as readily as
they could the Declaration of Independence.
If any reader of The Jourual can tell us
where the full text can be found they will
confer a favor on many others.

it is

“They’ve,

Baker, Mot ly Moody, Mucky
Beau, Major Craig, Teet Leighton, Pursy
Robinson, Lully Berry, Shelly Tvvombly,
Nubby Gilkev, Polly Wakefield and Mitty
Farrow-Joseph W. Wheeler writes from
Roxbury, Mass.: “In looking over The

are

as

co-buster tricks.

Nicknames. The list of nicknames pubThe Journal last week recalled to
readers

long

me so

A man of retiring manners and gentlemanly bearing called at The World office yesterday.
“My name,” said he, “is Charles E Hugdon. I am ‘Happy Jack
>f Roosevelt's
Rough Riders, whom tin; newspaper humorists have been picturing as a wild Western
terror and predicting that if Gov. Roosevelt,
appointed me an usher m the Capitol 1 would
be shooting out lights and doing other bron-

lished in
our

POWDER.

The housewife’s duties are harder than men
! rrnlhe. Cleaning alone is a constant tax on her
ircngtli, a never-ended task. More than half the
,-,,rk of cleaning she can have done for her, if she
.ill, and the expense will be next to nothing.

to Gov. Roosevelt,
'Happy
Jack
was one of the best
lighters iu the
regiment. He never knew an instant of
fear. He complained bitterly at, Las Guasi
mas because the Governor
prevented bun
from advancing upon the
enemy single
handed.
He never whispered about the
had beef or other doubtful rations served.
He was “Happy Jack” all the while.
The Rough Rider’s name, it was learned
from a friend to-night, is Charles E .Hodgdon.
Happy Jack doesn’t take kindly to the
above, as we learn from a subsequent
edition of the World.

or

devotion,

WASHING

the BetterHalf

Belfast

questions.
According

j

the

a

lie had to follow the
rigid custom of sending in his card to the Governor
On it lie
wrote, “Happy Jack.” It was a tritie irregular, but the man who took it from him
concluded that he would not ask foolish

share
she

married

Happy Jack lias been a visitor at. tin;
Executive Chamber many times within the
past two weeks importuning the Governor
to find him a job.
If I hail my choice,” he
said, “it would be to get a place as chief
bouncer in tins building. But
any old place

Mrs. Stevens shared
for many years
the cares and burdens of her oldest sister,
Mrs Martha Chase Chandler, who on the
early death of her husband sought maintenance for
herself and her large family of
children by opening in Unity what was then
a marvel to all travelers, ‘The l’emperauce
House.” It. must have been one of the first
in Maine.
It, was jeered at and threaten! d,
but it was fairh successful; and to this
result Mrs. Stevens contributed no small
did

and

Roosevelt.

tality.

Nor

last autumn

Arizona, has obtained employment as a
brakeman on tlie New York Central R tilroad. through the good offices of Gov.

Stevens was a woman of strong personality,
vigorous in body and mind, clear headed,
sensible, passionately devoted to useful
work. She demonstrated that a life may be
very quiet and yet be very useful. Through
her long life she formed her own opinions,
chose her own associates and relied on her
own
judgment. She did not argue, but
quietly followed her convictious.
Her nature was as gentle as it was strong.
She had a keen sense of humor, and a large
fund of interesting facts and amid the quiet
companionships of home, experiences upon
which she freely drew. And few women,
even of her years, had gathered so amply
from the experience of others. Her memory
was stored with reminisceuces of the life of
six generations.
Her grandfather, Stephen Chase, was
almost the first settler of what is now LTnity,
having removed from Durham to that towu
one
hundred ami twenty years ago. Her
girlhood home was oil the beautiful horseback that overlooks the famous Unity pond,
and but a few rod)* distant from the original log house of tlie pioueer. Her paternal
grandmother, Hannah Blethen Chase, lived
six
to the wonderful
age of a hundred and
years; retaining her mental vigor for more
than one hundred years; and she entertained her grand-children with vivid recitals,incidents in her own experience of wilderness
life and of the visitations of friendly Indians,
or with accounts of her ancestors and their
still earlier times. Mrs. Stevens’ father,
Ht zekiah Chase, was, sixty years ago, one of
the most active ami best known men iu the
public and the business life of Waldo county
ami his house was celebrated for its hospi-

home

DUST

Which Half is

girl shortly before leaving for New York:
Happy Jack’ of the Rough Riders, cowboy and champion pugilist of Lis class m

willingness to serve, has never been obscure
and must low he recognized as eminent.
If all whose burdens she had borne and
whose sorrows she had shared joined in
welcoming her to the life above, hers must
have been an “abundant entrance.” Mrs.

given

GOLD

New Job.

An

Belfast
other localities.... News has been received of E. D. Lombard and Miss Ada Southard, are favored, probably, above all other boys,
here of the death of Miss Martha Carkin, who is Ids niece.... Mrs. W. C Marden re- in having a street on which they may legaldaughter of the late Isaac and Sabra Carkin. turned Saturday with her little daughter ly and safely slide in both directions, up
Miss C<irkin died in
Hillsboro, Dakota, Hilda, from Portland, where they had been hill and down. Washington street extends
where she resided with her brother Eben.
visiting Mrs. Mardeu’s aunt, Mrs. Emma from the Alden house, so-called, on Bridge
The family left Appleton twelve or fifteen i Dyer-Miss Ethel Call of Caribo is visit- street to the corner at Stevens Bros.’ harness
shop on Main street. It is crossed by but
years ago and have since lived in Hillsboro, ing her father, Geo. Call_Miss Adelaide
where they have been engaged in farming, B. Welch, our talented young elocutionist, Oi street, Market street, which is so steep
j
principally wheat raising.... Mrs. F L. I)a- j is making preparations for a conceit, to be. that there is very little travel on it. Washvidson and Mrs. Lydia Vaughn, who have given soon. The date will be announced ington street descends at a sharp grade from
been very sick, are gaining rapidly... .There I later. Miss Welch is a great favorite as a ! both ends to the centre, and the hoys in
is considerable sickness in tow n and many j reader, and this cucert promises to be the sliding either way “fetch” nearly up the opcases of pneumonia and grip....Ice of an
musical and literary event of the season- posite slope. The police hav» given the boys j!
excellent quality and good thickness is be- Designer Beckett of the Waverly Mill, who permission to use this street and it is coning cut in the river above the dam....Miss lias been seriously ill, has so far improved stantly thronged with young people.
Fannie Gushee closed an eight weeks’ term as to be able to be out.
of school Jan. 13th. Miss Gushee taught in

tainment

Monroe Centre. Morning Light Grange,
M mroe, entertained Granite Grange, North

Singing hy

Mr.

N.

and there was an all gone feelI ingin my stoniachar.il I was always look! ing on the dark side of everything. A
j friend recommended I ),-. Greene’s Nervura
j blood and nerve remedy. I began to take
j it and in less than three weeks 1 felt like
I a new man. 1 can now do as much work
is exjK-i ted of a man of my age. I adj as
j vise anyone who is troubled, to take I)r.
Greene's
Nervura. Don’t go to a doctor,
j
but get a bottle of Dt Greene's Nervura,
it is cheapo than a doctor’s bill and will
help you more than any other medicine,
it will do you good as it has done me.”
What gives everybody confidence in Dr.
Greene’s Nervura is the fact that P is a
physician’s prescription, the discovery of
Dr. Greene. 34 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., and this successful physician in
curing diseases can he consulted without
charge at any time, personally or by letter.

the 1,. A. S. and S. S., whenever

member of
fa: of

V

New Kan.

'•

..

:■

a

many

j

•-

Teel Like

anil I

White-

Swanvu lk. Mr, and Mrs. Hurd of Liberty
friends wish I
fanuar>
were guests of A.. H. Ellis the first, of the
h -ni a
-mg ami happy life-Miss Gerif
Pendleton has returned from West-!; week, on their way to Pomona Grange in
n, Mass., where she has been stopping1 Prospect.. .Mrs. Mary I). and Mr. Albert T.
several months
j Nickerson visited the family of S. D. Greeley
! in Hampden last week-The schools in disof North Palermo
Frank
triets No. 1 and No. 7 began again Jan. 231.
;s
srr.-d the Cuffed States mail from !
■••We are glad to report the sick ones all
borth Palermo to tliis village for fourteen
Mr. J. P. Greeley, a native of
improving.
ear-;
mc hut very few
,iu«:
trip', during 1
this place and fur many years a successful
Jos MutWi
aut Osgood has bought a
teacher here, has been elected superintendv
f wood standing of Hannah Cain, to
ent, of schools in Orange county, California.
•!ir
mlo stove v. .;•»«!..
An effort is being
This is the third four-years term to which
nade by Mayo
Nickerson to establish a
Mr. Greeley has been elected.
It is very
IVmperanc S"deT\ at the Carr's Corner
to the people here to know that
•< ,'h
il«- intended to organize last gratifying
the people of Orange county appreciate him.
Wdnesday evening, hut there were not
...Miss Harriet J. Stevens, wli<
died so
•Hough present to effect an organization
suddenly last week, was a lady greatly rei
;il tr again this week, Wednesday
ali who knew her.
She was a
!•''; w'ar«i
.1 and fand’y have gone to speeted by
trained nurse, but the many years >t almost
b i;s'!!i!iit i
few weeks, lie is at work
*■(•,-.se• ess
are of the si k undermined her
lilio-r
uttmg lire ..i and w:i 1 lit
health S-. that for the pa t few years she has
>•• *||,
stove.lohn Carr has
t
Their

:l,th

Dr. Greene's Nervura Cured ;'

blood and nerve remedy has done for me.
When I iir.-t began its use, 1 was so run
jown that I could not sleep at night, and
everything worried me. I had no appeite. could not work, and the doctors told
ue I must give up as there was no
help
or me.
My head ached all the time day

spent some months in Boston, has come
home to visit his mother, Mrs. Hattie Merithew ...Mrs. Martha Luce was with her
brother, C. E. Lane, during his sickness_
Mrs. H. H. Forbes has been very sick, aud
her daughter Inez has come home from
Castiue to take care of her_Our band got
out Monday evening and gave a short concert on the square, much to the pleasure of
us all-Charles F. Bessey spends considerable time at the Feuelusou farm in Jackson,
where he is wintering a large stock_R.
G. Edwards has had a large steam engine
hauled from Montville aud will fit it up for
business in the spring. ..Rev. and Mrs. F. S.
Dolliff called upon their sick parishoners
last week.... Miss Grace E. Dow, who has
been teaching school in Sebec, is at home

nought the stock of Mrs. N. S. Twiss and is
se ling tin- goods at half price... Miss Laura I
M mien has gone to Medtield, Mass., to I for a vacation-Nathan Evans
nd a few months.. Mr Harry Hichbom
si
field is in Brooks on business.
••

My Head Ached, Had No Appetite, and I Could Not Work.

now con-

C. E. Lane is

ill-j

her husband....

last

Stockton

but is

Sleep,

Everythin? Worried Me.

able to be up and
dressed. Roscoe E. Webber is better, but it
is feared that his mother, Mrs. Mary E.
Webber, will not recover. Isaac G. Revnobis at South Brooks has been quite
J R. Mears called upon friends here last ;
week.... Mrs. Mittie Gowen, who has been
j
visiting her parents here, has returned to
Taunton, Mass.... Harold Merithew, who
valescent.

his work.

lias returned to

dangerously ill,

was

Run Down, Could Not

Death of Mrs. Mary Chase Stevens.
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PENNYROYAL PILLS,,
Immediate relief,
danger,

no pr.m.
no
for years by Dad lug sjvciaii^s. JInndr-ii-ot t.-stivmi oft 1 > •;r in'r:i -.i., value
monials. Atrial will oo:iv:.
in rase of suppression. Send
1-u -.• u .■ md
.'>u I
\.
book. All lJi uegist? or In ma

A

KING MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS,

PILES!

PILES!

ahsorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian l’ile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and

Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’GCO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
sale by R. 11 Moody.
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Having purchased the
estate of J.

pensioners
who

j

Cates, h
having ehiiim
C.

wish to pres*
of pensions. I
slioe shop. I 27 Main *t •*<
the second Tuesday <-f
claims will receive prom,
45tf

]

mav
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increase

H. H.

*

|,

LAMSON

■% Surgeon.*

Graduate and Medalist

Veterinary College.
Pharmacy at Belfast Livery to.

Ontario
Office and

M
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PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching riles. It

DR. W. L.

Dm

rAsnI

Used

street.
Good health is worth more than anything Residence and Hospital II Congress
else to you, and every bottle of Hood’s Sar- Office Telephone 8 2. Residence Telephone 21-4
^
saparilla contains good health.

Licensed AuC
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s.uiiupl’n Occupation of the
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whole body depends.
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may turn out iu the
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-l\-acquired territory, it
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wliose ungrateful eyes
and Stripes is,as ir-

•'

d

j

rag to
••'land the

j

one

To

i>’w,

\

Maud-point of
worst thing

the averthat

our

dual with is not gethe unsanitary conduthe Cubans’

it

'•In- bottom
;isli his
tin-

i

f the sea

themselves to

changed

m ueral good, the radt:majority are bent on

in their own fashion,
cling armed resistance 8unied

_-

It is well known

ales.
;

:

aims

well

the vicinity
and Santiago, thou-

is

as in

mercian

r.ms—which,

-■

thanks to

were
the first
ence,
Cubans ever enjoyed

rlic

that

;act

existiug politi-

be affiliated about

v

■

mixed with oil.
m

prevented his appointment
in his native

as

Numei-

have

are

the

with wealth to back

ime

lattei

ragged,

a

but

;' e

obit:g passion.

life,

•>

property,

theii stai is

':

iuciude the
the Sntoloil-

z is,
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ho

They

Cuba: their

of

they read,

ties;

arc

ii

vote

never

1 d die first, to

■

a

■;uish

the

now

stood,

Tiiv

they would favor anything rather
are

1

1

so

So at

eighty,

And

through

empty words, but deeds of

in true strength possessed,
it all God’s grace made mani-

fest,

love
sure and strong
to the blest rest
above.”
When, at his request, the company had
sung “America,” Mr. Griffin fervently
repeated, “That strikes me, that strikes

rabid d >g does water.
If alloway in the premises, he would
burn them all at the stake—at. the very

and

Leads

own v

best lit: would

confiscate

theii property
and chase them off the island.

golden

showing

As

the

widely

different views

me.”

fulfilment. of these two
elements, let me give you
«• all
consideration, be- some
scraps of conversation which have
ally and intellectually come to my ears. A Cuban widow of
_"\cniing themselves, high degree, whose husband was an

ms

creed not.

good.

Their proptoo great to be

as a

ed 1'is

minced too mueh for
•:

not

interests hen*

class

an-

man

They

woman.

a

1

less than U50,000,
undoubtedly favor annexa-

Numbering
ill
as

—

abandoned, therefore they will remain, in- ; Thy days in blessing rich are being spent,
stead of returning to impoverished Spuiu. J Thy loving family round thee, God’s gifts
sent
Naturally, the nativfe Cuban regards this To cheer thee—fill the heavenly Father’s
|

travel

for

the

in

no

they

erty

sons

the

will

are

than submit to <ubaniule.

times, and have
respect t m the United

th

And such a day is this to thee, dear friends,
As four score precious years above thee,
bend
; lu benedh t ion, peace, good will and praise,
God's angels, sent to cheer thy latter days.
j
! Thou at life's dawn to God thy life did give,
j H-‘ at life’s closing period bids thee live.
| That is tic- .secret, of thy grand old age,
I'htch year thou didst m duty’s work enI
gag*
1'") eouutr\ light, for the poor outcast toil,
That sL:\erv thrive not on thy native soil.
F<»r Christ’s eternal kingdom
thou hast

I

the land of

gents.
tion

together

Gland.

C

pie

crushing
To-day they

near

Then

came

wedding day,

many reminiscences of the
and the years since passed—

the trials and sorrows,

the

untiring

pa-

triotism during the civil war, sending son
they
author ami scientist of repute, once posafter son to do battle for his country; the
ll bulk of the Separatists
sessed of great wealth, tied with other refwar just ended, in which
they took the
lile of the Cuban army,
ugees to Washington when Gen.
Lee
interest.
deepest
-roes or mulattoes,
and abandoned his
Nhe owned the most
post

civ.

small

st

In the midst of this

farmers who

the world

mmil
a

in the mi-

are

beautiful house in Ilabana

beyond!

lotions.

as

i«-cn;of the Antilles should
v
into such unstable
these rag-tag patriots
m ight lunatics, or rather

’!

Gomez, given

*•

ace

marble palfilled with rare
a

sation,

of vast proportions,
line old furniture and costly
collected in several foreign

down

densely ig- paintings,
God help the
bric-a-brac

lazy lot,

over

to

tours—the last remnants of

j
1

the

fortune.

It

a

once

tea

was

delightful

conver-

announced and

10 sat

bountifully laden tables, the
viands being provided chiefly by

to

choice

the Club ladies.

colossal

The ouly daughter at home was untiring in her efforts and had the always important wedding cake all ready.

my privilege to be a
guest in this house just before the war;
and.when the dear old lady came to Washwas

The occasion

about the beard.

shaving

of their

down

laying

rise to her feet with

their bodies.
At the
it ion
they will take the
it up eternally, as
in Salvador,
Honduras

keep

-hition-cursed

:

portions of

•m-nca.

-iHunista,7' or autonomist!
the great property-holders !
"'*•
; 11 Cuba,
eminently re- i
in progressive.
At heart I
:he insuigent cause, but !

openly.

As we say in
remained “on the fence,”

1

j

ring annexation to indce
easiest way out of it, j
iug to either side. What

|

liters

still

|
prominent Creole

most

ne

more

was

that

|

and

daughters were j
belonged to the “An- j

sons
s.

provident reasons of their
patriarchal families the

|

iso

is ruler and his word is

outward conduct is
I’iouists

are

not

con-

numerous

much figure in an election.
iy Cubans who have been

;

|

United Slates and spent

<

thereto understand the fi-

lv:

; <

advantages
annexation.

1

k

which would

They

are

a

American in

practically
birth; and their ranks are
our renegade
countrymen
dved long in Cuba, havefornt,

,i‘ijd of their nativity and call

'“Cubans.
V

'■died “Conservative” party is
different from either of

emirely

flashing

eyes and the
manner of an out-raged queen.
“Let it
burn!” she exclaimed with dramatic ges-

in

|

;

was

long

one

to

be

re-

A

top ot tlie creme de la creme of Hahana
society—"I wish to Cod that the Spanish
blood-hounds

these Cuban

curs

Danger

which to hunt
to their holes and tear

limb!”—and the other
warmly approved the sentiment.
Perhaps rhe most uncertain
quantity in this parti-colored population
them limb from

gentle

are

creatures

the Cuban convicts and cut

on

the Isle of Pines.

accurate

throats,

Owing

to

as

knights of

on

the

the

package

their

pounds
kept in

road,

conditions

of

going into the Spanish army and fighting
their own countrymen under the name of

the

*

uw»i

Carbide.

may contain

more

than 100

pounds

It must be stored in isolated buildings that
are fireproof and waterproof.
No artificial
light or beat will be permitted in the building
where it is stored. Not more than twenty

knowlege of the topography of

thecountry, gained
they were released

Calcium

ing, because when water reaches it acetylene gas is given off. A number of stores
keep it for use in bicycle lamps. Hereafter,
in transit or on storage, it must be inclosed
in
hermetically sealed iron receptacles
marked “Dangerous, if not kept dry.” No

several thousand strong, who were liberated by the Spaniards from the penal colony

in

Superintendent Murray of the Bureau of
Combustibles, has made regulations governing the transportation, storage and sale of
calcium carbide, which the firemen declare
to be a source of dauger in a burning build-

with

They are true
Conquistadores, after guerrillas. According to the terms of the
heart. In the past they as- capitulation at Santiago, these were grantmentioned.

The Shipbuilding Boom.

statement compiled by the Marine
Review, Cleveland, O., from shipbuilders
ture.
“It is all 1 have left on earth, exin all parts of the country shows an aggrecept my dead daughters’ children who gate of 2(32 vessels, valued at $(52,110,092,
are dependent upon me; but I would
I
glad- building or under contract on January
The merchant vessels number
ly see it reduced to ashes and ourselves 1, 1899.
of 254,21(3 tons, valued at $19,71(5,900,
made homeless as we are now penniless, 204,
and the war vessels number 58, of 14(3,499
if it would aid the cause of Cuba fibre one ton8
displacement and 372,150 horsepower,
the contract price of which, exclusive of
iota!”
and armament, is
$42,349,192.
I am happy to be able to add that the armor
old-time palace was not injured, and that Small, unrigged vessels, pleasure craft,
etc., are not considered in this sumto-day the patriotic dame aud lieropbaned mary.
The list of naval vessels includes a
grand children are athome in their belovbattleship and a cruiser building for
ed Cuba, at least sure of a shelter.
Russia, as well as the two cruisers which
One day in the Hotel Pasje, where my
are nearing completion for
Japan, all other
room adjoined the parlor, with
only a lat- vessels of war being for the United States.
ticed door, extending half way to the There are nine battleships, three cruisers,
seventeen torpedo boat destroyers, twentyceiling, between, I was an involuntary one
torpedo boats, four monitors, one
listener to a characteristic conversation. sub-marine
boat, one training ship and
Three or four elegantly dressed ladies, two tugs.
Of the merchant ships, 155, valued at
residents of the city, were calling upon
tlie wile of a Spanish officer who was liv- $15,984,900 and of 172,040 tons, are building on the seaeoast; 2(3, valued at $2,974,ing in tlie hotel. Said one of them—whom 000 and of 71,400 tons, are building on the
1 knew to he the beautiful young daughter lakes; and 23, of 10,77(3 tons, valued at
of a prominent Conservative, at the tip $802,000, are building on Western rivers.

had

not soon

gentleman

Catarrh Particularly Prevalent In Our Midst,

which he will

forget.

In the fall of 1897 the
writer declared himself a candidate for
the position of receiver of public
moneys,

The Unfailing Cure for Catarrh Is Pe-ru-na.

Clayton,

at

N. M., in connection with the
U. S. Land Office there, an office requir-

ing,

afterwards proven, no small
political influence to secure.

as was

of

amount

His Territorial support

was

strong, having

or

appointments, however,
quite likely to be given to outsiders,
there

as

were

at

When the process of

and
and
not

man

One of the

*

^

/

j

in bulk
any store

or
or

cartridges, may be
factory, and this must

in

be in a fireproof safe or vault above the
street grade and it must be kept six inches
above the floor.
The manufacture, transportation, storage,
sale or use of liquefied acetylene is absolute
ly prohibited within the limits of this city.

fN. Y. Sun.

\

boys
forty years ago, was
his youth possessed of the
poorest
kind of poor luck as a
a
hunter,
although

dropped something from its talons, aud
after a few irregular movements sailed
serenely away. The hunter ran and picked up the object dropped
by the bird—a
p u-gy, still with some lifein its body, having just been brought from its watery
home.

Whenever that hunter attempts to
hunting or fishing story in the presence of any of his
relatives, they ask him
about shooting porgies on the
tell

a

wing.

Some
out

interesting points

by the visit

were

brought

sch. Thomas Borden to
this port last week. The schooner is owned by the Borden family of Fall
which lias twice been before the public on account of
shocking
a

“I wish

name

tragedies—the mutiny

on

board the sell.

Jefferson Borden and the murder of Air.
and Airs. Borden, for which
then-daughter
Lizzie was tried,
( apt. Darby speaks in
the highest terms of the
as

family
shipthey keeping their vessels in first
class repair, and dealing justly and liberally with al! in their employ. The captain
formerly lived in Belfast and sailed from
here sixteen years, moving to Thomaston
eighteen years ago. Since leaving Belfast
owners,

I

lodges

in

as

good coasting of late, attended by
the usual incidents, recalls the nairow escape of a boy some years ago.
The boys
were sliding on
Spring street from the jail
to Front street, and
turning northward

make the turn, but kept on into the
Palmer shipyard, where a vessel had
just
been launched.
Thinking it safer than to
to

down upon the wharf he
managed to
his sled up the bow stage,
hoping to
stop before he reached the top. He did
run
run

not

sled

stop, however, but
was

below.
a

went

over

and the

broken to
The

splinters in the yard
boy luckily caught hold of

stage pole and held

on

until he

was

often
a person particularly liable to take catarrh, which
permanent that the most disastious results follow. An instance
J. W. Reynolds, of Elkton, Ohio, whe
case is that of Mrs.

Cold makes
become
of

so

such

a

that she had suffered with catarrh in the head and was troubled with
a bad cough, which finally became so bad that she had congestion of the lungs.
She took Pe-ru-na and Immediately a marked change took place. Her cough
writes

own

ceased

us

and in

quickly

short time her other troubles

a

1899.

and if you wish special advice in regard to your case, write to Dr. S. B.
Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio. lie is the originator of Pe-ru-na, and will
recommend the best course of treatment for you to pursue, without, any charge.
The cost of the medicine is within the reach of all. The valuable advice
you free may be the means of saving you not only
your life. Remember Pe-ru-na though but .•-•■•■ntly
introduced in New England, is well known in the West and South where
enormous sales bespeak its popularity.

which the doctor will
years of suffering, but

Foul-Smelling

give

even

COMMENCING MONDAY, JAN. 2,

Catarrh.

Our Entire Stock of Winter Goods

Catarrh is one of the most obstinate
diseases, and hence tlie most diiliculi
to get rid of.

will be Closed Out

There is but one way to cure it.
The disease is in the blood, and all the
sprays, washes and inhaling mixtures
in the world can have no permanent
effect whatever upon it. Swift's Specificcures Catarrh permanently, forit is
the only remedy which can reach the
disease and force it. from the blood.
Mr. I>. P. McAllister, of 1 larrodsburg,
Ky., had Catarrh for year*. He writes:
“I could see r.o improvement whatever,
j though I was constantly treated with sprays
ana

REHEMBER THESE ARE

CANVAS

FUR

COSTS,

FLANNEL

COATS,

Sg^TIIESE GOODS

are

wilt, be Solti tit a

To continue the wrong treatment for
Catarrh is to continue to suffer. Swift’s ;
Specific is a real blood remedy, and

obstinate, d^ep-seated diseases,

OT
IKK J

fhaiff/it Es/terialh/ /'or
/ Oil

...THE...

is Purely \ ego table, and is the only
blood remedy guaranteed to contain no
dangerous minerals.
Books mailed free by Swift Specific

JOBBERS

Stand off the Grippe

FK‘M

stimulant,

but coffee

prepared for those who could wait.

Awful Experience with Heart Disease.—That Dr. Aguew’s Cure for the Heart
works like magic, and cures as
proven by the
testimony of Mr. L. J. Law, Toronto, Can.
“I was so sorely troubled with heart disease
that I was unable for 18 months to lie down
in bed lest I smother. After
taking one
dose of Dr. Agnew’s Heart Cure, I retired
aud slept soundly.
I used one bottle and
the trouble has
not returned.” Sold by
Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—6.

CASTOniA,
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

“How seedy he looked!”
“Yes, I should tnink he’d be afraid of appendicitis.” [Phil adelphia Bulletin.

..

Thorndike.

If you

will

will tell you

spending 25
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call
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DEALERS I>

....

BEST OF DRUGS, Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,
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I Flag station.
Limited t ickets fur Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch,
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale hy L. W.L’koruf
GEO F EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manage*
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25. 1808.

Fir, Hay aid Straw.
1 have just received and in store Lear barrack h
Best Michigan Patent Flour, 1 car Valley Cttv
Milling Co.. Lilly White, Best Michigan Patent
Flour; also in store Albion, Washburn’s and Pills
l iny’s Pest. Hay hy the cargo, car or bale. Straw
hy the lot or hale. 1 have the finest flour and can
niake low prices. Call.
31 tf
ALBERT M.
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The better

without his usual
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SEEDS and

PREVENTIVES

ant.

TIMK-TA BLE.

Belfast, depart.
Citypoint.

UN ALL ITS FORMS.

EXPENSE.

thin Sate.

I OH CASH.

On and after ><>>. 27, lS‘»s. trains ronneetinj'
at Burnham ami Water ilP-with
through u;i:iih
tor and from Bangor, Waterville. P- rtlamt am'
Boston will run as Billows:

ur

CRAIN,

Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

I’ll ICE.

Maine Central R R.

S.sArfhe Blood Swan fflley Co.

They Save

AMD

STAPLES & COTTRELL. 12 lain St.

which other remedies have no effect
whatever upon.
It promptly reaches
Catarrh, and never fails to cure even the
most aggravated cases.

TEN

JERSEY

CAPS,

SHSRTS, BOYS’

REEFERS, GLOVES,
(MITTENS, liftEN ANO BOYS’ PAKTS, &c.

8. S. S., and after a
ticed a perceptible improvement. Continuing
the remedy, the disease was forced out of my
system, and a complete cure was the result,
I*advise all who have this dreadful disease to
abandon their local treatment, which has never
done them any good, and take S. 8. 8.. a remedy that can reach the disease and cure it.”

have

—»■

OF

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

inhali ng remedies—
in fact. 1 could feel that
each winter I was worse
than the y ir previous.
•‘Finally i t w a 9
brought to my notice
that Catarrh was a blood
disease, and a fter thin Icing over the matter. /
saw it wasu 11 reasonal it
to expect to he cured by
remedies which only
reached the surface. I
then decided
10
try
few hollies wer<' used. 1 no-

We

ALL

CONSISTING

wusnes. and itiller-

ent

cures

of Cost.

Regardless

m AXIS UP-TO-DATE GOODS,

_

was

now

gives

could make both ends meet!'1

coffee pot ready to receive the hot water. 1 that apply to different stages and conOne morning lately he attended to the
ditions of the disease, and have had
tires and tea-kettle, but having some out
WONDERFUL SUCCESS in their use.
!
of doors chores to attend to
neglected the

half, supposing her
husband had attended to his duty, did her
part and proceeded to serve the coffee. It
came out as
plain, clear hot water. The
husband was obliged to take his breakfast

She is

disappeared.

all the credit of her recovery to Pe-ru-na.
Do not let catarrhal troubles get such a hold on you that they will become
©hronio and lead to dangerous and fatal results. Pe-ru-na positively cure®
catarrh, no matter where it may be located. Buy Pc-ru-na of any druggist,

restored to health and

FRED,

coffee.

of its severity

accomplished by

me

rescued.
A Belfast man and his wife, who for
the purpose of the present yarn shall be
nameless, are trying to decide which of
the two shall treat.
It is their custom tor
the man to get up iu the morning, lix the
hres, put the tea-kettle ou, and get the

was

sighed Patty. “I’ve got a new hat and a
new pair of shoes, and then I wouldn't need
anything else.” [Harpers Bazar.

many consecutive

The

account

on

which

I wrote him and followed the valuable advice which
free. A few dollars spent for bis medicine entirely cured me. There
I recommend
is not enough money in the world to buy my great good fortune.
Pe-ru-na to all as the best medicine sold.’’

Cottager.

he has been here but once, four
years ago,
when he brought a cargo of
phosphate.
Capt. Darby is an ardent Freemason, and
when in Baltimore recently visited six
different

cure

his wonderful Pe-ru-na.

from
No one
many
Bucksport.
pay two dollars to see what they
get for nothing any Saturday night
the barber shops.
[Bucksport Her-

of

River,

Mass.,

in

interesting

offensive

so

ha sent

draw

ald.

free from catarrh and thank your medi-

“The doctors

There is a show called “The JLiars” comIt
won’t
ing to Bangor pretty soon.
will

perfectly

He says:
that he was obliged to avoid all society.
thought I had an abcess in my head, and I tried several kinds of
I happened to hear of Dr. Hartman and
medicines, but they did me no good.

was

Year 1899, volume 19, number 900. NinetyAre we in
nine, nineteen, nine hundred!
We think we are: C-O-T-T-A-G-E-It!

can

all the internal

Po-ru-na is that of II. Walter Brady, of Cascade, Arkansas, who
a catarrhal trouble that had spread to the mucous membrane
of the middle ear and other parts of the head were severely affected. Mr.
Brady tells us that lie had a running at the, ears for fourteen years, which

it.?

Coast

ingsof

memo ranc*s*>
the inner lin-

suffered with

—

[Maine

now

are

for what it has done.
Another case that is

and the wonderfulness of the

Clippings.

from

One day begot a
very good marksman.
line shot at a large bird on the
wing, and
blazed away.
The feathers dew, the bird

Mexico, January,

'We
cine

of bis native citizens from another district or Territory, certainly cherishes a

New

are

lierself with catarrh of the head,
\ but her entire family was similarly affected. She writes: M o
of Pe-ru-na#and it did us a great deal of good.
y got six bottles

*7

State, and its people, which he represents
ably in Congress. A Senator, who is
willing to ask for the appointment of one

Clayton,

which

organs of the hotly.
Frances Gresl, of Lanh:tmt
Nebraska, not only suffered

so

of

inflammation <>f the

an

niucous

feels that in the Senator’s case there can
be only the kindliest concern for his own

papa, take hammer and drive in.”

how

tarrh, whether of the head,
throat, lun^s, or in fact in
whatever part of the huFor
system it may exist.

catarrh is

the President’s signature.
The writer distinctly recalls the words
of address made to Mr. Bliss by Mr.

spot in ids heart for his

hare

how quickly it is apt to
spread to other parts of th©
body. Pe-ru-na cures ca-

eight candidates for the I

By happy chance lie had received letters
from Senators Hale and Frye, Senators
Hawley and Platt of Conn., and others in

warm

many

by experience

stubborn this disease is and

all sure of success.

very

less afflicted with

Too
learned

are

position, (three from eastern States,
with congressional backing) he wras

thl«

not raor#

are

•catarrh of the head.

tion, and the Governor of the Territory.
Territorial

in

people

Eff

climate

the central committee, the endorsement
of the delegate to the St. Louis conven-

was

ington, of course 1 went at once to see
membered, and wishing the couple regieat consequence; I her.
Expressing my hope that the expect- turns of the day, the festivities closed
sease of “revoluting” has
ed
bombardment
would
not
j
injure her an- with tli e singing of “Darby and Joan” by into the latter. On one trip James Eustis
ue chronic and
incurable, j cestral home, I was astonished to see her the writer.
lost control of his sled and was not able
anently while the breath

ceived from that

evenings.

**wn

pc

an

explained to him and he was people and their
interests, wherever they
appropriate lines, told that
to him, offensive
the,
growth may be. This did Mr. Hale.
Griffin being above SO
could he cut oft', he exclaimed, “No! no!
Albert W. Thompson.

years of age.
“As there are times that mark some great
world deed,
Which lifted life above some pressing need,
Or days that tell of some, grand victory won,
Of tyranny suppressed, of peace begun,
So there are days that mark some epoch

the ascendant,
longer
| and Uncle Samuel will have more trouble
j with them than with all the crazy insur-

The

imilies descended

Spain

Maria Ilickborn

selected,

these

newspaper man tell a good
himself.
He had not shaved fuldays and had a very short, bristly

growth of beard. His little son was playing in his lap and began asking questions

today.

Mrs.

both Mr. and Mrs.

bitterly uncompromising,bigoted and
lmnprogressive element in Cuba though

For

dependence.

they

most

be satisfied with
■

in

adopotion.

their

ambition that

one

read

bought

mot her-count y

independent

i"i
a mi

thing in

one

Following this,

Belfast
on

some

war

1

1:

care

represented

From time immemorial

A
one

bright
broke out, they helped to form the
; In every lift—that send their rays of light
great army of spies and volunteers and J So near the patch of travel, that we see
I Life’s something more than mere monotony
gave large sums U> assist the unnatural

hun-

:1c, stark staring mad
1 ihi c.
These wide-

f

good

the home

on

toilet rooms, started
Some persons upon

or

sell the same.

home.

say—

Jan. 19, 1899.

had things all their own way in Cuba.
Their profits were spent in Spain, where
most of them weie educated ;and w hen the

•mind, with brains, edu1

and took

were never

boon

war, calls to the mind of
act of extreme courtesy re-

recent

the writer

they called bought of them, but Hale, who took great interest in asking
‘for this former son of Maine’ the posioue, suspecting that all was not right,
served and enforced an injunction on the tion he desired.
Whatever may be Mr.
business by escorting the young misses Hale’s views on some matters the writer

the

—

up the judges and shared
their plunder with the venal politicians
and military authorities; and, in short,

party, which includes
aristocracy, as well as
The former

Madrid.

at

the several factious

.mg

island,

that his interests

on

Blessings

any office

to

worth, we
the hearts to-day.

well their

on

tfhd

stone

a

the'

on

ENGLAND!

DREAD OF NEW

Journal:

whom

home to-day.
Blessings
May the honored couple stay
Long to make the home complete,
Long their many friends to greet.
One and all sincerely say

the

to

the

they could liud in the

as

kitchen, laundry

Truth has ever been their guide,
Faith their comfort, home their pride,

Knowing
Blessings

such soaps

out to

Can accomplish when it makes
A chain so strong it never breaks.

grindkept him in a condition as near
to slavery as possible.
Supported by
Church and State, they have religiously

"iind.

gi

nose

all

cures

to all women
Munyon’s Asthma Cure and Herbs are
guaranteed to relieve asthma in three minutes and cure in live days.
Price, 50 cents
each.
Munyon’s Catarrh Remedies never fail.
The ratarrh Curt—price 25c.—eradicates the
disease from the system, and the Catarrh
Tablets—price 25c.—cleanse and heal the
parts.
Munyon’s Vitnlizer restores lost powegs
to weak men
Price $1.
A separate or, for each disease. At nil
druggists, v- 'silv 2". cents a vial.
Personal letters to Prof. Munyon. 1505
Arch street. Philadelphia. Fa., answered

to

What devotion here below

to

have held the Cubans’

Munyon’s
Kidney
cures
speedily
back,
pains in tl*e
loins or groins and all
forms of kidney disease.
Price, 25 cents.
Nerve
Munyon’s
Cure

liver diseases. Price, 25 cents.
Munyon's Female Remedies are

and

to-day,
Faithful, loving hearts are they,
Every throb is pure and deep,
Making ropes of love that keep
Strong the family ties, and show'

nothing

are

cold

Price,

headache,
biliousness, jaundice, constipation and al’

daughter

plans

a

The

of

mention of late of Senator
Hale in the press of his own State in
connection with the position he has taken

1

whatever for the island, except
wring money from ir, and still less for
what its
people except as their tools—they

only knows
oppression”

tii

*
■

and breaks up
in a few bours.
23 cents.

Editor

frequent

Congress, and in person he called on Mr.
Hale in Washington, asking him for such
“And they wished to do this for us,” said
support as lie might feel willing to give.
she who so long and worthily has labored
In reply, not only did Mr. Hale offer to
for others, while the keenest joy was
endorse him for the position, but kindly
shown from her still bright eyes.
At the
promised to go on the day following, in
close of the Club exercises, Mrs. Lillias
company with Senator Hawley, in person
Short Stories.
to the President, and ask for the office.
Staples, a niece and grand-niece of the
A novel business venture was lately.in- The President, however, was called to
couple, read the following original tribute:
Blessings on the heads to-day
augurated by tv\i very small Belfast young Ohio, and the request for appointment
Wearing nature’s crown of gray,
ladies. They overheard their parents talk- was made through Sec’y Bliss of the InHeads erect with honest pride,
That have journeyed side by side
ing about getting up soap clubs and selling terior, who very graciously acceded to
Sixty-two long years. We say—
tlie soap to their friends.
The girls at Mr. Hale's request, and promptly sent his
Blessings on the heads to-day.
once “caught on” and, helping themselves recommendation to the White House for
on
the
hearts
Blessings

all in the

over

with whose

in-

stom-

in three minutes. Price 25c.
Munyou’s Liver Cure corrects

to

tell them of the ladies’

to

centuries has been that of money-getting,
at the expense of the natives.
Caring

bines, together with
ammunition, have beeu
.11

superiority

a

island, except the army and the church,
in the order named.
They were the Shvlocks of Cuba, whose sole business for

es-

island —that in this

iie
as

being

are

air of

an

make

Griffin,

oi

Price,

symptoms of nervous
exhaustion. 25c.
Munyon’s Headache Cure stops headache

the joyous appreciation, reflected from
the dear aged faces, was beautiful to see.

ahrv^

intelligent
necessity of
least for a time, and
more

the

they

were

ed

_

way about

own

Isaac

loruis

and
trouble.

ach
25c.

Cure

production of that long-ago eventful one.
That the surprise might uot be too
great,
by previous arrangement, about noon, a
niece, an active mover in the matter, call-

October
I gave birth to a babv and
the treatment I received at the hands of the midwue I al me with
prolapsus. I had no health to
wars.
speak ot ior th:
I had another baby
w!.. h was the third child
My health began to
f ill and I then h id three
miscarriages aud found
tuv'e'.: comploifly worn out.
I had so many
pains and aches mv lite was a burden to me
nnd also tvi ail the family, for I was nervous and
cro.-s and
could not sleep. Had four doctors,
said 1 had liver, lung ami uterine
trouble
[ was in bed for months and when I
I looked
«■: Set up. I was a sfglit to behold.
liae a corps-.- wa I king about.
1 commenced taking In. Pierce's
avorite Prescription and in a
lew weeks I bee.cue a well woman.
Before I
began the use of Dr. Pierce'* medicine 1 suffered all a woman could -suffer >
my monthly
periods, but now I have 110 pain. The dark
circles around my eyes are gone ami I fwi better
in every way.
Mv checks are re-1 and mv dice is
white; betore my face was as yellow as .-...non

-.deis, and that warped
which lie calls ’lpalhc would consign liis

Mrs.

au

digestion

Munyon’s Cold Cure
prevents pneumonia

taking

meet, they determined to
little surprise for the aged
couple.
The day dawned bright and clear, a re-

In

insane

1

their meeting, Jan. 19th, would occur on
the 62nd wedding anniversary of Mr. and

regularity
monthly function and puts the whole female organism into a state of
strong, vigorous health.
Taken during the. period of gestation it
robs childbirth of its pain and
danger.
Over 250.000 grateful women have written
of the wonderful help of the
Favorite Prescription.” Among others Mrs. Cordelia
Henson, of Coalton, Boyd Co., Ky.. writes :

see

come

When the ladies of the “Current Events
Club” of Stockton Springs learned that

debilitating

speak; and

to

S'*

HlhIs it difficult to

cures

A Pleasant Occasion.

orders of the feminine system,
except cancer.
It stops
drains, soothes
inti a mm ition. promotes
of the

complex poliunhappy island, one

his

i

bull.

a

Prescription
purpose of curing

Dyspepsia

Fannie Brigham Ward.

mother.
Dr. Pierce’s
is designed for the
all diseases, or dis-

Favorite

ns

Munvon’s Rheumatism Cure seldom falls
to relieve in one to three hours, and cures
in a few days. Trice 25c.
Cure
positively
Munyon’s

their turn with honest soldiers at
police- 1
duty, guarding the lives and property of
peacable citizens.

—

nele Samuel’s troubles
with the present gener-

i

about that these ex-banruffians and murderers are

ditti,

or-

fully

protected by
the armor of
health. That
is her best defense against
Death at the
time that
Death comes
closest to her
the time
when she
becomes a

not

gram*
“Darn me, ma’am, if 1
it
Uncle 8am has bit olT
law!’’

l
\

So it lias

[distinctly
feminine

To the
The

guise.

She must keep these
gans

1 hanks to Senator Hale.

States,

with permission to retain
their arms and remain in Cuba.
It was a
case of mistaken
generosity, as dangerous
to the Cubans themselves as to
any government we may attempt to
maintain; for
a Judas is never
to be trusted in
any

set of extremely sensitive organs
upon
the condition of which the health of her

Uienfuegos, he voiced
well-posted Ameri-

single terse, if

ed
United

a

New Euglias been

a

later evwoman
must duel
ery
with Death.
Nature
has provided her with
or

4

Front

Street and

CARTER,

Sibley's Wharf
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| Bllsl®^“aBer j

third time; but she

day for the i
hardly expect to I

can

a

equal the record of Lillian Russell.

|

less

no

of

expansion;

convincing

Woman is the i
Of

the other side. Alet-

Man the muscular
the
needs
of
the
peculiar
gent-

policy, and Mr. Adsupply one. He would

ler

he should

have beeh elected to that

ever

seek to

acquire

Germany should
territory, and some
should object, Mr.
us what his policy

more

of the other Powers
Adams does not tell

■After the treaty is ratified,” says Mr.
Camion of Illinois in the National House

would be.
The situation at Augusta is not reasto the tax payer, or to Repub-

Friday, ‘‘we’ll hold the Philippines until

suring

rlie Congress of the United States has
knowledge, wisdom and patriotism enough
to

what

say

we

done in the way of legislation the Republican party will justly be held responsible.

We have received the 6th annual report
of the Kentville, Nova Scotia, Board of
Kentville was

Trade.

of the

one

big thing

A

on

ice—the

the

tions.
The message of Governor Powers
Yet from present
called for economy.
indications there will be a wholesale raid

left unsatisfied.

be

ican Ice Company with a capital of #00,«'>00,000. This is understood to be a union

j

are

other

by Mr.
description

come

trusts

this

Judging

from the petitions

presented

to

ment

regarding it,

we

likely

are

is
:

to return

tlie old system, which also has has its
In some few localities we
objections.
noticed

the

that

perhaps

favored; and

best

Of Serial.»

to

Lodge’s speech in favor of

Mr. Hoar's, but it has twice as much
sense ami reason in it, as well as patriotami confidence in the
of

ability and good
people. It speeches in

our

make any difference in public
pinion, Mr Lodge's ought to make many
friends for the prompt ratification of the
mgresx

to

pow-

amended,

Several of

citizens

our

are

beginning

Arid now a rival to the Rev. Mr. Jernelate of Lubec, springs up on the
inks of the Androscoggin. A Lewiston
lias
man
discovered a constant supply of
pulp in minute particles in the river water and has formulated a scheme to build
machines to extract the material in suffi-

for

•

quantities

operate

to

one

or

with

war

to

gather up their ice. Mr. E. B. El well finishice house last week, aud now has
about 75 tons of as handsome ice as ever
made

Spain.

was

PIQUES.

be did not do

more

so

doors. Capt. A. F. El we 11 will
ice house this week and fill it
possible. Capt. A. C. Batchelder

of

will begin immediately to lay in a supply of
congealed coolness for the benefit of himself
and

his

guests.

summer

was a

great success, there

being

tendance.

The

vocai

and

music

very

good

also

were

;

a

was

the

a

and the
the

over

The Masonic sociable given last Saturday
evening was well attended and everybody
seemed to enjoy the entertainment very
much, especially that part where the knife

by

many because
in his last message.
Our

Brocade

with white

grounds

to

Mr. Hale

that all

is

LAWNS,
FANCY GINGHAMS,

Organdies.

1

Bale

1

Case Good Bica,

chamber,

nowadays put

questions of public policy, there is

forced construction on
Jefferson's famous doctrine of the equally of all men, and shows from history
a

that the United States has

always

are

had

even before it was a
nation, and
that the real question now before us is
not, “Shall we now begin a system of

colonization?” but “Shall

•existing system

in

a new

we

continue

have been

by

an

!

The postmastership of Pembroke, Me.,
has been held by one family longer
than that of any other town in the counWilliam Kilby was appointed to the
try
office in 1800, and his direct descendants
have handled the mails ever since his retirement in 1840.
We clip this item from a Western paper
and it has had quite a run in our Maine
We think, however, that
exchanges.

unysviile

I)

should

What

Pembroke.

he substituted for
said above is true of

is

We have the whole story in
a
Can it be true of Pernscrap hook.
bjoke also?

dis-

Mr.

during

Hale.

the trouble with

they expect

There is

no

question of
in-

volved in the treaty now pending in the
Senate. It simply cedes to us sovereignty
over

those islands and

Congress

is

free under the constitution to deal with
as it sees fit.
The undoubted right

of the country to-day is to have the Administration’s program of peace ratified
by the Senate.

j

Deunysville.

!

Winterport. Mrs. Mary Hubbard, widow
of the late Col. N. H. Hubbard, died Jan.
2<>th, in Portland, where she was spending
the winter.
Her health had been gradually
failing for some time, she having reached the
advanced age of 82 years, and when the end
came

she

passed

away

peacefully

as

a

the

bridge

with Com.

Dewey during

it

was

nevertheless

gagement.

a

remarkable naval

After the
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ships
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was
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en

with-

found that

severely,

and

resumed the Spanspeedily disposed of.
were

read

an

address

by

Charles

Francis Adams, delivered before the Massachusetts Historical Society, which is

perhaps the best possible expression

of the

views of those who call themselves anti-

poll in their behalf.
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opposition in one or
fices, and perhaps in both. However, everything is serene at preseut, hut soou the aspiring candidates will hob up serenely and
then the fun will begin to increase until
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electiou day.

To Cure Sick Headache in One

Fred A. Johnson,
Successor to

Day

from Boston for a visit-The W. C.
Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea,
T. U. Library received another gift of six 25c. trial size free.
If it fails to cure,
A. A.
volumes from Miss Effie M. Littlefield, this your money will be refunded.
'
Howes & Co.
week.
home

yds),
One

a

doz.,

Crowley's

One Case Bed Spread*,

to

formidable
the other of these of-

the fact that there will he

Halldalk. Charlie Vose returned from
Lewiston last Friday. He left his wife there
She stood the operation
in the hospital.
well, is gaining quite fast, and will probably
be able to return home in a few weeksMiss Hattie Hall was taken suddenly ill last
funeral. Miss Hubbard and Mrs. Brown re- Thursday evening Dr. Small of Freedom
was
quickly summoned. She is gaining
turned to Portland on Friday night’s train.
slowly at present_Mrs. Caroline Foster is
_Fred Hurd died very suddenly at his very sick-Mrs. Hannah Poland is quite
He sick with grip-Wm. F. White, an aged
home Thursday night of heart disease.
of Moutville, died last Monday after
had not been very well for some weeks, but citizen
a sickness of hut a few days with the grip.
was able to be about his work until less
-Moses Peudman of Bangor was in this
than au hour before his death. Mr. Hurd place last Monday.
was a good citizen and was well liked by all
To Cure Constipation in One Week
He leaves a wife and one
who knew him.
To Purify the Blood in One Week
|
sister to mourn their loss... .Cap t. Dudley is
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week

critically

*
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Dress Bones,

One Case Marseilles
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PERCALES.

Here’s

Prob-

preseut
to, aud
if there are, any surprises to be encountered
in the election of the remaining town officials they may
show themselves
when

j

the light. This takes a good deal of the
opera bouffe element out of the affair, but

to

ity that one may drop out. The
town clerk will remain, if he wishes

It has just come out that on that fate- child falling asleep. Mrs. Hubbard was one
ful May morning in Manila Bay, Dewey I of Winterport's most esteemed ladies. She
withdrew from the fight with the Spanish was a devoted Christian,
always genial, with
fleet not. to breakfast exultingly in tlie
a kindly word for every one, and will be I
lace of a crippled and vanquished foe,
mourned by a large circle of friends,
j
but to calculate whether the magazines of deeply
the American ships were well filled enough Of a large family of children only one daughC.
Miss
survives
to
Mary
Hubbard,
ter,
to risk further lighting or whether a retreat must he ordered.
As far as the mourn her loss. Miss Hubbard and her
American officers knew no Spanish ship cousin, Mrs. Brown of Portland, accomhad beeu injured during the first two
panied the remains home, arriving Friday
hours of fighting.
[Bath Times.
morning. Funeral services were held in the
is
This statement
made by Joseph L.
Methodist church, Rev. D. H. Piper officiatStickuey in Harper’s Magazine for Feb- ing, and a large number of sympathizing
Mr. Stickney was the New' York friends attended. Mr. William Hubbard and
ruary.
Herald correspondent at Manila and was wife of Bangor cam e down to attend the
on

MUSLINS.

yd.,

10c. per

the

and competent servant, and no doubt the
citizens will reward him by a continuance
in office. The other gentlemen are capable
men and would till the duties of the position
with credit to themselves aud honor to the
town ; but possession, they say, is nine points
of the law, and if that is the case the present commissioner may feel reasonably assured of a second term. In all probability
the present board of selectmen will be
chosen a second term, but there is a possibil-

left

them

j

Besides

tesy due him, but. because the first year has
given him the experience that will enable
him to do better work and give better satisfaction. Mr. Hurd has won the praise of
the majority of the people, and notwithstanding the disadvantages he has labored under he has
proved a faithful

Spain,

policy with regard to the Philippines

direction?”

commissioner.

They are ably Mr. Hurd will be re-elected, as the citithis country against the world; and zen as a whole are desirious that he should
naturally indignant that they should be given a second year, not only as a cour-

be misrepresented in the United States
Senate as they are to-day, and as they

•colonies,

road

present incumbent, Mr. Freeman Crockett
and Mr. Jessie Priest are sizing up their
respective chances and the number of votes

their Americanism.

count on

for

no

for

ly

in.

Outings worth

....

‘Senator from Spain.’
Now while the people of Waldo county
may, and do, differ more or less widely on

2it

ton,

MUSLINS,

BED SPREADS.

5,t

2 Bales 40 in. Br

POPULAR PRICES.

brave and brilliant article upon The Colonial Expansion of the United States,
by
IL'U. A. Lawrence Lowell, in which lie
throws down the gauntlet to those who

1

out, at

figures.

SILK STRIPE MADRAS.
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season

and fork

through

hi

Percales,
\ ai d,
Ladies Merino 1
medium weight
sizes, sold the !n
two

colored

also

figures,

colored

with
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per

Many dainty designs in white grounds,

played a conspicuous part. Music,
paper mills.
this trouble with Spain he represented singing, readings and plays formed the
This should encourage the belief that
exercises of the evening. Consider“neither Republican nor even American principal
NOT A LAST SEASON’S
sunbeams may yet be extracted from cuing the short time in preparing for the occa- (ALL NEW,
doctrine.”
The Washington, D.
C., sion it proved to be a very pleasing affair.
cumbers, and that the so-called anti-imPIECE IN STOCK.) The most dainty
Evening Star, one of the most conserva- It is hoped that more will follow
during the
perialists may become Americanized.
and desirable styles ever shown, at
tive papers in the country, and edited by
last months of winter, as they afford for
The suffragists this year are bending a Maine man, Crosby S. Noyes, has said: both old and
young a delightful change
their efforts to the petition for the aboli1
“During all the months of the discussion from the wearisome monotony that usually,
1
tion of taxes on all property held
by in
Congress of the Cuban question, the ( at this season of the year, rests so heavily
women—a measure which will be heartiupon everyone. Therefore, let us render all
ly approved by men whose property is or senior Senator from Maine virtually stood
might be in the wife’s name.
for■ Spain.'*
“The destruction of the the assistance we can to the managers and
That petition is hardly a credit to the
there will be no trouble in rnakiug these
Maine did not move him.
Nothing could entertainments a most charming diversion
intellectuality of the suffragists, whether
move
him.
all
of
the
hidviewed us a piece >f statesmanship or as a
Through
in our every day sameness of manner and
eous developments of that hideous
piece ;*f sarcasm. [Biddeford Journal.'
pe- enjoyments.
The homes of a majority of business riod he remained on
Spain’s side.”
As the time fur the annual town meeting
TIM'D are now held in the name of the wife
“As long as a single voice in the Senate is fast
approaching the air is full of rumors,
and it would not take a great while for raised in objection could save
Spain Mr. as usual, of candidates who are anxious to Elegant colorings, perfectly fast colors.
others to place their real estate beyond Hale was a power.
He was always on serve the town in this position and that;
It will pay you to see THESE
j
the reach of taxation.
The petitioners hand, and he always objected. His watch- not, of course, for the magnificent salaries
even if not to purchase
GOODS,
w ill be
fullness and devotion to Spanish interests that go with them, but merely for the honor
given “leave to withdraw.”
earned for him the title, spoken publicly of the thing. Therefore prospective candiThe February Atlantic opens with a
dates are looming up quite rapidly, especialin the debates of the
of the
objection

Stripe Madras,

Dark

Piques, Crepon Effect.

increased weight of their cash box. They
fee! deeply grateful to the public for re'
spending so freely m their behalf.
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very enjoyable occasion,
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The supper and entertainment given last
week by the ladies of the Cove W. C. T. U*
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with the territory acquired.
The President has declared no policy in that direc-
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Cove to

enough of imposters.

bear when the record of the 00th Maine

shown in th<

ever

possessing the

of course knows that the question now is
on the adoption of the treaty, and thus

Meaty."

cient

leader

a

The Belfast Journal ought to know—
and of course does—that the policy which
Senator Ilale is so pluckily antagonizing
in the Senate is neither Republican or even
American doctrine; iu fact it is diametric
all opposed to both.
No men or association of men other than the Republican national convention have authority to proclaim any new test of Republican party
fealty for this country. [Bridgton News.
Our esteemed Bridgton contemporary

i'

■purposes

With

of

erect

> with Spain without further delay the Gardiner Reporter-Journal says:
Mr. Lodge'* speech may not be so long

ism

good government are practically

Legislature
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stop put to extravagance, and to pernicious legislation.
Without one the Republican party may have a heavy burden

"it)i the towns.

showing

Printed notices are being circulated about
Cove cautioning any one who may have

right direction,

a

would be to amend the law, leaving the
appointment of a commissioner optional

we are now

nied her.

the friends of economy

oue

and

Grace C. La Bontie of Middleboro,
lias been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs James Mitchell, returned
home last Friday. Her mother accompa-

The trouble is there

Australian ballot bill would be

course

Purchase of

Boston

coming
Saturday
aspirations
preach, that is not of the simon pure stamp,
that they must run their own risk and bear
courage of his convictions the obnoxious the
consequences, for Saturday Cove has had
and
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present law is
the
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and without
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no
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We know that to be true of the

Waldo

'die legislature for the repeal of the road
■•‘►mmissioner law, and the general senti-

Seh. William A. Jewell came into the
Cove Saturday evening from Morse’s Cove
loaded with brick for Dark Harbor. She
sailed Sunday.

Mass.,

with the best of inten-

Augusta

went to

tions.

an

D

mings.

cern

combine to control our Maiue air.

Made

we

i

O. Cummings, who is traveling for
firm, spent Saturday and Sunday
with his parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Otis Cum-

rightly

con-

Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater of Linconville were the guests of Mrs. Arietta
Chapman this week.

a

characterized by the Waterville
big
naturally be watered,
as a
“disreputable measure.” We
is no doubt Intended,to freeze out Mail
die small companies.
Next we may have believe the majority of the legislators
and

Keller of New Havtn, Conn.,

Bentou
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of every
to Maine for incorporation is

Manley inviting
to

But there

The bill introduced

sight.

evils in

•d the Kennebec and Consolidated ComAn ice company’s stock would
unies.

January

visiting liis sister, Mrs. Joseph Heald.

is

upon the State treasury, and then half the
schemes for securing public money will

Amer-

proposed

of

Mr

people alike admonish against extravagant appropria-

visited by the Maine Press Association
last summer, and we learned then, what is
indicated by this report, that Kentville is
a prosperous and progressive place.
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NORTHPORT

The condition of the State finances and
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greater strength which
from taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. “It made me
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unquestionably the best
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Jt will he “ladies’ night.
The ladies of T. H. Marshall will hold a
whist party and social at Memorial Hail
luesday evening. Feb. 7th. Admission 15
cents, cotlee and doughnuts free.
Ali are
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Burkett's bargain
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big bundles accompany the shoppers
home. Hoods never were so cheap, or so
good.... Doll's shoes it Francis’ Shoe Store,
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many years as black-
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Un

Baptist society

bux sociable
at the home of Mr. ami Mrs. N. E. Keen on
Northport avenue Tuesday. About forty
persons were present, and the evening was
An excellent
very pleasantly spent by all
supper was served.
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Oxeukd Musical Club
The enter‘'ton
Springs, Palermo, j
tainment in the Belfast Opera House last
ri' .ilnville, Monroe Ceilj
Thursday evening by the Oxford Musical
.c tn v11!e.
'kApple- i Club was a
great success.
Their resources
-;i'dd, deferred from last !
iu the musicsline w»*re almost, limitless
mdt ice is printed on
j and their representations of the circus and
The
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Saturday evening. Jan. L'lst, the students
at \\ eilesiey
coiiege presented before a large
•p :
smel ed smoke m the I
audience "L'Amuur Medeem,*’ a
comedy*
•••*:;gation found a fire |
ballet by Moliere. This piay was presented
p :selliell t
e
♦
It was put j
for the first tune at
Versailles, Sept. lf>, ltitio,
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numbers showed much
and the men were carei*
r Highy
The hand
in -ed, strung in reeds and
in exceptionally good hariW"ik wou much id miration
Nearly every number
re.wiiii li brought an acceptF. L. Tuck of
response
he ciiruets.

weather runner was in the air most of the
time
The Snow Squall was
skimming the
surface of Quantabacook in great shape, with
live passengers aboard, when she was struck
by a wind squall. The steering runner was
lifted from the ice for an instant, and the
the

his

m

<miity Bir Association

to the

day afternoon, and it was enjoyed to the
full by J. H and R. H. Howes and
friends,
and by Messrs. F. G. White, Ben and Bert
Fields and others
The wind was high and

s

h

was

A Snow Squall and a Wind
Squall.
There was great sport with the ice boats on
Pitcher’s Pond and Quantabaeook last Fri-

views, etc., of Port-

had last week

a

of the

(Jan.
ti, -d
by a 24 page supple
cess, and the proceeds were devoted
:
in. 11x1*; inches, giving i
French library at the college.
us of the principal per-a!

-a>

Paris the

composed of the most beautiful and
graceful among Wellesley s six hundred students. The performance was a great »uc-

'he number at band

tii':

•i

at

given at Wellesley in the original Freud),
and one of the
leading parts was taken

stove near,

U-.

ts

and

helmsman having

g.bed
boat.

re-

with the

no

control

of

her she

usual

quickness of an iceThe mainsail was split acioss at the

inaugurate

reef points, but the boat sustained no other
enlarging the. Court House. ! damage and tier passengers were not hurt.
oinmittee to

a

id 20 feet to the.

northerly

|

New House
C. E White moved into
house at tlie corner of Congress and
Franklin streets Monday.
The house is in
Queen Anne style and presents a very neat
A

Ming, without chaugiug the

li,s

The purpose of the
for fire proof vaults

•'lure.

"vale

records of the county. If
s
made there will he an eti’-rth end nearly on a level
1

street
main

sidewalk,
at

the

Esq., this, Thursday,

u.

the

It is
appearance externally.
hot air furnace, and piped for

j
I

and gas. The cellar is 9 feet 3 indies
in the clear, with cemented door and walls.
The kitchen and dining room are finished !
in hard pine, as is also the front hall.
The
house throughout is well provided with
closets and the rooms arranged with a view I
to the greatest convenience and comfort. The
double par ors are connected by folding
doors. From the windows there are views
in three directions, and the
papering and
finish give the rooms a cheerful aspect. The
wood work is in polished white, and the pa-

the

office
even

matter.

more

ice in the bay last Sun-

'ban

at

anytime

this winter.

shore, was white
seemed
considerable
>ne would have said that navimpossible, and with a few polar
uld have been a good repreah« polar regions.
But in a few
as a wonderful change.
The
'ole broke up the ice and soon
ake could be seen here and
g on the blue water.
Finally
are.d and the. bay was as clear
shore to

-in

to he of

pering in light effects. There are three sleeping rooms on the second floor, all roomy
of good height, and finished and furnished
in light, cheerful colors.
The bath room is
provided with all modern appliances. The
best of material and workmanship are to be
seen
throughout the house. The cellar
walls were laid by Wm. H. Beckwith, the
carpenter work was by N. J. Pottle, painting by John H. Poor and Wm. S. Aldus
and plumbing by M. L Mitchell.

■

mer.

Monday

there

the upper harbor and

was

more

Tuesday

again frozen over,

bay
during the day.
was

heated with a
hot and cold

water

Hour inside the build-

i-Otee will meet

s

with

new

OF

BARGAINS!

Eclipsed by these Stupendous Bargains.

WE WOULD NOTIFY OUR PATRONS that we have made the LARGEST PURCHASE
of NEW, DESIRABLE SPRING
GOODS that we haee ever made in the history of our business, and shall
place tnem on our counters this day with their
bands and wrappers on them, so that all may be convinced thit they are fresh from the mills. We
have marked them
way down to keep company with the GREAT BREAK in prices of all our winter
goods we are so anxious to close. Read
We are positive you will be pleased with this HARVEST FEAST.
the items below.

Helping Ham! Circle, King’s Daughters
Laura Robbins on
Bridge
street next Monday evening
will meet with Mrs.

The W. C.

T. U. will meet with Mrs. Flat-

Cook, Charles street., this, Thursday, afternoon, at 2.30 o’clock. The monthly devotional hour will be observed, to which
all
are invited who would
enjoy the hour with
us.

Charles F. Thompson hauled to Belfast
first of the week over forty tons of
pressed hay, which he sold to the F\ G.
White Co. Monday he had ten teams and
Tuesday thirteen. The hay was brought
from Centre Montville, twelve miles.
On
account of the sie ving several teams
capsized, but there was no serious damage.

Cotton

The semi-annual
convention
of
the
Woman s State. Relief Corps will be held in
Bangor, Feb. loth and ltitb. Headquarters
will beat the Bangor House, and the convention will meet at Red Men's Hall. T. H.
Marshall Relief Corps will be represented
by Mrs. .1 F. McKeen and Mrs. W. H. Sanborn.
Shipping Items. Sch. A.-Harford sailed
last Sunday for Boston with hay from F. G.
H bite Co.. .Schs. Thomas Borden and
Lady
Antrim finished discharging phosphate and
sailed the last of the

week for Rockland to
load lime for New York.The F G. White
Co
is shipping considerable hay to the
islands. They have lately loaded schs. Senator, Maria Webster, Garland and some
smaller craft... b h. Fannie & Edith sailed
Feb. 1st for Boston with hay for the F. G.
White Co.
Mokrili.

As l>r. and Mrs.

T. N

Pearson

driving in Waldo last Saturday j>. m.
tlieir sleigh was overturned on the ice,
throwing them violently out. Mrs. Pearson

Cases F ait of the Loom.5 l-4c

2

Cases Nice Bleached Cotton.. .5

2

Bales 40 in Brown.5

1 Case

rill.

doz. Coats Machine Thread, (uot
over 10 spools to a
customer).

Case 2 14 yd. wide cotton...12 l-2c

1

Bale 1 yd. wide Brown Cotton.4

Hogue reports

Print

Department.

just

from

4.000 yds. of Merriuiac Shirting Prints,
wholesale price 3 l-2c.

oar

Percales

Styles, worth 6c,

in

closed

on

per

Mr.

yd., for

New
Mr.

Bedford.... Mr.
H.

J.

\V.

M. Chase have

liar-

vested their ice. .Cometnew
we

members at every

Grange

taking in
meeting. It is hoped

shall be able to make

dition to

our

hall in the

a

us

much needed ad-

near

future.

Mrs.

Moody and Miss Cattle Mae Nickerdown from Unity and remained
over Sunday.... Mr. Joshua Littlefield has
gone to Unity Plantation to work for the
Ames Bros ...Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dyer
and Miss Celia Clark of Winterport visit* d
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham Suud.y...
Mr. Butterfield of Bangor was the guest of
Mr, A. S. Niekersou Moa lay night.
A.

a

purchase

of

SJT^Uess than wholesale

Ginghams.
2 Cases

Apron Check G'ughams,

for

1 Case

Ginghams

Capt, Everett Stabeen suffering severely from
an attack of !a grippe, is reported as improving slowly-Capt Ralph Morse arrived home last Saturday.
His wife returned some weeks since from Bucksport,

2

new

of the winter.

spent
portion
Their many friends are glad

to

see

them

15

36x45,

at

same

00,

store for

wonderful bargains

you,

tempting time

Capes

at

5

price
49c

size 81x00.

Outings.

6 50

let

no

to save

lady

in

are

this must

miss

money.

17

All of

Goods.

are

our

window

Ac

1 <> >»'*■.

7c

*0.

Sc

..

tor.

Special prices

dren

For this sale.

Ladies Wrappers always sold for
10c., for this sale. 7c

this sale.

Prices from Sfc. to ft A.Of)

a

Dress

WHITE GOODS.

Goods for Chil-

wear.

Look at the
12 1

2c

Blacks.

new

goods just,

rec

We advise

goods,

an

eariy purchase

as

it is

diin

u!t

10c

now..

$1.00

2 Cases 1 yd. Wide Percales, 6c.

worth

these

new

obtain theta

market later.

Our

Special Bargain

AO Black Brocade Dress Skirts

onltj >' I AO

100 Rugs, Large Size,

1 Case Bed

39c.

%

Spreads only

49c

All the remnants in

our

measured an i placed upon
immediate sale at a pr »tit
to

have been

store
our
to

onutcrs

you and

for

1 Case Corsets only

39c.

loss
40 01)1) t’

us.

ill Ill'll

at

on

t.

29 c
Pieces Crepon worth $1 50

3

_I

shall close at.

.*d

pieces Black Brocade Dress Goods
former price 30c, no jv..

For

Wrappers sold heretofore)

■

Sc
Splendid Apron Checks,
Piques in ( ofored and White.

10

__

Flannelette Goods.

>r

Pattern Dresses that sold

yds. Plaid

500

on

2,000 yards nice Dress Style Satines,
worth 15c,

>rset.s

and sizes

below cost.

$2.50

$2.00
$1.00, shall

Towels.

j

2 Cases Blankets,

35c

5000 ydsHamburgs

Outing Night Robes

from HCm to 50c.

Lining Cambrics.

Best

tic
10

pieces 36

in.

Fast Black Percaline

An

assortment on hand of FRESH
NEW desirable styles.

immense

and

worth 15c, now...
Sc
Fast Black Percaline, extra
fine quality worth 20c, now.
12 l~2c
2 Cases English Silesia worth 25c,

20 Moire

now.

LACES
of

all

IOC

kinds and description at
DOWN BRICES.

BREAK

1 Case Golf Mins
52 in wide worth 87c now.

Plain

Black Satin Waists
Rcd
“

$5.50

“

600

1 Case Elegant Hassocks only 50c All Wool Serge Waists
White

Plaid Waist

Cloth Binding, ink stamping, worth
We

sell 2 for.

'iUc

4 00

,

75

only .~,c per yard

Fur Coilaretts
will

be closed from.

$2. 50 fo$0.00

sold at factory prices.

Only

lie.

»

FRIDAY,

TO THE TRADE OF BELFAST AND VICINITY:

"

/Vr piece, only

1.98

25c

SHAWLS
will be

Corduroy

Battenburg Braid

Colored Velvet “$4.90 and $4.75

500 Books,
25c each.

/? l-2c

50c

and bordered, wort! 50c, for 25c

Carpet Sweepers now $2.00 Each

MM

■

$1 50 per yd

to

/ Case All Linen Crush,

great reduction.

Fancy Trimmed Hats that sold for
85.00, all placed in

our

from 75c to 81 50, will close at

20 Prs. (Mi PDrtisres.

Amateurs

4 2c

in the

this Sale.6 1 4c

Wrappers,

25c
37 l=2c

50c

25 pieces Novelty Dress Goods, that
sold tw » months ago for 50c, now

33 l 3 per cent, reduction.

Cotton Underwear.

Stockton

50c

LINEN NAPKINS.

more

Hichborn-The

25c

;5<)c

now..

Dress Satines.

Cases of nice quality Outings, svell
worth 10c per yd., shall close for

200 Print

12 l-2c

CRASHES.

pieces German Novelties all wool
sold foi 02c

exhibition, shall sell the lot at the
low price of (each). 1.00

2

Dam isk,

62c.', this sale. 50c
1,000 yds. figured Silks. 25c

1,75

Millinery

Cotton.12 1 -2c

Sheets,

section.

Bleached Union Damask,

25 c

pillow Slips made from Lockwood

of

this

Linen

•

200

in

«.

DHESS GOODS.

1.25

12 50,

0,

size

seen

Colored and Black

sell at.75c 1 1-4 Blankets worth 3>5 00, now $4 00
occupying their house ou Main
street.... Mr. Rufus Mudgett left Monday
11-4
for Kingman, Me., where he will enter the
3 50,
3 00
employ of Mr. Wilber Grant_Mr. CrawT11-4
2 50,
2 00
ford S. Griffin, who recently moved from
this place to KiugiffRu, has bought a farm
11-4
1 50,
1 00
there of t>5 acres_Mr. Elvin Staples has
We shall have on exhibition a startbought the stock of Mrs. N. S. Twiss, cousistling trade in Corset Covers at.12 l-2c
ingjof dry and fancy goods, millinery, etc., Drawers at.
.25 and 50c
and in selling at a great reduction—one-half
price in most things. The feminine love of Night Robes. 55c
a bargain has been fully illustrated on the
Worth $3.50, now.$2 75 per pair
Best night Robes that sold for $2.50
"
pleasant days by the throng of ladies visit3 50
now.$2.00 25
4.00,
ing the sale. Miss Annie Thompson Las Gents’
Shirts.
50c
Night
of
of
to
also disposed
her entire stock
goods
Mr. Staples_The Current Events Club
meets to-day, Thursday, with Mrs. Maria
once

12

ever

Ladies’ Jackets.

50c

Springs.

a

sell at.SI.25
500 yds. Colored Taffetta Silks, in

varied assortment

the most

Turkey Red

..

pride
only the

customers not.

our

Damask up

10, former price, §0 50, now.$3 50

Cotton,

10 pcs.

l bale

style and fabric,

lovely goods.

500

showing
largest, but
of Tabling*

Black Silk, worth

We shall fake

occasion.

in

10c

who lias

where she

24 in.

this

a* on

to

We

1.50,

10,

worth 12 l-2c

only.
Silk

our

This week

"

patterns,

medium and Opera shades, worth

25, former price SI 00, uow.$ .75
15,

different

10

this

Elegant Styles tine quality Dress

Ginghams just received,

75

We wish to state that never ii. the history of our business have we ev -r made
one-half as large
purchase in Tabling*

We

sells in Boston for 81.50, shall

Eider Down Jackets.

Sale.6c

pat-

new

just received.

$1.50, for.$1.00
pieces Black Satin Duchess, all silk
that

Underwear,

prices.

Silks

soma

Look at

of

eauie

Stockton

ples,

samples consisting

this

D.

son

have just closed

Linen Department.

Department.

varying in prices from..50c
$2 00 per yd.

advise the trade to buy early.

Maddocks, iu Dist. No. 7, has scarlet
lever-Capt. Nebemiah Sfriart recently
returned from atrip to Augusta, Portland,
and

have

Sc

Kuox,

account of scarlet fever

Nickerson and

e

Splendid

Ernest

Boston,

4gc

Mittens and Hosiery from the jobber
which we shall sell at_25 per cent

Sale.4c

Schools in Dists. No. 8 and 9

Swanville.

Silk Mittens.

\\

price this

Sale. ..3c
2.000 yds. 27 in.

now.

are

lc

Manufacturers'Samples.

that iu

returning from a
while coming
down a long icy hill, that his sleigh slid
around until it came where the horse should
he three times. It is daugerous traveling,
visit

Hump Hooks and 'eyes, per
card, ouly.

5

Miss Lillie Grey has been visiting in
Belfast the past two weeks_Rev. T
R.
II jgue occupied the pulpit last Sunday.
Mr.

3c

Dress Shields.,.

...

recent

terns ot

10 gross

Lonsdale Cambrics.7

Dress

Silk

We will show some lovely

50)

1

were

suffered a had dislocation of the left
shoulder, and the Dr. a had bruise on his
head. Dr. Johnson of Belfast was sent for
and replaced the dislocated shoulder, and
Mrs. Pearson was taken to her home in Mor-

Department. Small Ware Department.

2

expecting to give ttie comedy, “Mr. Bob,” in
Union Hall, Searsport, ou the evening of
40 dozen all Linen Huck Towels 17x35,
('hat.
Now the eats are having the grip,
s
from
South America are
| Feb. 7th. A dance will follow the enteror a like ailment, and the saying “weak as a
in casks for the tannery in
only.10c
H.
Mr.
tainment-, with music by Gilmore....
n
lauded on the steamboat j cat” is more expressive than ever_The
20 doz. Turkish Towels 3 4 yd. wide 50
R. Hichborn and wife, returned last Friday
house of Passagassawaukeag Yacht Club has ;
ns arc taken from the (tasks
from their wedding trip to Boston and viin. long..25c
been safely landed on the abutment south of i
arts or sleds to be hauled to
cinity. Their home, will he with his motile r,
the
on
one
which
it
stood.
The
the
O.
R
Webster buys
job was Mrs. Adella Hichborn... .The V. I. S. socidone without even ('apt. Roix losing a
s-lling some for use as tubs, or
able at the home of Miss Emma Hichborn
rain water,
and cutting up suspender button....Ice boating is having
last Thursday evening was quite, well ata boom and there will be a number of addiwuud. These casks sue made
tended, considering tlie amount of illness in
tions to the fleet another season.... Everett
of
a
species
mostly bay wood,
town.... Severe colds
and the grip are
Nickerson ami James H. Stinson are build« me
of the staves are light
40 doz, a perfect surprise.2c each
very prevalent here as elsewhere.
new
barns—30x30—at
their
near
is a rich
piac.es
cherry. These have ing
Mason’s Mills.... W. E. Marsh is putting up
A Boston Parrot.
by Mr. Webster in making
100 tons of ice for his next season’s egg busirowboats and they are often
ness.J. C. Whitten, the veteran dancing
ther places to advantage. The
“Pretty
Polly!” said the visitor, apis to open a dancing school in MosWant a—”
proaching the cage.
Webster got from one of these master,
man’s Hall, East Belfast, Tuesday evening
“My name,” interrupted the parrot, spea'<
ry rich pieces of mahogany,
and
distinctly, “is Mary, not
ing slowly
$1.00 quality for 75c.
Feb. 7tli....Dr. W. L. West recently inr and almost as heavy as iron.
Polly, and I require nothing, sir. I am
of
the
milk
herd
A.
S.
on
Jackson
spected
How dare you address me
.87
03c.
meditating.
Notes.
The Penobscot’s trips
without an introduction?”
the Poor’s Mills road
Mr. Jackson has 12
'•hat irregular last week ou acfine animals in milk, near'y all registered
To Cure a Cough in One Day
weatber.
She arrived in RockJerseys-Stevens Bros, have closed out
To Cure a Cold in One Day
in. Wednesday and laid there
their boot and shoe department to the
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
lay morning. She arrived here Condon
Dolloff’s
Manufacturing Co_John
ami went to Winterport, returuTo Cure Hoarseness in One Day
horse was badly injured by gettiug
carriage
"1 ic
afternoon, leaving for Boston at cast in his stall last
Thursday night and was
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c.
■'he remained in Boston until 4 a.
killed.F. H. Francis is fitting up his
trial size free.
If it fails to cure, your
1
and arrived here that evening.
aquarium, with a view to stocking it with money will be refunded. A. A. IIowes
1' the
usual hour Monday for BosSwan Lake trout. He is now experiment& Co.
ntf to the unavoidable delay in
ing with a few sinners-Capt. Collins
£ the alterations on the steamers
McCarty has sold his house at the “Board
uihattan Steamship Co., it has been Landing” to Ira Pitman and has bought the
}ou, not all
ssary to postpone tnc sailing of
John Bruce house on Bay View street.
steamer on this line until Thursday,
Mrs. Sarah A. McCarty has bought a cottage
the
Do not do
" '•
it [n stated by the management
lot at Temple Heights of Mrs. Nancy H.
1
w‘i! ;:urely leave New York for*
Frost
Rhoades of Rockland-Edwin P
p
"'Tort and river and bay landings.
has bought a cot'age ami lot on South Shore
«*

HARVEST

Purity,,

the

evening.

The fourth of the cotillion parties will te
held iu Memorial Hall to-morrow, Friday,

can-

mg games started early
••tween four local teams has

••■»

e

even-

The regular meeting of Sheridan F. Miller
Command. U VC, will be held next M« n-

the

of law and order.

tlf

•h

offi-

of

The State

i-aker in the

given at Odd Fellows Hall, Thursday
ing, Feb. 9th.

PERFECT

as a

tie

The fifth dance of the series of '99 will 1

charged.

been
■■

will

Hamlet.
he

\

$12 to $17.

he from
An admission

reading

The Sous of Veterans and ladies will hold
fair in the uear future.

50c. EACH.

All Previous Mark Down Sales

,n111.
■

SHIRTS ONLY

EACH.

A

^Perfection

in

for the week eliding
Miss Ida Patterson
Geniliee

|

SHIRTS ONLY

Seal Brand’Java kMocha
Best Coffee grown eWorld.

by Lancas

ale

s

ONE CASE
GENTS’ DRILL

LAUNDERED

Coffee

Johnson's this week iu-

at

ONE CASE

FEBRUARY
I wish to state that

3,

1899.

the above date at 9 o’clock, we shall have one of the
GREATEST REnNANT LINEN SALES known in this ection. $600 worth of TABLINGS will be sold. Mind

Doll’s Shoes

5c. and lOc. 1i55H.

-r

snow storm detained the Penobscot

^1,1''ton

Tuesday night,

^ttdnesday

morning

at

Jan. 31st.
5.30

She

Northport-The person who lost a pair « f
glasses at the Universalist church recent y
can

find the

same

at H.

L. Lord’s.

Francis* Shoe Store.

cheap goods, but values as high as $1 AO
yourself
injustice of not seeing them.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

per

yard.

on

All

perfect goods.

Look at

our

window

Thursday.

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

BETTICOO

WHEN
It

was

an

important

WAS

event

LOST.

in the

family thing.”
The next

disappeared. Betticoo is
Buttercup’s calf, and Buttercup is the
when Betticoo
finest

in the county.
Betticoo had
been down in the meadow, which is really

the

cow

only

home she has

ever

known;

day Stanley went over to
Iiazeldene with Aunt Elinor, sitting up
very straight, aud looking very clean and
nice iu his new sailor suit, with a flower
in his buttonhole.
[Christian Register.

and

could imagine why she should
want to get out of it, even if the chance
offered.
Hiram, who had been gathering
wild grapes over on the Lipton road, came
in about four o’clock, with the announcement that she was nowhere to be seen.
“Somebody has let the* bars down,
ma’am,” he said to the mother of the
children; “and now there’s no knowing
whether she went through the lower pasture down to the road or up over the hill.
\\ e ought to find her pretty soon, or it
will be dark; and the master would be
after feeling right bad if anything happened to his favorite calf.”
“Then cannot you hunt for her at once,
lliiam?” she answered.
“And here are
the children; they can help you.”
“I can’t, indeed, ma’am, if 1 am to
drive o \ei 10 the station to meet tlie master on the afternoon train,” said Hiram,
regretfully. ‘’And I'm sure I don’t like
to be telling the master the calf has strayed, c ither.”
Lill, Boy, and even little Stanley were
all eager for the hunt, as soon as they
Ik aid Hiram's story. There was sufficient
doubt as to the direction the calf might
have taken to make the eliase rather excitin' an ! they wasted some time discussing lie: probable movements. Suddenly
Lill brok out with a new idea.
“<» mamma ! let’s let this decide the
question about which one of us can drive
t
Ilazeldene with auntie to-morrow.
AVe il have that for the prize to the one
who iiuds the calf.”
no

all the same, nine times out of ten, you
have to hustle if you want to get any-

News

Hard work \

Contracts have been made for the construction of four large lake steamers, to
cost $1,000,000.
Senator Deboe proposes a national soldiers’ home at Abraham Lincoln’s birthplace in Kentucky.

new

Six large corporations, composed of
Americans and foreigners, have formed a
combine to control the borax supply of
the world..
Gen. Whittier, who returned recently
from Manila, says the trouble in the Philippines is much exaggerated and easy of
settlement.
In

old safe in the Havana post office
IP.000 pesetas
wort* found, addressed to the Captain of
the Spanish cruiser Alfonso XII1.
an

packages containing

Owing to a lack of ships, officers and
men, Secietary Long will be unable, for
i an indefinite period, to re-establish the
i I'niicd States naval stations abroad, which
I were abandoned before the war.
Wood speaks well of the Cuban
office-holders whom he has appointed at
Santiago, iie says the people are cheerful aud contented and that everything is
as quiet as in a New
England village.
Gen.

yung Aunt Elinor, wno was not
The House committee on foreign affairs
main
yeais older than Lill herself, had
has reported favorably a resolution authorplanned .1 drive <»n the following day, inthe President to negotiate with the
tenuiug to visit llazeldene, a country place izing
about eight miles from home, and to bring powers to secure immunity from capture
back with her a young friend who was of private property at sea during war.
The late William Endicott, who died respending the summer there. One of the
ehildit n could go, too, but only one; and, cently at
Beverly, Mass., was 100 years
as a drive t«> llazeldene, and
especially one old. He was a direct descendant of John
with Aunt Elinor, was not to be had every
the
famous Puritan leader, at
Endicott,
day, there had been considerable competi- whose old homestead, “Orchard Farm,”
tion for the pleasure, and the choice had in
Danvers, he was born.
been left by Aunt Elinor to mother’s deA cargo of parrots that arrived in Leith,
cision.
Roy agreed eagerly to bill's proposal, Scotland, was purchased by a firm of
The birds were
for in his secret heart he felt sure he knew whiskey manufacturers.
the exact way Betticoo had taken. It was taught to cry, “drink Blank’s whisky,”
and
were then distributed in gilt cages to
easy enough to guess that she must have !
!
gone through the barn into the rocky pas- Liverpool saloon-keepers.
ture. half overgrown with young pineThe pen with which Gov. Roosevelt of
trees: and Roy felt sure that she would be
New York signed the oath of office was
found either among these clumps of lowkept by the Governor himself. It was the
growing trees or just above on the hill.
one which Gen. Palmer had used
during
“That's all right,” he said. “It’s more the civil war.
The Biblq^on which the
fui_ working for a prize, anyway; only oath was taken was
to Mrs.
presented
there musn't be any fussing, Lill, when Roosevelt.
you find you've lost it.”
The trust clause in the will of Adolph
“I'm willing, too!" broke in Stanley’s
voice.
“And, if 1 find Betticoo and go Sutro, the San Francisco millionaire, in
which
he bequeaths much of the most
with Aunt Elinor. I'll wear my new sailor
suit fnr the lirst time, and have a flower in valuable property to charitable and educational purp* ses under certain conditions,
my buttonhole.”
‘‘O you:
exclaimed Lill, rather uu- lias been declared invalid by Judge Troutt,
graciousiy. “A little fellow like you can’t j and the estate will revert to the heirs.
iind Betticoo.
She has been gone all day,
Leu. David A. Weisiger, who commandperhaps; and it's no use for you to try. ed a brigade in Mahone’s division of the
'Vo may have to go ever so far.”
confederate army, is critically ill. Gen.
Stanley’s bright, dimpled face clouded Weisiger was a conspicuous figure on the
a litth*:
and mamma began to look re- Southern side in the
famous battle of the
proachful, when Lill said (jtuckly: “Oh, ( rater, near Petersburg. The credit of
1 don’t mean to be mean about it; but that
was
bloody fight
usually awarded t
then* is -o sense in trying, when you are Mahone.
Weisiger’s friends, however,
mho ’>> !•*• disappointed.
I’m going down contest that honor for him.
k; for. by just crossing the
by ;!n- in
i,i;;
T'Uiii .M, rouhl have
gone into all I
Law court Decision.
th>>m .•; n tots on the Lee farm.”
h
!-‘ad 1 anted up !;is cap, and was
\\ adliu, Esq., Clerk of
Tileston
:.
“All right, Lill! < ome
<'oints,
r«-ao;
a
:_
and we'll go together as far as lias received from the Law Court the certhe hi!.1:' s n
use waiting lor
Stanley, tificate of opinion in the case August N.
lie
mUln't keep lip with us,
anyway
Anderson assignee, vs. the Standard Grane
aiii
tmis:
be a good hoy.
Mother,
ite ('■>.
The case was opened to the jury
diu
it t lam lag after us. will you?”
T> this time Manley's ice was decided- at the September term, ls0*7. but was
ly dov. at st; and. as the oi hers went away, withdrawn and sent to the Law Caurt on
inotlna -hew the little fellow closer, ami
Brown f«»r plaintiff.
Duuton for
report.
con nuied him with a kiss aud the winds:
'The rescript by Judge WisNever mind. Manley: you’ll be as big defendant.
as U ey are some
day
And, if you want well, xplains the nature of the case, and
to hunt t"i Betticoo, you can look all
is as follows:
round near home.
Only remember that I If an otter of money is made, to one. upwe si all all be glad to have her
found, no 1 on certain terms and
conditions, and the
matter who does it.'1
party to whom it is offered takes the
Manley smiled a rather droopy smile, 1 money,
though without words of assent,
and said with something of an effort, “I
the acceptance is an assent defacto and
< an t
lielj wishing that I could find my he is hound by it. The
acceptance of tlie
deal Betticoo.”
Then he walked slowly
money involves the acceptance of the conaway in : he opposite direction from that dition.
Under such circumstances the asLill and 11 >y had taken. lie went through
sent <»f the creditor to the terms
proposed
the vegetable garden aud climbed the j
the
debtor
will be implied, and no
by
gent ie slope that led up to the big barn.
wands of protest even can affect its result,
j
IT hud had a busy day md was tired with j
A controversy
existed between the
tin wholesome H redness that comes to a
as to the amount due the
parties
plaintiff
boy in the country when he has been run- i f-»r a
quantity of granite paving blocks
nine al.M’ it all day and begins to think it’s I
made by the plaintiff and deli vered by him
neaily supper time.
to the defendant.
In the original written
IT reached the shady
place oil the other 1 contract the price was fixed
at $45 per
side oi the barn, and sat down a minute
thousand for blocks to be delivered by
to lest his legs. He never
thought of being the plaintiff on board vessels at a particuhe meant only to stay a minute
sleep
lar wharf, at which the plaintiff stipulatand Tu.uk where he hud better go to find
ed that there was a certain depth of water.
the alf
Bur, somehow, the warm after- After the first
cargo had been shipped
noon, the tired legs, the stillness of the
and paid for the defendant complained
place, look from his mind all thoughts of that there was not the
depth of water at
Ids -piest: aud. when he yielded to the dethe wharf that the contract called for, and
sire a
stretch himself on the soft grass,
that by reason thereof he was put to adin was asleep before he knew it.
Ten, ditional expense in relation to the first
iiite.
minutes, half an hour, an hour cargo and could not
procure vessels for
pas- u away, as the afternoon sun sank
subsequent cargoes at reasonable freight j
iow.
in the western sky; aud still
Stanley rates.
sh j on as peacefully as if Betticoo were
Considerable correspondence between
cuddled up safe by old Buttercup iu the
the parties resulted, during which the I
barn.
j president of the defendant
company wrote
Just before six o'clock Roy and Till met * the
plaintiff: “You may charter a vessel
just where the road tikes its upward turn to your own
liking so that the blocks will
tow ai d the house.
They were hot, tired not cost me exceeding $58 per M alongand disappointed.
side of the dock in Philadelphia exclusive
‘And didn’t you lind Betticoo, either?” of
insurance. 1 will insure them myself.
said Lili, mournfully.
“Oh, dear! 1 \ ou can have a chance to
get a vessel of
wouldn’t care about the prize if we could the
aud the size, and
draught you
only lind that poor, lonesome, little calf.” j to come on a highdesire,
<fcc.”
tide,
"hind her? No, 1 didn’t,'’ growled Roy. |
Subsequently, on Nov. 22, 1894, the
“And I’m nearly dead with tramping, and j
a vessel and shipped to
plaint;If
procured
I don’t know as I care whether we ever
| the defendant the cargo of blocks sued
find her or rot. She isn’t so very little, I
for.
On Dec. 20, 1894, the defendant
either.
I’ve been all over the south passent a statement of account to the plainturns; and 1 am sure now that some one
itself with this quantity
has stolen lit r and that we shall never see till, charging
of blocks at $58 per M, less $17 per M
her again. Of course, she never wandered
and
freight paid
showing a balance due
so far all by herself.’’
the plaintilf of $1,04(5.07. Accompanying
They went up to the house in silence. this statement the defendant
sent the
Motliei mot them at the stone steps, her
plantilf a check for $1040.07, which check
eyes a little anxious as she asked:— contained these
words, written into the
“Haven
y<»u seen anything of Stanley?
thereof: “Being payment in full
Il<* ought to have been home before now," body
j balance foi cargo gr. pav. blks. per sell.
They had hardly time to answer when a I J.
Ilenry Edmunds, shipped Nov. 22,
loud, joyous’shout came to them from the I 1894.”
The plaintiff received this check,
direction of the barn.
endorsed it and collected the proceeds on
"Mimm t,
I’ve found hei ! Dec.
mamma,
j
25, 1894, and has since retained the
Heir's Betticoo!'
And in a minute Stan- !
amount.
radiant
and
ley,
glowinj, dashed into
Held, That the payment by check of
sigh', round the Conor. "I’ve found her!
Dee, 20, in view of all of the circumstances
Here she is!
of the case, must be considered a full satisTill and Roy were not too tired to race
faction of the plaintiff’s claim.
That the
up to the barn; and, sure enough, there, amount
having been offeied in full settlewithin three hundred feet of the house,
ment, and having been accepted as such,
was Betticoo,
looking as innocent as if she
at least, the plaintiff cannot
had not been the cause of all their per- j impliedly
treat this sum as a payment pro tanto and
plexity and weariness. Then Stanley had recover the balance as clue on the
original
to tell His story.
and that under our statute, It. S.,
‘T didn’t really hunt for her, mamma, claim,
c. 82, sec. 45, payment so made and acand maybe I oughtn’t to have the prize.
cepted is in full satisfaction, whether
But, anyhow, Betticoo found me. I must the claim is
liquidated or unliquidated.
have gone to sleep; for all at once there I
Judgment for the defendant.
was on the grass, right here,
and something was touching me. I thought it was
Till or Roy, and then I was scared; and
Pill-Dosed—With nauseous, big purgers,
and then I opened my eyes and there was prejudices people against pills generally.
Betticoo.
And need Till and Roy say any Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are revolutionizing
the pill demand—They’re so pleasant and
more that I am too little to hunt calves?”
to take—The doses are small and so is
Till and Roy looked at each other, and easy
the price—10 cents for 40 doses.
Biliousburst into a peal of laughter.
ness, Sick Headache, Constipation dispelled.
“And just to think of our racing over Work like a charm. Sold by
Kilgore & Wilthe hill and along the road, Roy, and find- son and A. A. Howes & Co.—9.
ing nothing; and Stanley just came up
here and sat down, and the calf came
CASTOHIA.
along! It’s like the poem Aunt Elinor
You Ha,e Wwa*s Boi12M
read last night., ‘Serene I fold my hands
Bean the
and wait.^’
“That’s very pretty,” said Roy.
“But
>

>

<

j

T
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houseclean-

uiSf. It takes away
the drudgery and the
fretting the headaches
and the backaches.
It does the hard
work you used to do.
and does it well!
a calve

of the purest & whitest

Tillie
E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Astoria, O, Jm. 3 a
Hilo, S J.
Win II Macy, A msbnrj, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, J I' Erskine, sailed from
Hong Kong Dec 2 for New York.
VY J Rot-eh, Sewall O Lancaster, sailed
from New York Dec 21) lor lito Janeiro.

Glycerine Toilet Soap
ever saw.

you

THE J. 8. WILLIAMS

Hail storms drouths, cyclones are
born
uu the plums o’
KansasCannot raise a crop of corn
In the iields ol Kansas.
Pigs will blister iu the sun,
Clover'll die, let what
will’come
(iood place lor people all to slum—
Goin’ to wives’ folks on a run
From the plains of Kansas’.

A
12
E
17

CO.,

GLASTONBURY. CONN.
Matins or jifiiAjaaisi **uov* SjtaiOJtA BotPs.

Crops

e’er were shorn ;
e’er were born ;
Pigs
Steera to ship 'most every morn
Handsome maidens ail forlorn
Milking cow s without a horn ;
The. Kansas hen without a scorn
Proceeds our table to adorn,
Over here iu Kansas.
Sheep

Houghton, Mifflin & Company of Boston, Mass., the publishers of the Atlantic
Monthly,

announce a

special

rate

to

new

subscribers of fifty cents for a trial subscription to the Atlantic Monthly for three
issues.
The Atlantic never was stronger
this offer
or better than it is to-day, and
affords an excellent opportunity for new
readers to become acquainted with the

magazine.
One of the valuable features of Harper's
for the present mouth are the
opening chapters of a serial novel entitled
“When the Sleeper Wakes," by the author
of “The War of the Worlds," H. G. Wells.
The story as far as it lias advanced is of
intense interest, and gives promise of
being Mr. Wells' best novel.
Among
other features of much contemporary
interest we would mention “A Trip to
Iloilo," by John F. Bass; “Santiago
Revisited," by Phil Robinson, and a
beautiful
four- page
of
panorama
of
Havana.
the city
Drama, Music,
and Amateur Sport contain much that is
of unusual interest to the lovers of cadi.

Weekly

24

for

January issues, of Harper’s Bazar
prove that it is still, par excellence, the
American woman’s paper.
V most valuable feature is the department “Club
W .men and Club Work." conducted
by
Margaret Hamilton Welch. That this
department is essential to a knowledge of
what women’s clubs arc doing is shown
by the wide-spread interest it has already
aroused throughout the l nited Slates.
The Bazar's fashion columns, colored
fashion plates, and cut paper patterns arc
always invaluable, and so is the Paris
letter from Katherine do Forest.
The
early instalments of “Kit Kennedy," the
serial by the amici oi “The Lilac Sunbonnet," arc of absorbing interest.

—

Banks and
On the

railroads? Yes, we < ussed 'em
plains o' Kansas,
because
it was the custom,
Only

sailed

j

proclaim "Peace uu earth, good will
men,”
From the plains o’ Kansas.

Boston; passed

[From annual address by

II. W.

Chesuey,

a pin scratch to the
and Dyspepsia. The
bravest soldier will weaken before the onslaught of these redoubtable enemies to
health. Dr. Von Stan’s Pineapple Tablets
break dow n the strongholds of disease, build
up and fortify the wasted nerve force, give
new life,Dew hope,new energy, hoist the banner of victory in
stead of the flag of distress
35 cents. Sold by Kilgore & W ilson
and. A. A. Bowes & Co.—10.

throat

tion

THE CENTAUR

j

"Who
"I’d

in

daily

in all

of Cold
in the Head, Tousilitis, Hoarseness, and
Catarrh. It gives relief in 10 minutes, and
banishes the disease like magic. Sold hy
Kilgore & Wilson and A. A How es & Co.—7.
eases

Maude—What’s the matter with your
fiance? He seems all at sea.
Harriet—Yes. I believe he is. Last night
I threw him overboard. [Adams Freeman.

COMPANY.

7 V

M U R R A Y ST R E

ET,

}

NEW YORK CITY.

is the smartest boy in your class,

like

modestly.

his uncle.
tell you,” answered
Bobby,
"Only papa says 1 must not
to

| Harper’s B-izar.

boast.”

TheEasyEasy
to

k\ Easy

to

Food

Buy,
Cook,
Eat,

Oats
Yjj^uakei*
At all grocers

^in

2-lb.

granted.

pkgs.onb

A

A Great Cluing Offer!

FOR OfcLY S2.0D.
Believing that ev<ry on <»i our mulcts should
have at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can semi t lat practicaland instructive journal,
Fa km

and

11

m i:,

in

lonueciion with

our

owi

publication, liik Kki’I'blk’an ,'ocknai,, both a
full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description ol the contents oi Fai m am) Home, whn h are unequalled
for variety a id excellence. Ri eminent among its
many departments may be mentioned the Farm
and harden. Market Beports, Fruit Culture, Plans
and Inventh ns. The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the t.lobe, Livestock and Hairy, The Poultry Vard, Question Box, The Veterinary, PlaMts
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Fa km am* Home is published semi-monthly
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 5011 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better

proof of itM popularity can bo ottered than its
circulation, which extends into every
State and territory in the Union, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.
Do not delay or fail t<* take advantage "1 this
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers
Bemember, vve send both papers
a full year, at the very low price above given.

enormous

Address all orders

4m45

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

The Nose and Throat.
Street,

INo. !J4S)
(Near

Corner <>f

Jfairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,
Hours, 12
(

clt

11

to

2.

Others hours

by appointment only.
l,

3 FCT—

1

y 45
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In (dirt ol Probate, Ueid at Pa l
I DO SS.
« -1 a
cl J;ii 11:11'
J a st, < n 1 lie surin. 'I
11 ( ll> <
MOliSK. Guardian d MA11Y
«.. PI Ms H A .M d Pain mo. in said < cm tv. having
] i»-• me* his 11.11 n am. hi al account cl guanuanshi|> ler allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in tin Republican Journal
printed in Belfast, in said count v. that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast on these tend '1 uodav cl Februaiy next, and show cause, it am they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazklti.ne, Register.
A

1800.

|

true

copy.

At a

I

H. Dl'NCAN, Admini.-t rat
LK VI PC I,LO(h lat.
ounty oi Waldo, deceased,
petition praying that this
who are entitled to saidestate
shares therein and order the sai
ed accordingly.

1 j.

<

Ordered, That said petitioner
persons interested by causiiip
order to be published throe w--.
in the Republican Journal, j■:;
that they may appear at a Pnheld at Belfast witliin and 1.
the second Tuesday of 1 elo
theelock before noon, and sln-w
have, why the prayer <-f s.n
not he granted.
CKO. K. .lull \
A true copy. Attest
CHAS. P. Ha/i

At a Probate Court heltlat Belfast, within and fot
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
January. A. 1) 1 SiH*.
/1HABLKS F. GORDON. Executor ol the last
VJ will and testament o! JCI.1\ A.SCIJ.1YAN.
late ol Searspoit. m said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having presented a petition praying that
t Ins court may octet min,• who ate cunt n-d :.. t Inestate ol said deceased turner said will anti order
the same disti ibuted accordingly.

At

held
At a
tile County of Waldo,
>.
1
I
89'J.
A.
January.

at
mi

Bell'..-; wit bio
the second I ia

.uni
-«:.»>

bo
oi

A
\\r
M

l.HPlh

Copy.

CEO. E. .JOHNSON. Juduc.
Attest:
P. H a/.i.i. 11 \
Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
lor the ( ounty ol \\ aldo.on the second I'm s.lay
of January, A. I). 1899.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament, ot A HZ11.EA 1C H A OLE V
late ot Frankfort, in .'•aid County ot Waldo, deceased, having been presented lor probate.
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printed in Belfast, in sain
weeks
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A truecop\. Attest
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ruary next, and show can.-'
the said account should n m
(do l
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A true copy. Attest
('uas. 1*. HA/V-1

sous
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EDO SS
In Court ot 1
W fast. on t he sec. n
xeruc
1800. .1. R. Ml. A US,
f v
ot FRANK I
I-RYE. late
County, deceased, having pie-i
n
:•
raf
ol
ailmimst
final account
allowance.
Ordered, That notice there-'
Weeks successively, in the Rrj
printed in Belfast. in said J uni
interested may attend at ■> I
held at Belfast, on the sn ..i.-i '•
ruary next, and show eausc.ii u.
the said account should lot
CEO E. I ill
Attest
A true copy.
Cn as I*. H a;■
I IT" A

I
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|

■

Ini.
\C AklHlSS.
I
io
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Mi 11. > 1
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h
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Ordered, That the saic petiti ner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively m
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at
Belfast. wit hin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, it ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the praver of said petitioner should not be granted’.
did). E. JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest -.
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register

tie

a-r<

a

<

ranted

M

I

i*• an allow
said deceasei

<

a

Probate Court held at Belfast. within and fm
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
.1 amiarv, A. I). 1891).
TAMES C. C 11,MOKE, Administrator of the esfI tate ot SUSAN N. HAK11K, late ol Scursport.
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having preset ted a petition pray in"; that this court may -ic
teimine who are entitled to said estate and tm-ir
he
respect ive shares therein and order the same
distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitionei give notice to
all persons interested by causing a c<jj>\ of : b s
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellas!. that
they may appeal at a Probate Court, t<> be hole
at lb Has!. w ithin and lor saitl county, on the se.
olid Tuesday ot February next, at ten ol the dork
tie fore noon, and show cause, it any liny have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not he

"■

Ordered, That the said p*-:
all per.-on., niteie-trd oy
iln> order
ipid u -1
si vely in rite Itepuh! n a n J..
last, that they may appeal
to lie held at, Bella-:, within
"id Tuesday
tv, on 1 lie sten ot the r|..rk heime ..
any they hav
why lie pra1
should not he ranted
(i Eo. E. JOE
At test
A true e.»py
( II AS. IV 11 A/

V

At a

It'■.

at

EDM' J.SDS

El) ""Ms

estate ol

Belfast, within and foi
the second Tuesday ol

Probate Court held at Bed last, wit hin and foi
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
January, A. I>. 1899.
> 1> JONES. Ju.. .-'-editor of M ARTH A
j >RK.\Z<
,1. CHASE late ot Searsport. in said County
li
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition
playing that he may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.

c

copy.

\ liTMt It

to be the last
will and testament td BENJAMIN P HAZEETIN E. late ol lh.-lfas:. in said County td Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tlie second Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have, why the
same .should not be proved, approx ed and allowed.
(i Eo. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest
( has. P. Hazeltink. Register

A ti

true

a

A

County of Waldo,
,lamiary, A. I). 1 8‘J‘J.
certain instrument, purporting

i'.

A

ly ..f Wainlion pray iny.

appear at a Prohate Court, to be hehi at Belfast,
within and tor said County mi the second Tuesday ot February next, at ten td the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
* Fa *. E. JOH NSt
.1 udge.
Attest -.
A
rue copy.
Cm \s. P. Hazeltink, Register.

At

-e

1

ITohate ('..nr: lie.,
( <11111'y "I Wahl.
January A. I>. I Shu

Ordered, That nolie. be given to all persons in
t-e rested by euu.>ing a copy <d I h
*r-lcr to be
published ihree weeks suere.>-ively intbe Kepnb
lie.tu Journal, printed at Belfast t lint they may

At
the

(Jrdered, That, the said p< c
all pcrsi.ns mteic.-tt -I l-\ .-a.
u
rder t-- 1-e puldisheU t !i
the Republican Journ -i.
,rt liey m ; a pi-ea rat a Id'
Bellast, a ii Imi and ITuesday -•! 1 -d-r lal i.t
tore noon, amt show cause.
the praxer -d said p-d n ii
ed.

tilt-

at
on

.•

AdId M l\ I I !
Wilu
sented^a petition playing i-u
convey at private sale cert.u
<lecea.se'l -lescribed ii. s,, i,i p.-:
with an oiler ol six bundle-

A!

V

Probate Court held

at C.
'ii t:

LiRKI) I.. (iiLKFA
Of HIR V M II <
I
s.ad County of

certain instrument, purporting to be tile last
will and • est ament ol .1<) 11 N .M V.M I ■!>. !.i e
Stockton >pi mas. in said County <d \\I«i*-, be
ceased, haxing been pioented tor probate.

a

held

Court

in

|

Court

i'robatc

a

t lit < 'ounty o! \N o I * I
.January, A. I». 1800

< ndered, That the said pel it inner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this!
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Bellas’,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday ot February next, at ten of
the clock before noon and show cause, if any they j
have, why the prayer ol said petitioner should !
not be granted.
GKO. K. JOHNSON, ,1m c.
V test
A t rue copy
I
( has. p. llAzr.i.i ink, Ib-u'ster

Probate

H*-l
th-

at
on

.January,

Oho. E. JOHN St >N. Judge.
Attest:
Chas. 1
Hazkltink, Register.

T?XE( l TORS’ NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
Jj give notice that they have been duly appointOrdered, That notice he given to all persons
ed Executors of the last will ami testament of
| interested hy causing a copy of this ordei to he
published three weeks successively in the Repub\VH LIAM MCGRAY. late of Unity,
lican Journal, printed at Belfast that they may
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
appear at a Probate Court, to he neld at Belfast,
having demands against the estate of said deceas- within and for said County, on the second Tuesed are desired to present the same for settlement,
day of February next at ten of the clock before
ami all indebted thereto are requested to make
noon, and show cause if any they have why the
payment immediately to D. R. McGray of Unity, same should not he proved,approved and allowed
authorized agent for W m. F. and Laforest E. McCEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Gray.
A true copy. Attest :
WILLIAM F. McGRAY of Minnesota,
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Registe
LAFOREST F MrGRAY of Minnesota,
ADRIAN A K EL LEY of Unity, Me.
EXECUTRICES’ N( )TICE. The subscribers here
Unity, Jan. 10, 1800.
by give notice that they have been duly ap
NOTICE. The subscriber pointed Executrices of the last will and testa
hereby gives notice that he 1ms been duly mentof
FRANK B. MATHEWS, late of Belfast,
appointed Administrator of the estate of
CAROLINE M. CLIFFORD, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said den the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands ceased are desired to present the same for set
as the law directs.
tlenient, and all indebted thereto are requested
against the estate of said deceased ate desired to to
make payment immediately.
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
ADDA R. MATHEWS,
thereto are requested to make payment immediMAUDE E. MATHEWS.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
ate!).
Belfast, Jan. JO, 1899.
Winterport, Dec. 13,1808.—3w4

ADMINISTRATORS

Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
A. I). 1800.

At. a l’robate Court hem at Belfast, wlthin ami
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day
of January, A 1>. 18'J'J.
'THOMAS F. KKlhKY. Guardian of MARY K
1
AMBROSE, minor, having presented a peti
tion praying lor a license to sell at private sale
certain real estate of said minor and invest the
proceeds t hereof.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County. <>n the 14th
day of February, A. I>. 181U), at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
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specialists

Bought

Bobby?” asked

St

practice highly recommend Dr. Agnevv’s
Catarrhal Powder, as sate, sure, permanent,

painless and harmless,

ALWAYS

Use For Over 30 Years.
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President Kansas Swine Breeders’ Associa-
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and

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have Always

to

■

nose

GENUINE

Let’s

■

Indigestion

Kansas.

W R Gilkey. sailed from
.Jacksonville, Dec 31 for Deinerara.
Gladys, il B Colson, arrived at Pasra- j
goula Dec 27 from Galveston.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrive*! at!
Boston Jan 17 from Pensacola.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, cleared from !
Brunswick, (la, Jan 11 for M Jag**.
AND—
Lin ia Porter, Farrow, sailed from New ;
Yot k ,Jan 15 l**r C ivenne.
Mar\ A Hail, Haskell, cleared from Jacks * * n v i i! * Jan IS for Boston.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland j
Jan 21 Ironi Philadelphia.
R W Hopkins, 11 ichborn, arrived at Newport News Jan 11 from Boston.
Sallie rOn, W H West, airived at .Jaek-j
s*Uivi 1 ie Jan b Irom Deinerara
Tofa, A S Wilson, sai ed from Baltimore |
rhb BEST I ARM AND I A.1ILV RARER IN I HE
J. n 24 for Boston.
Willie 1. Newton, E
UNITED ST ATES, BOTH ONE V EAR
Coombs, sailed
from New York Jan 7 for Havana.

nent.

The Children’s Paniuva-The 3Iotlier’s Friend.

Now, let the good Lord he praised,
On the plains o' Kansas,
For the big crops we have raised
(mi the plains o' Kansas,
Six million dollars from the Kansas
hen,
Twenty million dollars from the Kansas

!

from

Georgia Gilkey,

|

■.

|

W e’re ruling home now like a rock?,
Eyes almost bulging out of socket,
bight drafts and passes in our pork- t,
\\ e ve sold our pork, and
the> didn't dock it,
From the plains o’ Kansas.

SCHOONK ICS.

■

Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, hn
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor oilier M ir, t
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys \t
am! allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and \V
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Const ipa
It assimilates the Food, regulatrand Flatulency.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural

a moan

to’loan,

Over here in

>

What is CASTORIA

No—don’t utter such
-built ii8 here in Kansas;
We’ve got money enough
Out here m Kansas.
\\ ant to see the broadest
grin
Ever was seen on face or clnn .'
\\ ateh us rake the shekels u
A load of porkers brought the tin
To us out in Kansas.

In ilie February number of Harper's
Roiiud Table the hero of lviik Munroe's
serial story of the late war is cariied
through Cuba, and at last reaches Santiago
after many stirring adventures and hairTold Stories or Sea.
breadth escapes.
Ensign Yates Sterling,
who was on a United States man-of-war
M«-ri h anl- < lull M n terlai m*«l !*\ Old Captain-.
off Cuba, contributes a story entitled “An
The recent dinner nt vlu Meichanis club
Incident of the Santiago Blockade.”
Mr.
Henry Fischer writes about a brave
oi Boston at tlie new Algonquin club, Bus
Russian soldiei under the title, “Wolves
ton, was devoted to tile “Perils of the
vs. Discipline.”
Among other features
and as a n minder ol the topic of
are another “Little Portergee”
story, and Deep,
a golf story by F.
Ji. Spearman, entitled that occa sion goldlisli swam about in little
j
“The Caddies' Tournament.” Reginald !
aquariums on tl.e tables, sea shells were
Gourlay is the contributor ol an interest- \ placed before eveiy piate, seaweed was on
ing paper entitled “An Unequal Contest.” j the covers of the menus and the punch
The four February issues of The Youth’s was served on big shells, on which were
Companion will contain, among other painted scenes of the sea.
Pres. John Mason Little presided, and
features, an article by the late Dan Rice.,
in two parts,
entitled, “Fifty Years the speakeis were Capt. R. G. F. Canwith a Menagerie;” a story by Sidford F.
dage, (.’apt. J. Henry Seais, Mr. 11.
Hump, the Western writer, entitled Phelps Whit marsh and Gen. Taylor, and 1
“Walter’s Fight with Indians;”Mary T.
Capt. John L. Ross, pilot commissioner.
Earle’s serial story, “The Flag on the
Capt. Ross had made a study of some
Hilltop,” describing life on the Ohio River of the famous stoims of the past, and told
border during the Civil War; a tale of the club about them.
He also told a numfrontier adventure entitled “The Ciadle ber if interesting stoiies.
He explained
of Andy De Barge;” Robert Barr’s story bow he got a medal and a certificate of
of the War of 1812, “The Fiist Specuhonor Horn the pusident of France by
lator,” and a schoolboys’ story, “To nscuing tlie crew of a Fienc: ship.
Coventry and Back,” by W. T. Nichols.
Capt. Candage made a strong plea in
Another feature of interest will be “Art behalt of Ameiican commerce.
America,
Students in New York,” by G, W. Breck,
lie said, ought to have the South American
former piesident of tlie New York Art
but
it
the
didn’t
have
because
trade,
Students’ League, who oilers some good
United States ran no direct line of ships to
advice to prospective students of art.
that country.
It a merchant wishtd to,
A valuable feature of Harper’s Magazine send a business letter to Rio Janeiro, the i
for February is the liist instalment ot “The letter went to Liveipool tiisl, and then to
Spanish-American War,” by Senator its destination. While the American was \
Henry Cabot Lodge. The opening chapter seeking tiade in this roundabout way, his
The
is entitled “the Unsettled Question,” and foreign competitors had secured it.
is profusely illustiated from drawings by- value of the South American trade is $500,- j
Carlton T. Chapman, and fiom portraits. 000,000 annually.
i'nis country, continued the speaker,
Among other features is an article entitled
“Lieutenant-Colonel Fonest at Donel- buys of Brazil $100,000,000 annually.
son,” by John A. Wyeth, M. D., illustra- This is paid for, to the amount of $20,000,ted by T. de Thulstrup, A. C. Redwood,
000, in American products, but the balance
is paid for in cash.
American merchants
Max F. Klepper, and W. A. Rogers.
Julian Ralph discusses, in his most inter- should see to it that the whole amount is ]
esting manner, “Anglo-Saxon Affinities,” settled with American products.
Some years ago Americans had 20 per
and A. C. Humbert contributes a sketch
of “A Tukking Tiip in South Afiica.” cent, of the west coast trade and England I
had
25 per cent. '1 < day Americans have 5
Saiali Barnwell Elliot, Angel de Coia, A.
C. Wheeler, Ruth McEneiy Stuart, and percent and the English 70 percent, and |
Maigaret Sutton Briscoe contribute si ort this is because the English established i
Ameiica can get
stones most entertaining in vaiiety.
The direct communications.
illustiations in the Diawc r aie by A. B.> the South American trade by simply hold- |
1
Fiost, Petor Newell, and IUnry B. Eddy. I ing out her hands to the South Americans.
Heft ring to stoims, the speaker said
tint 300 or 400 lives wire lost along the
IN OLDEN TIMES
He was
New England coast every year.
People overlooked the importance of per
bimselt the only survivor rf seven biotlimanently beneficial effects and were satis- eis, all the others having polished at sea.
fied with transient action ; hut now that it
5et, !u continued, the country needs seais generally known that Syrup of Figs will
men and national o< mime ice needs encourpermanently overcome habitual constipa- agement. He hoped that the bill to that
tion, well-informed people will not buy
end,now belore congi ess, would be passed.
other laxatives, which act for a time, hut
(.'apt. Sears compared the past of the
finally injure the system. Buy the genuine, American carrying trade with the present.
made by the California Fig Syrup Co.
American shipping w as at its best, be said,
between 1850 and 1800.
During this peri- !
The Governor’s Reception.
od, of the hundreds of ships to he seen j
The date of Gov. Powers’ reception has along the levees of New Orleans, only five
A year ago,
six carried foreign flags.
l^et n fixed upon Tuesday afternoon, Feb. or
14, at the State Douse. The State Capitol when he visited New Orleans, he did not
will be appropriately decorated and Gov. find a single American ship there.
II. Phelps Whitmarsh told an interest- i
and Mrs. Powers together with the Speaker
of the House and others will receive. The ing story of his ixperience in Australia
legislative ball, to which the leading citi- years ago, when he engaged in pearl fishing, and Gen. Taylor icpeated several exzens In m all over the State will be invited, w ill be held on the evening of that day cellent stories ho had heard during his reThe city has arranged to cent trip to the Pacific coast.
at City Dali.
raise $1,5C0 for this ball and about 1,200
Is Catarrh your l ife’s Cloud ?— Emipeople will be accommodated.
A 1 ayont T hrust is

as

Bankrupt?

Helena prior to Jan 7
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Philadelphia Jau 22 from Buenos Ayres.
Rose lunis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Rio Janeiro Dec Ki for Philadelphia.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn, arrived
at Barbadoes Jan 14 from Santos.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
at Bahia Blanco Jan 10 from Portland.

The

tortures ol

fat

pen—

Iteed, Alansou Fold,

Hong Kong Sept.

as nice as

as

Rosario Deo 3 for Santos
Edward May, cleared from San Francisco
Sept 30 for Sydney, N S \V.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Baltimore Jan 11) for St Johns, P R.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A 1' Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
from Boston Dee 15 for Rosario.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Dec 21 for New Yoi k.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared from
Portland Jan 25 for River Plate.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Jan 17 for
New York.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Havana Jan 5 from Pascagoula.
Penobscot, E G Parker, cleared from

Literary News and Notes.

good in spite o’ storm
bulgin’ out with corn

are

Crins a’

BAKKH.

Alice

Tlie Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has I,,
in use for over 30 years, has borne tlie signature of
and lias been made under li is p,.r_
sonal supervision since its infam
Allow no one to deceive you in tin
Ail Counterfeits, Imitations ainl Substitutes are but
periinents that tritie with ami endanger tlie health 0f
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiim ■,<

Now it’s come our time to
laugh—
Farmers out in Kansas—
We’re not bankrupt by more’n half—
People out in Kansas.

Dec 2.
st. Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Departure Bay Nov IS from San Fraucisco.
State ut Maine, 11 (. Curtis, sailed from
Manila Nov 21 for Bosto n ; passed Anjer Dec

package and ^et

I

dry,
Pigs wouldn’t grow—needn’t try
That’s the story they used to
lly
’Bout us here iu Kansas.

Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from Sail Francisco Nov P for London.
Reaper, O ( Young, cleared from San
Francisco .Jan 2 for Sydney, N S \V.
Saclnin, II l Lancaster, cleared from New
\ ork Sept 13 lor Shanghai.
pokeu, Oct
31, lat la S, Ion 33 W.
s D Carh ton, Auisbury, arrived at Hong
Kong Dec. 24 from New York.
St. Paul, 1'' V\ Treat, sailed from llong
Kong Nov it fur New Orleans; passed Anjer

'(%■
a

Kansas,

Kansas;

Singapore Nov 5 for New' York; passed
Anjer Nov. 28.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from Hong
Kong Oct 7 for New York ; passed St Helena
prior to Jan 7.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
San Francisco \j an 12 from New York.
Josephus, J. H. Park, Hong Kong for
New York ; passed Anjer Pec. 3.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Nov 4 for New York;
passed Anjer Dec (>
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo Aug 24 ior New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San

tionized the
0 methods of

out in Kansas.

used to say a
lot,
Sneerin' like o’
Socked it to us—lot o’ rot
Pokin’ fun at
Said our State was very

N Blanchard, sailed from
for Delaware Breakwater.
L Carver, sailed from. San
Francisco Jan
for New York.
Emily F V\ hituey, A S Pendleton, arrived at New York Jan 8 from Hong Kong.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from

has revolu-

with it FREE

Farming
People

M L Park, arrived at Hong
New York.
David Rivers, sailed from San

Samaraug Jan
F B Sutton,

WASHING POWDER

Try

Vessels,

Coburn,

Ropes,

Bangalore,

for

f

Water

Francisco Nov 23 for Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Norfolk Oct 22 for Honolulu.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor*
folk Dee. 20 for Honolulu.

Ivorine

The Illinois House has adopted a resolution of thanks to Miss Helen Gould for
her work in behalf of soldiers during the
late war.

two

Abner

easy

way,

Deep

Kong Dec 17 from

was the old

my

of
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Register

irdercd,
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lot

no

N

a

then
he R

weeks suci'i-sNivety. in
printed in Beliast. in -am
mterestedjiiiay ntteint

<

mu

a

p

held at Bclla-t ,on the second I
next, and show cause, it any 11
said account should not be alow
1

A true copy
a I P\l

(i KO. E. .H>!
Attest
Chas. IV IIA/.l.l

IN1 ST RATOR’S NOTH
notice that

A hereby gives

I

h-'

appointed Administrator ol ihc
SARAH CARR, late ot
in the County ot Waldo, deceasei

the law' directs. All persons
estate of sain deeca-■
present the same foi settlement
thereto arc requested to make i
FUANK :
ately.
Searsport, Jan in, 1800.

1

as

against ihe

>
■

'l‘

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTH K

A hereby gives notice that In
appointed ‘Administrator of thee*
LEWIS W. BEACH, late of I
in the County of Waldo, deccasthe law directs. All pci
bonds
mauds against the estate ot s.o<i
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are requested
ment

immediately.

Belfast, Jan. JO, 1800.

WM. C

TH"'1

States the privilege nf fishing within their
America’s World Influence.
well-known and well advertised “three.,,,1 Important
mile limit” in return for the right to be
Europe is beginning to grasp the fact
1!"
|,, |.«>i t of Commissioner Nickergranted by the United States to the prov- that the United States is an influential
f-roi"
incial
merchants to export fish to the member of the family of nations, but it
[Ion. A. K. Nickerson of island of Porto Rico free of duty.
does not grasp the whole of the fact or
ap“I
do
the*
not believe that there is within
commissioner of
|; i; iior,
prehend its full significance. The latest
|
is
this
filled
with
three-mile
of
facts
value
to
issue
of
the
London Spectator has an
dieries,
limit, anything
idated to satisfy any who the fishermen of Maine or New England.
article which says that the “dominant
the industry that furn- When 1 say that the privilege is not worth fact of the year 1S98 was the rise in the
Many New England peothe buying, l voice the unanimous senti- position of the English-speaking
men of the
m t«> Id,317
ple have been compelled
peoples.”
s
to give up eating baked
products of the fisheries ment of the fishery interests of Maine and I t remarks that “on the other side of the
I
New England.
the year 1 SOS.
Atlantic the people of the United States
beans because they could
Baked
“On the other hand it is understood moving as if they were forced on by some
nut digest them.
!N<; FISH KHV.
i
and agreed that the Porto Rican market impulse from without, with a minute
beans are a healthful ar•!> this is the most imis a good one, by all conversant with the
in being, a President specially vowticle of food, and are relarmy
!i’ fisheries.
It is found West Indian trade.
most people.
hr
The proposition of ed to peace, and a Minister of War most
ished
rN
were
sold
fresh, valu- the provincials is altogether one-sided.
,j
The distress which frekindly described as a short-sighted amaj
iliat 17,-Hd barrels •■•ere
< Mir friends do not offer an
quently follows the eatequivalent. j teur, crushed the ancient monarchy of
ih sf>2.1*20.
Idle fisher|
ing of baked beans is
They would give to the United States Spain almost without effort and seated
i marketed no less than
l
caused by impaired diassumed privileges which would turn out themselves on great islands in the Caribj
icturuing them £20*. 120, of but little in- no value, and what the bean and the
gestion. To get your diand adds that
Pacific,”
?o this 28,Odd gallons of
a
|
perfectly
in
fishermen do not want, for what we know “America has become within one
gestion
year, in
..-ted as the production of to be
!
healthy state, you should
some kinds of fish) a very good
the oyes of those who control armies
(for
in the catching, preparaJ
purchase from your drugmarket indeed.
and fleets, almost a new and
conceivably
I
eting of the herring, 1,470
gist a 60-cent box of Semlt
“I believe that the advantage to the a dangerous power.” Then it
“The
says:
ved at go d wages,
Tablets, the Bellevue Hosmerchants in the purchase of supplies English-speaking races, disregarded in
small
and
take
the
fish for bait there and stores of all kinds
|
pital Remedy,
for our vessels,
1897, are in 1898 regarded as the potential
Even the furnishing which
them. A 50-cent box conwere free to them, provided
that equals in combination of all the rest of
treatwith
vessels
ice
for
month's
a
tains
-liing
fish were there to induce the vessel to take the world.”
on of their bait is a great
ment. After taking a sin\
the long trip to make the trial, would
It is unquestionably true that the
I
chap.ms having been sold, this
gle month's treatment,
more than equal in profit, to the merter which the United States added to the
with
I
can
perfect
you
port of Boothbay Harbor chants the advantage accruing to the world’s
history in 1898 has been a revelasafety eat baked beans,
vessels for the use of the inshore fishing tion to the rest of the nations, and has
the
prealways taking
<
eking business, which end- grounos.
immeasurably increased the prestige of
caution to take one tablet
vc employ meut in our State
l
“The fishing interests have beeu very the English-speaking races, for
beans
England’s
or
after
eating
!
•;>. who received for their
much depressed for a number of years; sympathy with the United States when
other food that usually
I hiring the recent pack- no
,
single industry has suffered more dur- the other nations were more or less uu
distresses you. Semit Tabhusiuess was prosecuted
ing our late hard times. If there is to be friendly has been the means of sheddinv
lets are a standard prep.nties, Washington county a change it would seem that it must be on
a
little
of
England, by reflection,
the
aration. and are guaranoies; Hancock 7 and Lin- for the better, and with the opening of
which the United States gained.
glory
teed to cure all troubles
These (52 canneries put
ij
additional markets for fish in the West Moreover, in the African campaign Eqoof the stomach, liver and
es of a
market value of
of her own, which reIndies, and the advantage of general good Uuul gained
bowels. You should try the
!l as by -products:
(Ml, times, there is a hope for brighter things stored her at glory
once to the position of in
due, >l,<and fertili- in the future of the fisheries of Maine.
tluence which she held at the opening of
coiTAL remedy.
alueed value, $0,JB20.
l
“i'he confidence of the future as ex- the present century, during the
days of
has been a very profit|
the
fishermen
is
such
that
and
about
among
two-thirds
pressed
of a century
Pitt,
next lias a brighter outfleet of later in the times of Palmerston and Disalready there is talk of a
new
factories ami in- vessels with which to do huger
the increased raeli.
The glory of the Kuglish-speuking
with new machinery.
business that is expected to come to them. races, however, dates back further than
T.HO J-.UT.3.
s
in the Slate where the
“To tin* honorable commissioners of 1898, and America had a far
larger share
i purse seines are forbid- :
i
the United States, to the Anglo Ameri- in that glory than the world then or since
io n
consider it a great can
•
commission, of which Congressman clearly realized.” “We are forced to ask
•■•’Nsioner Nickerson con- Nelson
was a distinguished mem
*
—1
what victory there is,”
I)ingle>
every
morning
ic iliis
and will recomher, charged with tin* adjustment of the said Horace Walpole, in 1779, “for fear
'la', m e t bat this law be
the
t
wo
as
betweeu
we
miss
one.”
A strong basis of i
question
governments, ;
may
Juliet's Tomo.
and to whom this proposition is address- ! truth underlaid that jocose remark.
Xu I
'i Kit
1 IsHKIllKS.
ed, our fishermen appeal with confidence other country had ever played so glorious
In glancing over a New York paper, we
that no bargain such as is proposed, with ! a part in the history of the world as
is
the largest number of
Eng- notice*! aa item to the effect that the tomb
j
tin* depleted and always over valued fish- land had been playing foi a
or
two
this industry,
year
of Juliet, in Verona, was to be repaired.
<>7-1, eries claimed to be within the three-mile
at that time, and her American colonies
State ;>, 10:5 were em
.Somewhat chagrined that the New York
limit as a consideration, will be sanction- bore a prominent share in the work which
eived
tui
the
I'
year's ed.
papers should get ahead of us on items in
we shall lose the Porto Rico
that country performed.
whereby
n her
To
>o;;7.
g:j0.
the
town over across the bridge, we made :
1,
and Cuban markets for our fish 01 have to
At me time when
i!i» y ha idle-i >. 17s.3:'»2
Walpole spoke the enquiries of a number of Verona people.
then* with free foreign fish.
victories
hart
compete
just taken place which
mi
cm
One man said that In* didn't know that
average of 2,i*oS ;
“Oiu legislators have at heart tin* indrove Fiance out of N'orth America, and
o:.
1 he past year was :
there was a tomb on the island and anyterests ot tlie !!*dn*vi‘*s as me of the most,
saved
the
and
better
of
the
greater
part
>us than
the former J
one would be a ilnm fool to go to tinkerindustries in the Mate, and 1
New World to Anglo Saxon civilization.
s
averaged 1:5 cents a important
ing up a tomb this weather. Another
that tiiis interest will be j F.ngland had been gaining victories in
earnestly
hope
<*ents in t he year lst»7. !
good citizen looked at us in a strange sort
shown in some effective way, possibly in Europe and Asia as well as in America,
that the demand is
of a wav, rather sorrowful like, and in- >
the form of a memorial or address, ex- ; for the struggle which was (hawing to a
u
stead of furnishing information said that
put, and that Maine is
in
unmistakable language the' ‘•lose at that time of the Seven \ ears’
t he liqn or people drank now-a-days wasn’t
(lominissioner pressing
1 -I ices.
of the people of our Mate to
War, hut the part of the conflict which like th at of old pod auger times; that it
ill*- lobster “pounds” ! opposition
markets
in
Unto
Rico
and
Cuba
foi
took
place in the New World was that turned men’s heads before they knew it.
:i'. as lie thinks on the | ope-u
foreign fish.
part which had the greatest interest for Nothing flaunted, we approached a well
the fish.
■'
F.ngland. In the New World the colonies known retail dealer in clams. He said
* *i
lhe United States
which a few years later became the that all the tomb lie knew about was a
1 lie Secret of Napoleon’s Success.
See*! :' 0.-0 e, >, f oll.
United States were far more prominent in tomb of blasted
k.-n _!*>. IP'7p mi > eggs. 1
hopes which a man in a 1
N -ipoi.--on on «e said : “The time to com pier i the struggle than was F.ngland herself,
Iran -*- at the last. Verona camp-meeting
1 a 1 :.*-*i l'min th'ese
is lew—never wait." and lie always conand forced England into it.
Two thirds had spoken about,
lie didn’t know where
>0u. wbile the number
q'ler. d because he always struck at once for
of the army which fought England's hitit was, but it' old Juliet’s folks wanted a
about 1,<Ml*',000 less
'i'll.- person wlm is sick or out of j
:et.ory.
onilict good job done on their tomb, lie would do
<
-mmissi■•net Nick- | health should seek at once the right physi- ties in the New World in that
j
v.ere
contributed by the colonies, the the rough
li.it artiiicial propaga- i cian and treatment for immediate cure. The
part when the weather model- |
best
of
the
English officers, aside from ated some. Wo had decided to get up a
consult is an eminent
.* mi.- -css and cannot
at
right physician t
specialist ot world-wide lame and largest ! W■ *ito, were A mei ic.ins, bo, 000 soldiers; stinging editorial, branding t lie whole
•si ablishment
of a
m
uring m-rv-uis,chronic or lm- I1 furnished by the colonies had lost their j story a newspaper fake when we chanced
t«* in man) experiments \ experience
like Dr. Greene, ot i-4
lives in lighting their own and England’s to broach the matter in our
!!
thinks the law re- gering complaints,
family circle,
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., w ho in Ins battles, while sio,000,000 of the expendi ] which is
.' 1f 1 Misters th.it can be
equipped with an October clubvast experience cures thousands of cases
ture of the war was provided by America,
woman
who
thinks
she
knows
a lot about
The New
hanged.
just :;kc yours. And the right treatment to j
* misscner
is to try to ! take is that which cures and at the same and iess than a third of this sum was ever Shakespeare—and everything else.
Those
lit*-* m
itli Maine's tune is purely vegetable and perfectly harm- refunded by the mother country.
“They are going to fix up Juliet’s tomb
I he Nova Scotian and less, like Dr. Greene’s wonderful treatment were glorious days for America as well as on Verona,” we observed by way of conharmless
for
Great. Britain, and many of Europe’s versation.
by
vegetable remedies. One of Ins
law.- will also doubtless
great discoveries, known as Dr. Greene’s
astute statesmen already began to fore“Is
that so,” she replied and the
Nervura blood and nerve remedy, is known
see America’s rise.
“England,” said the dreamily mused:
I > KN
and used all over the world, but. lie lias disINDUSTRY.
French diplomat, Count Vergenues, “will
“J wonder where poor Romeo was
covered equally valuable cures tor all phases
s in Maine are located in
j of disease Notwithstanding the fact that. ere long repent having removed the only buried or entombed.”
v
The season was short: Dr. Greene has the largest practice and a check (France) which could keep her
“What! scooped again! When did RoThey stand no longer meo die?” we asked.
•O'lay.- that business was greater success in curing disease than auy colonies in awe.
She started for the encyclopedia and
mploves were paid the ; other physician, lie can he consulted hy the in need of her protection. She will call
without
whether
o<
on them to contribute toward supporting
people absolutely
charge,
rhe residum or pomace
taking down volume “Rats-Tub” was porcall or write.
If you want to he cured,
you
the burdens they have helped to bring on
as a fertilizer, and was
ing it over.
if
want, t* know what your trouble is,
s
her, and they will answer by striking off
short season to the doyou
“vYliat are you looking for, dearest,”
uot wait, but write about your case at
1 t
all
The
of
that
otl.S.
we enquired chuckling with suppressed
dependence.”
prophecy
once to this most- successful of physicians
1
became
the
of
a
dozen
Nickerson says there is a and get his advice and counsel free. Fol- day
history
years glee.
But naturally those who then bebusiness and it should low the maxir. of Napoleon and conquer later.
“Why Romeo, of course.”
gan to foresee America's greatness did not
“Romeo ain’t dead,” and we burst iuto
> enaeting laws against it | your disease now—do uot w ait until it may
be too late.
m»t like the smell of the
comprehend its full measure, or dream hilarious laughter.
how quickly it
was
to
assert itself.
statistics show that there j
“I)d you expect to find out about Shore
America's influence on the current of the Road folks and dead Verona people in the
OBITUARY.
imaged in the business
world's history, which is now manifest t<> Kneycloped a Biittanica. You will be lookall men. began to take effect at a far ear- ing in the Farmers almanac next to find
The ci'iniuunity was greatly surprised and
XI.»
A 1.1.01*-.
shocked Jan. ‘JO'.h, to learn of the sudden
lier period than is commonly realized to- the time-table of the Joseph <f.
Totten,”
were employed in the
death of the well-known and highly esteemand we hadn’t laughed so much since
day.
[St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
The products of the j ed citizen, Austin Saunders
Mr. and Mrs.
(i >*>gins’s goat got out.
■mis 40, o:’,:; cases.
The Saunders drove to Orland shortly after noon.
f\aine Explains.
We dislike to expose the sanctity of the
.• rkt*t»*«i in 1M»>
would be I While on the road, Mr. Saunders was taken
home in cold type, but|there is no sense in
1. 10U,p:.;ii bushels in
the \ ill, an attack of heart trouble of ioug standThe unanimous and rising vote of coufi- a woman
lie drove home as rapidly as possible,
getting mad at a little joke and
ing
deuce bestowed by the Maine legislature throwing a
but grew steadily worse and expired a few
ten-pound book at her hus-.\1 !•.I. l'S.
minutes
after reaching his residence on upon the President and his foreign policy band’s head, just because lie was a trifle
after
is
an
o’clock.
Phe
deinspiring exhibition of patriotism mixed; it was also unladylike in her to
-in-Its for ISPS, in which | Bridge St., shortly
ceased was horn in Orland nearly sixty and intelligence.
Nor does it come as a ! emplant Sorosis shoes invulnerable
i'ii* c >ast is
points
represented, years ago and was the last of the family ot
surprise to anybody acquainted with the! of bis anatomy, in the place of commas,
p ’'unis, which returned in
1
and
J.
His
Saunders.
Timothy
Mary
of
that
commonwealth.
are
people
him
the information
11.
They
j while imparting to
Ascompared with wife, who was Annie Whitehouse of Pros- a
sturdy, sagacious, far-seeing lot of j that lie had better go and do something
ir there we it* Me,.7 79
pounds pect. survives. Mr Saunders came te Bucks- Yankees.
have
loved
tlie
would
be
when
a
man
They
which
when
always
ls'PS than in 1897.
Ten port
young
ship-building
very disagreeable, inconwas at its best and learned the ship-smith
country, and always given it proof of venient and possibly dangerous, if he
111y live persons were entrade of the late B. Frauk
later
their devotion.
The men commissioned didn’t know that Juliet was buried in
ding of 'lie above lisii with buying out Mr. Farnham andFarnham,
going into bus- for civil office and the soldiers sent to war Verona, Italy, and not Verona, Hancock
ues. and by hook and line,
iness himself, which he continued nearly to
have
made
the name of Maine famous and county, Maine.
v- are made to the Boston
the time of his death.
He was made a masHereafter there will be a separation beik markets and December ter mason iu Felicity lodge iu 1805 and was respected in every State of the Union.
Nor
does
this action, coming as it does tween tlie sanctum and the home.
When
have returned to the fisher- a member of Bucksport lodge, A. O. U. W.
on
the
heels
of
Mr.
Hale’s
re-election
to
we
want to know anything about vital
pound clear of expense. Mr. Saunders was one of Bueksport s sterthe
convict
the
one
whose
habits
of
of
a
we
will
down
and
Senate,
statistics
confer
with
ling citizens;
industry
legislature
go
nl> nsiihuv.
were proverbial and integrity the highest.
contradiction.
Mr. Hale was returned Charles Cobb or Irving Brown or Parson
uses
cod, hake, haddock, The community mourns the loss of a good not because of but in spite of his surpris- Genn. [Bucksport Herald.
h
and halibut. The Bank salt man iu every sense of the word. [Bucksport ing course iu the matter of the war with
-creased recently and many Herald.
Spain and the treaty of peace. The legisExpansion Means Peace.
-pveu for it, but at any rate
Albert C. Buck more died on Thursday lature took into account his long service
ms that our boats have withhis
familiarity with public business,
morning, Jan. 19th, at the age of about 80 here,
lu all the spoken and written words of
'.he business.
Mr. Xicker- years. He was a native of Belfast and came and iiis excellent committee
i
assignments,
that the government should to Machias early in the 50s ami was employ- and decided still further to utilize his ex- the
“Anti-Imperialists” we find not a
is formerly, to encourage
ed in the meat market of W. H. Hemenway perience in an office for which he unto indicate any adequate
syllable
concepThere were 819 boats and for several years. He was in the navy dur- doubtedly possesses many qualifications.
of the great problems of the Orient.
ing the Mexican war, 1845 0, and a member The
of Maine, as has often been tion
■"ployed. 'There have been of
people
Co. K 0th Maine duriug the war of the reids of fish taken, valued at
have profited by keeping men of Suppose we should insist upon staying at
bellion, doing duty in the medical depart- noticed,
ment during the entire service.
experience in commission. Her delega- home, refusing to take any part in setHe married
M W'KERKI,.
tion iu Congress, for a long series of tling these problems.
Miss Taphenas Howe, and a larg** family of
We know how
•v > seasons
have been very children were born to them. The.oldest son, years, lias upon the whole, been one of England is hated by the other powers
Albert
resides
at
Mass.
Charlestown,
most
useful
the
and
C.,
m this line.
There were
distinguished in that because she represents liberal instituAlthough not a member of the G. A. R
.00 boats employed in tliis
body, with the result that, in this Con- tions and governs her colonies with some
the veterans of Bradbury Post have always
she
has
not
Mere
were sold
only supplied the Sen- regard to the welfare of their inhabl
fresh, .>14,- taken an interest in his welfare and attended gress.
ate with a president pro tempore and the
i1 ued at 847,12-7, and (it>5
itants.
the funeral on Friday forenoon and escorted
Suppose the other powers, secure
j1
Ucd mackerel, valued at the body to its final resting place iu the cem- naval committee and the commerce com- against interference by the great Amermittee each with a chairman, but the
Rev. R. Sutcliffe officiated.
Mr.
ican republic, should unite in the parnumber of cases of canned I eter.v.
House with a speaker, the majority on tition of China, to exploit its resources
I Buckmore was a social man, had a retentive
0..791.
and
was
well
of
read
in
the
memory,
the floor with a leader, and the naval for their own selfish purpcses, and should
history
KWIYK 1 1SI1KKV.
tins country and the world. [Machias News
committee with a chairman.
This is a be able to overwhelm the English power,
tliis lishery has not been
\
and perhaps strip it of its colonies.
very unusual record for a State to make.
In
I
-rtuerly. The number of
The people of Maine simply explain what condition would that leave us?
Jarm-s L. Witliington, one <-f the oldest
m
tliis lishery is 1S.7, while
residents of Bucksport, died January 21st
now their reasons for indorsing Mr. Hale.
l
would
effect
on
What
be the
rlie cause
11' alewives eaucht were 4.
cf pneumonia at his home on Center street
5
They are desirous of being properly un- of human liberty in the world?
Could
i
he
value of the batch at the advanced age of -S7 sears. Mr. With
derstood on that point.
do not in- we help ourselves by reciting the DeclaraThey
ingtnn was a native of Prospect, his parents tern! to
become
associated
in
the
tion
of
WashIndependence,
public
declaiming
from Scotland.
He followed the
s If All.
| coming
mind with any other than a vigorous, ington’s farewell address, or asserting
Sea the
greater part of his life and made his j
is confined to Lincoln,
home for many years in Rockland, where he
straightforward, American policy. They the Monroe doctrine from our high places?
;
umber'land counties. The had employment as a limebiirner. Up to approved of the war with Spain, they reWe el > not believe the world is going to
5
been * night the past I liis last illness, which was brief, the deceased joiced in their country’s success, and
take this step backward.
We have faith
was m (airly good health.
A
familiar
are
for
a
figure
entof 1, log.400 pounds at
they
manly assumption of the in the progress of the race. But we have
|
about the streets wilt he missed.
Mrs.
which
to
if
the
720.
a
and
we
of
results
the
should shirk
1
responsibilities
duty
perform,
Witliington, who was very ill with pneu- war have
imposed. Maine wants it un- it we should be responsible for the evils
I N
OKXKliAT..
j motii survived her husband until January derstood that
j
she
is
which
would
The
neither
a
follow.
sulk
nor
a
Her
maiden
reactionary
name
was
Eliza
«>f the values of the vessel, I1 24th.
shirk.
Baker.
She was a native of Bucksport and
powers might unite to try to crush Eng
! ! aratais used in the fishing
The State has never in all her history land, but they would know better t han
77 years of age. They were buried the same
the State, showing the capitaken a higher or finer stand.
day. f Bucksport Herald.
It was to combine against the English speak'"‘in the business by class acj
just the thing for such a State to do. It ing world—that part of the world which
die fishery, it is found the
j
Capt. Wellman Spear, oue of the well will help brace the treaty. It will carry stands for human rights and liberal instiThis includes the known
g''»-v>74.
a word of cheer to the President.
The separation of the EnglishWill tutions.
sea captains of Rockland, died Jan.
17th at the age of 55 years, t’he deceased it also serve as instruction to Mr. Hale? speaking people means danger to all that
er Nickerson
says the inwe
began going to sea when very young, and
hold
not.
He
to
is
so
far
committed
dear.
Their standing together
Probably
-vs are not such as are needed,
had been master of the following vessels:
the other side, so lightly held in the toils means peace and progress, and the weakWalter
C.
section
which
Silas
Jones, Nile,
Me Loon and of a record which
'cry important
j
began by surprising ening of the bonds of depotism everyHe was a man who was ex|
Reciprocity,’ and being brief George Birth
where.
and continued by outraging the country,
IIow absurd, then, for us to
tremely well liked. He left a brother,
re with:
stand on the letter of certain phrases iu
Capt. Luke Spear, and a sister, Mrs. Luere- that he will probably keep on in his
important question, affecting
course to the end.
But it is clear now the Declaration of Independence, phrases
tia Weeks.
!,i
uk, tlie fisheries of our State,
that in this matter of opposing the treaty which
we
have never seen realized at
j
*
is proposed and urged by
heis not to be considered as a senator from home, and make them an excuse for
1
d neighb »rs; limited recipMaine. Maine is for the treaty, and for neglecting the cause of the spirit of
|
|
;m the Canadian provinces on
Human
every honorable duty that is imposed by j humanity which they inculcate!
id, in the matter of fish priviit.
j
rights are not confined to the* United
[Washington, I). C., Evening Star.
j
"iii new West Indian
possesStates of America, and it is not edifying
For Infants and Children
Piles Cured in 3 to 6 Nights —One to hear senators
diy tfie island of Porto Rico;
|
quoting the Declaration
‘o
hand in roe matter of fish
application gives relief. Dr. Agnew’s Oint- j of Independence
against expansion while
ment is a boon for Etching Piles, or Blind,
negroes and Indians are denied the right
Bleeding Piles, it relieves quickly and per- of
proposition of the Merchants’
self-government. We would like to
|!
manently. lu skin eruptions it stands withM1 of
N >va Scotia, and
•,
Halifax,
see
all men free, but first we would like
out a rival. Thousands of testimonials if
1
,v*nclal cities is this: They proto
want
evidence.
35
see
cent.
them worthy and capable of freeSold
you
by I£ilgive the fishermen of the United
gore and Wilson and A, A. Howes & Co.—8. dom.
[Boston Herald.
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Maine Matters.
A deposit of gold
has been discovered on a farm in
Wesley,
a few miles from Machias.
The vein is
described as being about six feet wide on
the surface and 300 feet or more in length.
A lot of rough quartz was sent to a Boston assayer, who reported that the deposit contained gold, and that judging
from the samples at hand it would
assay
§40 to §50 to the ton.Miss Rita Creighton Smith of Thomaston,
a
senior
in
Me.,
Smith college, has been awarded a §50
It was for an essay upon the
prize.
“Use of Soliloquy in Shakspeare” in
the series for the Shakspearian prize.
The 20th annual meeting of the Bowdoin
College alumni of Portland and vicinity
was held on Saturday, January 28, at
the Falmouth Hotel.
The oration was
given by Mr. George F. Emery of the class
of 1836, the poem by Mr. Edward S. Osgood, ’75, and Dr. Frederick H. Gerrish,
’66, acted as toastmaster. A business
meetiug was held at seven o’clock p.
m., followed by dinner.The window
sashes which were removed recently at
the Machias Congregational church to
give place to the new memorial windows
were found to be
perfectly sound and
free from blemish of any kind, notwithstanding the fact that they had been doing service for 62 years. They were made
from old growth pumpkin pine.
The
nails used in the casings were hand made
and were probably the handiwork of some
local blacksmith of “ye olden time.”.
The annual meeting of the Maiue Hotel
Association will be held at the Augusta
House, Augusta, Friday, Feb. 3. There
will be an election of officers in the afternoon and in the
evening a banquet will be
given at the Augusta House.Dotective Odliu of Lewiston, who has been at
work on the Sarah Ware murder case at
Bucksport, says he is confident of securing an indictment by the grand jury in
April.Mrs. Iasiah Stetson and the
Misses Stetson of Bangor sailed from New
York, Saturday, for Naples where they
will pass some time and will then make it
tour through Egypt.
They will return to
Bangor, next fall.
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Pills foT PaIc People build up A«d puTify the blood And
strengthen the nerves. To the young g»-rl they ore involu*
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remedy

fot this crisis of her life

l

Mrs. Jacob Weaver, of Bushnell, T11 is fiftv-six years old. She says.
“I suffered for five or six years with the trouble that comes to women at
this time of life. I was much weakened, was unable, much of the time, to
do mv own work, and suffered beyond my power to describe. I was downhearted and melancholy. Nothing seemed to do me any good. Then I
made up my mind to try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
I bought the first box in March, ifvjj, and was benefited from the start.
A box and a half cured me completely, and I am now rugged and strong.”
—Busknell (III.) Record.
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AVOID THE GRIP-

(>ot into Lro<xl physical condition.
Then you can avoid "rip -any contagion.
Effects of crip aru serious on those whose s\‘st.-ms an- u i. d wi.o tn
puri! ic due
to poor dipt slion or irregular howt'N. True 1:1 \ir v. iil
a
ir, vigorous
par
health, enable you to throw off the elut-dics of grip. The reason i, i:
a
~

Washing-ton Whisperings. The War
Department have recomended favorably a
project for the improvement of Cape Porpoise harbor so as to make it a harbor of
refuge as well as a harbor for commerce.
While Colonel Haines was in charge at
Portland he reported strongly in favor of
the improvement of the harbor. Since that
time the place lias been selected as the
terminus of the projected Sanford and
Cape Porpoise Railroad.Jan. 10th, the
Senate confirmed the nomination of .Joseph Hodges Choate of New York ambassador to Great Britain.The War Department has issued an invitation for bids
from responsible shipping concerns of all
nations for the transportation of Spanish
prisoners in the Philippines from Manila
to Spain.
The treaty requires the Uuited
States to transport, these prisoners home
without awaiting the ratilicatiou of the
Bids were opened Feb. 1st
peace treaty.
in New York and San Francisco.
for Over

woman

(is

Take Trise^s Elixir

was elected
United States
in the North Dakota joint assembly
Jan. 20th... The State Senate of Minnesota
have concurred in the House resolutions
favoring the speedy ratification by the
United States Senate of the Peace Treaty.
.The Russian government has ordered
a new cruiser of 02oO tons.
It has also
been decided to build three battleships of
about 12,>00 tons each and two cruisers of
0,000 and 2.OCX) tons, respectively.The
laying of the keel of the new battleship
Maine has been completed at Cramps ship- j
She will be built j
yard, Philadelphia.
alongside of the Russian battleship and
cruiser.The Atlantic Transport liner
Menominee arrived at New York, Jan. 10,
from London with the captain and crew
of the British tramp steamer Glendower
which was abandoned, sinking, in midocean on
A heavy storm
January 12.
wrecked her.The Minnesota
State
Senate has voted unanimously in favor of
the election of United States senators by
the people.
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NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER
For FARMERS
and
ami

your

VILLAGERS,

favorite liom*

paper,

"the republican journal;* v;
BOTH

ONE

vsr

YEAR, FOR $2.00

Y. WEEKLY TRIBUNE

h:ls

:in
I) .partnvmtof the hi^hnmrit, all important news of the Va'wa
ami World, comprehensive and reliable m irkei
reports, able editorials, interesting
short stories, scientific and mechanical inform ition, illustru- 1 fashion mdeles. huinorous pictures, and is attractive and
entertaining to every 1 miber of e.v<*. y family.

«*st

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

-.—
...t—*
>
in eiosi* t •;(*'!, with v •ur
Keep*
neighbors
and friends, on the farm and in the
informs
v
as
.o
village,
h.ed prieos for farm
products, the condition of crops and prospects for tin* ye.,-. and s a bright newsy,
welcome and indispensable weekly visitor at v mr li.on t.i i ii
|
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Fifty lear*.

ALLJoUBSCHIfi IONS TO

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., Belfast Me

.An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
tlieir children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists ill every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

FRED ATWOOD,

Win,erport,

INSURANCE and REAL

Me.

ESTATE,

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

Strong Drink is Death

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, ELATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
C^-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AM, INSPECTION. *1 Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractor,. Al.-ninUtrators and Trustees. | CtrresponJence solicited
Real estate bought and sold.
Fifty-Fifth Annual Statement. Jan. 1. 1899,1

Holyoke

Mutu il Fire Insurance
OF

Com’y

SALEM, Mass.

Incorporated 1843.
Amount

at

risk.—.

$40,323,871 o(>

CASH ASSETS.

Ileal estate.$

Mortgages..
Bonds, stocks, etc
Interest accrued, etc

DR. CHARCOT’S TONIC TABLETS
are the only positively guaranteed remedy for the
Drink Habit. Nervousness and Melancholy cause ',
by strong drink.

..

WE «1AHAXTEE FOl It lt(»\I S
to cure any case with a
positive written guarantee or refund the money, and to
destroy the
appetite for intoxicating liquors.

Single

$002,3 48 01

Contingent assets..$585,611 70

Belfast, Me.

DO YOU KNOW

Steal | Pennyroyal Treatment

is the original find only F!iEN( il
.fc ami reliable euro dn the mar■ket.
l'r:co. si.OO; sent by mail,
i no sold only by
t.
HOODV, Sole A^ent, Iteifast, Maine.
>

H.

? | 5 5*- f% Restores VITALITY.
•'£ in gi /
LOST V GOR

ikn M
4
Safest; a J si U M

AND

KANHCOO

Cures Impotency, Nifjlit Emissions and
wastimr diseases, all effects of selfabuse, or excess and indiscretion. A nerve tonic and
blood builder. Brings the
pink glow to pale cheeks and
restores the fire of youth.
By mail 5<)cper box: C boxes
lor $2..r»<>; with a written guarantee to cure or refund tbe money.

This Company pays the following dividends:
.2" per cent.
<)n policies for one year.
On policies for three years..40 per cent.
On policies for five years.60 per cent.
4
FIELD & QUnBV, Agents, Belfast.

Fine farm in Norrliport, two miles from
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings,

Camp
large
Good soil,

terms.

40tf
M. C.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast

Boston,
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e >ri ain
a
p ite.-i o laud situ t. e l in s nd it *: las- .•
being
tie- s im premises eo iv ned t.o him. t.h said F 1ward 1.. Whi ter bv I,mi ml II tin
id bv his
deed «iited \ must Bit. 1 SS’_! and
eor ie.d
in
W.ohlo <'minty It gist v o| deeds, bo .iv
page
28b. to winch refoivuce miv he hid lor more
partieular deseripriou, together with: the build-
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"

AS

ings th*reon standing, reserving and excepting,
that !>>rti >n of t.h
ah .v<* described premises
which hid before that time been conveyed by
said FI ward F. Whittier r,o Oeorge .1. (irotron";
and whereas said l. -wis \. Knowiton has since
deeeas d, and 1. the undersigned. have been duly
appointed and ipitliti *1 as executrix of his last
will and testament ; and whereas the condition of
said mortgige has been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the con lition thereof
I claim
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dited this twenty-fourth dav of January. A. 1).
1899.
ELIZABETH E. KNOW'LTOX. Executrix.
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Police
The Diamond Skin I'.v.nl
I’-’-ior Retiring Cream.
tively removes wrinkles,
whitens ami softens am!
Ii tilds tip the tissues <>I
the skin,
out rams ami
takes up the flalihy apran
e.
rest
ores the ton
pea
tour of the face. making;
The flesh healt 111 HI. clear
Guaranteed
j and youthful.
—w» Harmless
ami
as
reprePrice fiOe. Sample
sented, or money refunded
L. BENNER & CO.,
by mail lf»\
Office 37.
7 Temple P'ac.-, Boston, Hlass.
3mbU*

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton & Jackson Sts., CHICACO, ILL.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast, Me.

orchards, 350 bids, apples last year.
never failing water. Will be sold very low and

$St earners leave Boll ist to- B ’boa, via ftm Jen,
ami ivockiami, <u
ib mi 2..!
\ .vs,
>.,
and Thursdays.
F *r Winterport, vi
w tv-, in I n _>
Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about Sim
m
.»r upon aVrival of >ieain *r from 15 >st<m.

«

DR.FELSX LE BRUN'S

1«.

Reserved for re-insurance.$204,731 22
324 4"
Unpaid losses.
loo.ooooo
Guaranty capital...
Dividends and return premiums due..
2,003 82
504,388 57
Surplus over all liabilities..

boxes $3.00.

LADIES

60

15,763 37

..

i1

of $10.00 we will mail you four
(4 ] boxes and positivo written guarantee to cure or
refund

MOODY, Sole Agent.

0,400 08
2,422

net.

$002,348 01

STRONG DRiNK
R. H.

00
00
00

LIABILITIES.

THE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.

four money.

06,518
73,000
735.243

...

Premiums due,
Cash.

1

The Kind You Have

Every

knows that ill-health
a fatal
enemy to
beauty and that good
health gives to the

senator

■■

I

fact .nearly all
who undergo
j) a neTvous tostrain, are
compelled
TegretI fully watch the gTowing palloT of their
cheeks, the coming
wrinkles and thinness
} that become more
‘■distressing eveTy day.
in

women

McCumber,

.1.

Republican,

Women

,

and,

i

I.\ Bui hi-.
Members of the recognized
Church of Latter Day S lints in St. Louis
oppose the
seating of Congressmanelect U If. Roberts on the ground that lie
is a pronounced polygamist.
At a business session
of the church there the
question was discussed and a vote was
taken resulting in the adoption of resolu-

>

CASTOR IA

| Society

on

FOR SALE.

Farm for Sale.
Situated in Waldo, six miles from Belfast, on
road leading from Brooks to Belfast, ami is one of
the most pleasantly located farms in Waldo county. It contains 117 acres, equally divided into
tillage, pasture and wood. Ctus about fiitv tons
of hay, all English, and machine mowing; free
from rocks.
One and one half story house. 2
barns and outbuildings, all in good repair. Two
wells of never failing water; good orchard of
grafted fruit. Will be sold on easy terms to suit
purchaser. Call on or address
R. E. FREEMAN, Belfast, Me.
Live stock and
farm if wanted.

farming tools will be sold with
3m3

I m* two-story house and barn
on corner of Park and Pharles
streets, is offered for sale on fa
vnrable terms.
and

in a

The property is in *rood
£ood location ami nei.;lil»orhoo<l

Apply

repair

to

IlKYRY DUNBAR.

Belfast, Deo. 20, 189
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Use in

her memory is tenderly enshrined in the I
hearts of others only a little less near and
dear in ties of love, while many friends will
hold her in affectionate remembrance.
“Fold her, oh Father, in thine arms,
And henceforth let her be

place

of Cream of Tartar

A messenger of love between

and Soda.

Our human hearts and Thee.”

week the Dairy Maids
great success, and called
out a good house. All united in pronouncing it a tine entertaiumeut. Much credit is
due Mrs. W. E. Grinnell for the inception
arrangement, and thorough manner in which
As

was

POWDER

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and

more

ROYAL

BAKING

healthful.

POWDER CO.,

S E A K SPORT

SEW*

YORK.

LOCALS.

Ada K. Ridley arrived home by rail
Saturday evening.
Miss

Missionary reading
age Friday afternoon.

at

the

Cougl.

parson-

G. A. Nichols of Malden, Mass., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. E. P. Field.
Mrs.

The Cougl. society will bold their annual
supper

ing,

and entertainment

Feb.

Thursday

the Advancement of Modern Science.

last of

advertised letters:

Mr. Ira

Cot-

trell, Miss A the Kendall, Mr. Clias. Roberts,
Mrs. Edward Thompson, Mrs. J. W. White.
The

sociable at

the

upper Conference

this, Thursday, evening will be enterby Mrs. C. M. Nichols aud Mrs. B. F.
Col cord.

room,

tained

Joseph E. Carr left for his home in Smuggler. Col., Monday. He was accompanied by
Lin Sargent, who expects to bud employment in that city.
The
wii i

Stockton

Amateur

Dramatic

that the peaceful invention of spinning by
Arkwright was of greater benefit to the world
than was the invention of gunpowder. The

Club

present the drama "Mr. Bob” at town

Tuesday evening, Feb. 7th. It will be
followed by a dance to music by Gilmore.
liaii

of vaccination by Jenner was of
value to the world than the introduc-

discovery

of modern artillery; the former saves
Mrs J. W. Smart is very ill.
men from death or deformity, the latter is
in destroying or maiming manA. L. Card and wife of Brooks were in
j only useful
kind. The inventions of Hiram and Hudtown last. week.
sou Maxim certainly will despatch men more
Mrs. Kate Brier of Searsport village was
^ surely and quickly than any devices ever
in town iast Sunday calling on relatives and ;
before known; so ou the other hand will
friends.
Samuel Maxim’s discovery of Protein from

Morse Wednesday

evening,

The young folks about here enjoyed a
tine time at the home of the Misses
Myra ami Kate Scribner last Saturday
night. Card playing was the order of the

very

evening.
COUNTY

secured this protein.
It

tion

A very tine, time was enjoyed by the young
people of this place at the home of Harry

CORRESPONDENCE.

!

Pepsiuized

Milk

do

more

for

curing

men

was

Pepsinized Milk.
Mr. Maxim, after curing himself with the
new substance, at once set about experimenting with it upon others. Every dyspeptic whom he experimented upon was cured;
and since then the reputation of the new
substance has been spreading with great
rapidity. All learned physicians agree in
advancing the medicine, because they understand the immense importance of having

power they have placed in the hands of
England; but for all of this we realize, too,

more

and Andrew
Jan. 25th.

protein

what

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

We are pleased to learn that Sidney Treat
lias been promoted to be a Boston pilot, and
extend congratulation s to the young man

formed. With the true aud unfailing insight of a Maxim the experimenter
realized in a moment the importance of his
discovery—the discovery of Protein from

talent, to be able to devise a gun that will
slaughter ten thousand men in a few minutes. This feat has undoubtedly been accomplished by the Maxim Rapid Fire Gnu.
W hole navies may be destroyed by Hudson
We
Maxim’s system of aerial torpedoes.
all realize the immeasurable importance of
these inventions and we fully understand

treat.

Fleshy
Consumptive

will

whatever

cure
uame

all

they

cases
are

of

dyspepsia by

called.

Arrangements have been made for supply! ing this valuable substance
directly to the
j general public. To this end the Maxim
j Chemical Co. has been established at Winthrop, Me. Semi to them fifty cents for a
I sample box containing a sufficient quantity
J of the protein to start any one on the road

be- | to recovery; or for two dollars aud fifty
cents a full box will be supplied, containing
As every one knows, it is a radically new a sufficient quantity of the substance to
discovery for the cure of dyspepsia. In cure cases of many years standing. When
hateful
this
disease, Maxim’s ; you have tried it you will agree that the
curing
Protein works upon an entirely new princi- I fame of its discoverer, Samuel
Maxim,
pie. The substance is itself entirely new to should be placed certainly not below that of
medical science. The discovery was acci- his world-famous brothers, Hiram aud Huddentally made by Mr. Maxim while experi- son.
than any discovery of like nature
fore made.

menting in

his

Wayne

ever

laboratory.

Mr.

j

Sch. Maria Webster, Turner, Mt.
SAILED.

Jau 2t>.
Rockland.
land.
Jan 29
Feb. 1.

Sch

Thomas

Bordeu,

Darby,

Sell Lady Antrim, Swett, RockSch A Hay ford, Ryan, Boston.
Sch. Fannie & Edith, Patterson,
AMERICAN

Hiram ami Hudson Maxim have distin- Maxim was himself a {dyspeptic, and being,
guished themselves, as all Journal readers as he always has been a most profound
know by their achievements in the inven- student in chemistry, his mind was naturaltion of Maxim Rapid Fire Guns and Maxim ly turned to the solving of the great problem
Aerial Torpedoes; but it has been impressed of digestion.
One day it thus happened that while conupon the writer, as upon many others, that
the achievements of these two men, great as ducting experiments with peptonized milk,
they are, are in the end not to be compared a glass of this substance, which lie held in
with what their brother, Samuel Maxim of his hand, slipped and fell from his grasp,
Wayne, Me., has recently done. It may be aud became mixed with other elements in
such proportiou that the long sought for
great and glorious, and it may exhibit great

acted as floor directors, assisted by Misses
Martha and Henrietta Ross as aids. The
music by the Belfast Orchestra was all that
could be wished, and dancing to such music
was a rare

Jan. 31.
Desert.

Boston.

Facts About Samuel Maxim’s Greatest Invention.

even-

lbtli.

The Name of Maxim is Unrivalled Among the Names
of Gifted Maine Men.

Hiram, Hudson and Samuel Maxim, and what they have done for

Nichols, Miss Margaret Sargent, Mrs. W. M.
Parse in Japanese costumes, Mrs. A. B.
Pendleton, Miss Evie Ford and Miss
Janie Curtis, proved very attractive, and
Miss Ethel Nichols
renumerative as well
and Miss Edna Nickels acted as ushers for
the evening.
The audience was very fully
represented at the dance which followed.
Mrs. W. E. Grinnell and Mrs. C. E. Adams

A

PORT OF UELFAST.

Jan 28.

Stevens. Sara Grinnell, as the Jersey Lily,
and Lewene Nichols as little Bo-peep, were
pleasant features and did their parts to perfection. Miss Hannah C. Colcord, accompanist, rendered great assistance by the admirable manner in which sl*e presided at
the piano. The booths unto, the management of Miss Ella Hopkins, Miss Mary

Nfcws.

ARRIVED.

a a

the affair was carried out. Ihe chorus consisted of the following ladies: Mrs. Grinned, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Emily Colcord, Mrs.
Clara Sawyer, Mrs. Marne Blanchard, Mrs.
May Smith, Mrs. Millie Nichols, Mrs. Caro
Whittier, Mrs. Jennie Colcord, Mrs. Pronell
Gilkey, Miss Millie Shute and Miss Annie

Absolutely Pure

8Hir

Maine’s Honored Son.

predicted last

Festival

I

r--

PORTS.

New York, Jau 24. Ar, brig Jennie Hulburt, New Haven, Ct; sld, schs D D Haskell,
Fernandiua; Johu I Snow, Wilmington;
Mabel Hooper, Jacksonville; Joel F
Sheppard, Carter, Brunswick, Ga; 2b, cld, sch
Lizzie B Willey, Havana; 27, ar, ship R R
Thomas, Boston; cld, sch Arthur V S Woodruff, Azua; 28, ar, sch Eliza J Pendleton,
Fletcher, New Orleaus; eld, sch Jennie A
Stubbs, Dow, Ponce; 29, ar, sch Puritan,
Sargent, Perth Amboy for Northeast Harbor; 30, sld, sch Carrie E Look, Port Tampa;
brig Jennie Hulhurt, J icksouville.
Boston, Jau 24. Ar, sells Susan N Pickering, Apalachicola,; Young Brothers, Newport
News; 25, cld, sells Daylight, New York 2b,
ar, schs E L Warren, Coisoii, Belfast; Flora
Rogers. Charleston; sld, ship K R I'h-.rnas,
in tow; 28, cld, sell Daylight, Norfolk; 30,
ar, sell Lucy E Friend, Newport News

Philadelphia. Jan 2b
vr, seh John B
Prescott, (new) Camden; 28, cld, sell Isaiah
Hart, Queen, Port Tampa.
Baltimore, Jan 24 Ar, hark Doris. Thompson, Rio Jaueiro; sld, hark G od N> ws, Rio

Janeiro; 29, shl, sch Star of the .Sea, Norfolk; 30, ar, sell Lyman M 1 tw, iJ.ake,
Providence.
Portland, Jan 25
Cld, s hs. S M Bird,
New York ; Frank A Palmer, Norfol
27.
cld, bark J H Bovvers, Moyers. Rosario; sch
Augustus Palmer, Baltimore vi Bath ; 2*. ar,
sell Nathaniel T Palmer, Harding, Baltimore, with 4,400 tons coal to M C R |;
Galveston, Jau 2b*. Shl, sch Helen (1 Muse

ley, Holt, Fort Morgan.
Savannah, .Ian 23
Ar, sch Celia F, West,
New York; 2b, sld, sch F C Pendleton, BurNew
gess,
London; 30, sld, hark Fred P
Litchfield, Harding, Pernambuco
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 24 Ar.scb Wm II
Sumner, Pendleton, Perth Am hoy; eld. sch
Florence Leland, Spofford,New Loudon: .10.
shl, schs Wm E Downes, Marshall, Ih-rth
Amboy; Wm H Sumner, Pendleton, Perth
Amboy; A B Sherman, Pillsbury, Baltimore.

Norfolk, Jan 30, ar, sells Frank A Palmer,
Portland; Levi Hart, Round Pond, Me
Pascagoula, Jan 25. Shl, sch Abbie C
Stubbs, Whitney, Kiugston, Ja.
Bath, Jan 27. Ar, sch Augustus Palmer,

Newport

I

3

j

5

Did you ever see one?
Did you ever hear of one?
Most certainly not. Consumption is a disease that
invariably causes loss of
flesh.
If you are light in weight,
even if your cough is only
a slight one, you should
certainly take

!
;

of

to

find you

WE PRINT ANYTHIN!, ....
Envelopes,* Flyers. Pamihuf'’'
Cards. * Booklets,- Pn,-r;.
’V
k Note Heads,*Po.sters.,i,

'^Hl

1

Lots of

I

|
;

,f

M

"

\
^

OUR SPE( IAI
This Time
100t

\
;
!

losing flesh,
begin to take it.
other remedy

are

zero

It you’ve got the •grip,,
And you’re in it, wit I rl,.
So let that thougnt eon
Bear it patiently and

■

And no
has cured so many cases
of consumption.
Unless
you are far advanced with
this disease, Scott’s Emulsion will hold every inducement to you for a

perfect

I
j

weather latch
How about the electrie- };,
port ? Don’t forget i(.

\

your throat
weaken and you

you should

)

Legislative session.

moment

begins
v

\
j

!r

M

*

•

!
;

is such a perfect preventive to consumption. Just

the

j

2,

th.-TT*

The pen is mightier than
So many people think
But the thing that make ih.
Is plenty of printers’ i;:t,.

;
|
I

oil with hypoNo remedy

phosphites.

2

Belfast, Me., Feb.

|C

|

BREjjgjT'
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! Scott’s Emuslion ;
cod liver

5

|

Busi■

Square 55c,
Only feu

RES
\

(

■

«

Sent

by Express. Stage
10 Main St.
BRACK!

;

I

,,

;

|
;

$135 for 901)®

]!

;

few

A

|>

cure.

Energetic Ladies

to Canvass.

1
1

m

Above salar\
J

address,
14 lain

dull

I

<

Mi

LOOK AT OUR PRICES,
1

Men's Wool Hoots, 4 stags and strap.

Regular price

)
s*

price,
Regular price
Regular price|Jf 1.50. Our prir.
Arctics. Regular price Hoc. Our pro
It Or.

|

e

Our price,

Hogs' Wool Hoots.

i

,M

t
*

Oar

Misses Rubber Hoots.
Children’s Hackle

Fancy

■

Hand Knit\Slippers, Misses sizes.

Men's anil Women's Storm Alaska, first

quality,

I,allies. Misses and Children's Rubbers,

.1.1,

i»>

FOREIGN PORTS.

London, Jau 23 Ship Cora, Frost, from
Glasgow Jau 7 tor Rio Janeiro, has put back
Barry leaking.
Barbadoes, Jau b.
Ar, sell Melissa A
Wiley, Coombs, Jacksonville; 24, ar, ship
May Flint, Nichols, Hiogo, Aug 24, for New
York; all well; called for provisions; 14,
cld, bark Thomas A. Goddard, Boston; 27,
sld, ship May Flint, New York.
Bermuda, Jau 20
Sld, sell Humarock,
Veazie, New York for Sierra Leone.
Havana, Jau 20.
Ar, sch Jessie Lena,
Devereaux, Mobile.
In port, sell Maggie S
Demerara, Jan 4
Hart, Farrow, from Portland.
Sagua, Jan 2b. Sld, sell Herald, Lowell,
to

FRANCIS’ SHOE STORE, Main Street

-v>a,- a ai
aa a- a.- a.- a a- a a* a.- a.- a.- a. a.-a,- a.--a* a a a
Monroe. There were 24 births iu town in
Monroe Centre. Mr. John Miller died
Mr. John Erskine |
Centre Montville.
anil
18
as
follows
:
Over
90
1898,
deaths,
years,
Jan. 23d.
The funeral was held at the j wife and daughter returned from Brewer
BORN.
church Wednesday, Rev. J. S. Blair con- Friday, where they had been to attend the 1 ; between 80 and 90, 3; between 70 aud 80,
ducting the services.The school here funeral of Mrs. Erskine’s father, Mr. Green 3; between 60 and 70, 4; between 50 aud 60,
Bf.a.n. In Appleton, January 20, to Mr. and
under the instruction of Mr. Guy Twombly _Mr. J. J. Clements lost one of his team 2; between 30 and 40, 1; under 20, 2_Mr.
Mrs. Andrew Bean, a daughter.
Chase
Franklin
went
to
Alton
last
Cxktkk.
In Searsport. January 14, to Mr. and
will give an exhibition Friday evening,
Monday
horses last week... Horses have to be very
Mrs <ieor*re F Carter, a son, Raymond Todd.
to attend the funeral of his wife’s sister,
The Ladies’ Aid
I)ykk. In Isle an Haut, December 31, t*• Mr.
Society will have a Feb. 10th.... Mr Arthur York has been sharp to travel safely on the icy roads.
Mrs. Abbie Ham, who died of consumption.
and Mrs James K Dyer, a daughter.
change in their hill of fare at the supper to visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Pal ermo. Mrs. Eliza Nelson has been She has relatives anil friends in
Pascagoula.
In Belfast, Feb. 1, to Mr and Mrs
F.kkkman
Monroe, her
York.
he held this, Thursday, evening, at their
Sherman \\ Freeman, a daughter.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
confined to the bouse for several week with
native place, who seud their warmest s\ mLf.vknsai.i-!;. In Waldoboro. January In. to
V'K SHALL Kb Li
of
Lusti
ad
the
usual
baked
beans
vestry.
Clark's Corner, Prospect. Mrs. Mary la grippe, but is now on the way to recovery.
Quarantine Station, N. Y., Jan. 25. Soli. Mr and Mrs. Lewis K Leven.-aler. a smjrhter.
to the afflicted family_Mr. W E.
Carrie E
Look. Veazie for Port i'ampa.
Momimmkhy. In Thomaston, January 21, to
they will serve a first class clam stew, coffee Sparrow is the guest ot Mrs. Abbie L. She is but sixty-four years of age and lias pathy
Craig of Dixmout, a teacher of high reputa- while getting underway, fouled the barque Mr. ami Mrs. F L Montgomery. a daub'll
and doughnuts. Admission 15 cents. All Clark.... Uncle John Xormn was in town the
McCaslin
h
Fenob.-cot. January 13. to Mr.
largest number of grand-children of any ti
L. \V. Norton ami carried away foretop>n, will begin a term of high school at the
are cordially invited
and Mrs. Charles B McCaslin. .t son.
last week, and on his way here he saw iu
in
town.
Last
a
little
mast.
person
Wednesday
Feb.
20tli....The
Aid
Society will
\\ cigliing Irom IOOO
Stockton Springs .S deer ami 2 caribou. Uncle hoy came to their home, making the twenty- village
London, Jan. 24
William Bassick, who died at his home
ship Cora, Frost, from
meet at the home of E. H. Nealley WednesGlasgow for Rio Janeiro, previously reportJohn has finished his work on Mr Hamil
M ARRIKI).
here Jan 25th, was a brother of the late E.
first grand child. Rodney Nelson and wife
ti
leakhorses are dire
ed
hack
to
Roads
These
Barry
put
yesterday,
day, Feh. 8tli, where all are cordially nvitton’s barn in Belfast and is i: >w ready to are the
f Bridgeport, Ct., the discoverer
C iBansjck
happy parents. This is quite a good ed-Mr. E. H. Nealley attended the thea- ing, lias gone into dry dock.
they we it* raised and hate
contract with some one to make one thouof ii.i famous Bassick silver mine ill ColorVineyard Haven, .Ian. 24. Sch. Leora M. | All its lb1 i.Li N>. In Camden. January IS, Fred contagious diseases, tin
story for these times, but a better one conn s tre with his daughter iu Bangor last Satur(a indeu.
Thnrlow, lately sunk at this port, has been A Alien and c .ra Roll in-. both
ado. The funeral was held here at 0 a. m. i sand bee hives.
He says lie owns 3,500 to mind. Neheuiiah
lensi
sound, rugged, heal!I
Bi.anchakii KlMi.'ld liv. In Seals] ort. Jai nBryant, Sr. married Miss day evening.... Mrs. Thomas Putnam has pumped out. and now lies at the wharf. Her
-l
and tie
at. the
I-;
remains were taken to ] swarms of bees in and out of the State, part
aiam
Fv
W
and hard work.
Frida..
ary
30,
j
Mary Turner and settled in Palermo in 1790, returned from a visit to Bangor.... Miss Al- bottom is apparently in good conditi' ii. Norton. Herbert A Riant haul -d Re\. II and
Fio-pect
Wa.do for interment.
These hordes will he mi
of them in New Hampshire.... Geo. Seavey
Her cargo <
paving will he reloaded and Miss Harriot M Kinesluny <d Winterj-'i:
and they bad twenty-one children. After
meda Mansur expects to take possession of she will proceed i<> New York.
i;
l.i \st 1.1 \ i.i; \ « i»
Hie wN-hi:!NKW
!i.
iuiib n January 14.
and wife of Belfast, were guests of Arthur Mr.
W hai might have been a serious blaze
Bryant’s death she married John her new house this week, which is a mod. 1
Boston, Jan 24
Ship R R. Thomas <4 Frank H. Blown and l-abelle J lMinkwater. both
Nat i\e ami seeoml-hai
Twe.-Mt.tv evening at
Masonic
Hall was Boyd Jan. 2‘Jih.... La Grippe lias a good grip Bachelder and lived to shed tears over his
ot
Caimlen.
from
which
arrived
here
recently
of convenience and beauty.
Her sister Searsport,
change.
IlKNNi rr- Row
li.
In 11 laud. J a unary 21. Dein this town..
E. (. .ark is somewhat better
Manila and Hong Kong, has been sold hv
averted iiy fiie pres-mv- of min i and good
grave.... Samuel Marden bought a yoke of
Lydia, who lives with her, is in very feeble Capt. J. C Nichols t< I.. Luchenbach id N. Forest Bennett'and Mr.-. Nam-y RoWtll, both >f
of the trouble with his eyes ...Hiram
ii'-rve «.f
Frank E. Whitcomb, Jr.
(Miami.
steers of George Soule last week, and Wiu.
After
LAAIC\ STER & W
health. It is sincerely hoped she will not Y. and w ill be taken to he latter eitv for
!:; Rimk-p nt. J.i
F.aTon I.AWUF.M I
who every body thought, must die,
:ary 2b.
P. Turner sold two cows... .James Knowles suffer
nearly all tin- guests li id departed a lighted Clark,
ml /HiiV M.
moved. They will ae gladly conversion int• a coal barge. The Thomas Samuel D Lai- n d Lynn. Ma.by
being
lias
recovered
and
be
is
out.
able
to
ami
do
is 22 years old, but is considered a line ves- Lawrence ot Buck-port
is canvassing in Palermo with nursery stock
lamp was overturned and them, running out
welcomed to our villa ge.
Jackson < \nit
In Beitasr. January 31. bv
sel today.
Her registered tonnage is l.'JSl
some work.... Oscar Clark has gone to Cambecame ignited. The young man pluck iiy
....Mrs. Emily Knowles spent four days
The
price pa»d is said to have bee” about Rev ie (i. ti. Win-low. \ 11onso Jatk-on and Miss
North
Stockton
Mr.
and
Springs.
Mrs.
den to work hi the mill.James O. Kneeseize.; the H lining lamp ami carried it out
Kai
o! Bdim«m
I"Uh
with Mrs. Cora Goodwin last week.
Canty.
$15,U0U She has been towed to New York.
ICv'Wi.io.N Ib itiN-oN
N. W. Staples visited Mr. Phillip Holmes of
In W.tuiu. Jiinna y 2b,
doors before it exploded, lie received some laud is taking care, of Emery Marden who
It is stated in advices
London, Jan. 24
Troy.
The Methodist quarterly confer- j
by O. C llusst y. l-.-i]., il-uac* Kimw i,.i .d Swan
Salem. Mass., Mrs. Mary Porter and Mr.
A delegation from here
received that sell Win. B. Palmer of Bath,
ville and Louisiana Robm-on .■! Morrill
burns ou his hands, and the carpet was is partially insane
ence will meet at the Union church Feb 5th.
Li
Millku i! 11• •.in>.
visited Harry Gray of Stockton Springs the
Staples’ aged mother, also of Salem, and Me., while in tow of a tug from Buenos
Rorkjmr. January 23.
slightly damaged.
The Presiding Elder will preach Sunday Mrs. Sadie Grant of
Ayres up the river to Campana on I>ee. JO, Heratio Miller and ML- Annie li _-ins, both I
Brookline, a few weeks grounded
night of Jan. 2S:h and report a line time.
Garcia at high water,
at
Martin
Rock|'(»rt.
The hark J. 11. Bowers, Oapt. (.’. X MeyMr.
who
has
afternoon. Rev.
Wood,
preach- ago. Every thing possible was done to and would have t<
Vt C'ci:i*y.
Fai
In Rockport, Janua.ry 23.
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